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Education is obligatory in all aspects of human life' The speed of

development and exchange is so high in the world of

commu;icatlon that all individuals and society try to adapt'

Education today has gone through its traditional methods and is

moving towards virtual and electronic learning'

Today,"at the college and University level students have started

thinking about career options, but the question is whether our

country"has the facilities to help our dreams soar in heaven or if we

have to go abroad to make our dreams come true' After extensive

."r"r..i'on this sublect, it is really reassuring to know that "our

future is in safe hands".

In the current world scenario, new inventions' modern

technologies, the growth of the economy and competition are the

order oflhe day. In this emerging globality, India is trylng to

position itself as a knowledge-based economy' Higher education

assumes a tremendous importance to face these challenges'

Mangalmay Journal has been acclaimed a unique position in

acad-emic world. From its inception it poses the distinct fervor to

meet ambience with academics and professionalism' The issue

Volume B No. 1 in your hand, gives the glimpses of research papers

on various fields. Each paper has gone through a great research

and have depicted great outcomes from the research undergone

byvarious authors.
T"he various papers included in the research manuscripts revolves

around behaviour of adolescent, factors influencing consumers

online shopping, Understanding the essence of work life balance'

A move from Cash to cash less economy, a move concept of digital

recruitment, International assignment focusing on the role of

organisation and the family support, Impact of digital market on

thJ behaviour of the consumers and the role of social media for

women empowerment.
Lastly a botk review been covered on company accounts of the

mosi analytical and rationalist writer Prof' R S Singal is a great

example oi a combination of simple concepts including practical

.""-pl.r. Moreover, we are thankful to all the contributors who

have iried their talent best to add some additional value by

contributing in this valuable and prestigious iournal'
Further we look forward for various contributions ofthe research

paper in the upcoming journal of Management'

(Dr. Tushar Kanti)
Editor-in-chief
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Abstract
llotivation of academic staff contributes a lot to the student Iearning as well as the research

outcome of the institution. Therefore, studying motivation of academic staff is cruclal for the

performance of higher educaticln institutions [rff ftl. Purpose of this study rvas to extract the

factors responsible for the work motivation of faculty in higher education institutions' To

erplore the various factors a questionnaire lvas designed rvith the help of literature revierY

ar-ailable on this theme and few more variables ,v.reidded after a thorough discussion tvith

:aculty members so that all possibie work motivation reasons are reported' Data rvas collected

,:rline as weil as offline from faculty members oi higher education institutions located in the

)icR region of India. Exploratory research design is used with convenience sampling method for

-.ata coliection. Data collected from 150 facutty members were analyzed using exploratory

:ctor analysis. flnaings trighlighted the academic staff 's motivation dimensions and extracted 9

::^::ors out of 53 items. These factors play an important role in motivating academic staff in

.. :her education institutions in India'

Kel'words
,.-:< Motivation, Motivational Factors, Higher Education Institutions' Academic Staff' Faculty

lntroduction
'.-'.=iopmentofanyCountrypredominantlydependsonitseducationsystemandfaculty
- =:-.rersarethemostimporlantpillaroftheentireeducationstructure'Motivationoffacultyin
-= =.tpingcountriesrr.hrrtndiihasreceivedlittleattentiondespitethefactthatresearchhas- .,.-r horv important it is for student's learning and satisfaction. Teachers play an important

- : .r1 a student's life. Students' motivation and satisfaction has always been a major

-, :=ration for educational institutions, whiie ignoring academic staff's work motivation

- :-:t andMathaisel,2000). while student success and student learning are important

:.:::...lerS indlcating,u..",, and quality of an educational institution, motivation and

ONI/NE ISSN : 22i0-729X
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performance of academic staff is equally crucial for the success of both students and the

institute. Research has shown that a teacher's performance has a great impact on a student's

learning and satisfaction .

Teachers are the back bone ofthe entire educational system and the whole society at large, hence

it is imperative to understand what motivates teachers. The present study thus aims to identify
the factors that describe the motivational levels of faculties of HEIs. Main purpose of this studyis
to identify motivational factors of academic staff in the context of higher education institutions
of India.

Research objectives of the study are outlined below-
. To identifyand determine the dimensions ofworkmotivation of academic staff in HEIs.
. To undeistand the relationship and pattern among the identified variables of work

motivation.
. To determine the top work motivation factors that describe the reasons for academic staff

work motivation in HEIs.

Literature Review
Work motivation is a construct which is largely studied and defined in different ways in
research because of its direct implication on behaviour and performance at individual as

well as organizational level too. Motivation is generally defined as a motive to engage in a
behaviour. defines motivation as the degree to which an individual wants and chooses to

engage in certain specified behaviour. Myers (1993) defines motivation as a need or desire

that serves to energize behaviour and to direct it towards a goal. Motivation is a set of
energetic force that originate within an individual and externally in order to initiate work
related behavioul and to determine its form, direction, intensity and duration (Pindea

1998). Motivation is a set of procesbes that arouse, direct, and maintain human behaviour
toward attaining some goal fGreenberg and Baron, 2003). Motivation is the force which
strengthens behaviou4, guides behaviour in a right direction, and maintains the behaviour. It
is defined as a reason because of which an indMdual start something continues it and

finishes it. Though there are numerous ways and definitions in which motivation has been

defined but there is no universal definition of motivation. Motivation is based on needs

which are present within an individual. An individual is said to be motivated when he/she
chooses an action or behaviour in order to perform towards the achievement of some goal.

Motivation is a continuous process which is not subject to one specific need. The moment
one need is satisfied, new one will emerge. Every organization wish to encourage a

particular behaviour which leads to performance. Since behaviour is a voluntary choice of
an indMdual; organizations wish to work on those factors which motivates them to choose

that particular behaviour. Generally, organizations fail to consider the indMdual employee
whose behaviour they want to influence. Managers need to understand their employees as

indMduals in order to motivate them.

Motivation is a dynamic internal state which is influenced by many external factors. It is
important for institutions to know these factors to create an environment that fosters
employee motivation. Every human being is engaged in some work in their life. It is
worthasking what motivates them to do that particular work? If an employer knows what
makes its employees productive, they will ensure the desired behaviour and will certainly
have a marketplace advantage . Effective management and high productivity are linked with

,:
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employee motivation its employees productive, they will ensure the desired behaviour and will

;::Ti:"Y",T":.:,ililT'*i?;""*r:::g"11::,::1 13eir En".tive manasement and highproductivirv are linked with__emproyeJ ,iotirrtirn. in ,, *gqri.;ffi:,1-t?A'"Trt ffilrl:ijSchlosser and Pompa 2007). Hence, it necom"s fundamentar for organizations to understandthe nature of individual motivation

Methodology and methods
Sampling and data collection
The sampling frame of this study consisted of academic staff of higher educational institutes inIndia' convenience sampling was selected as the sampling techiique for the purpose of thestudy' Data were thus collected from higher educational instf,ute, of the prir-ate sector located inthe National capital Region of India, Th-e selection of the targeted higher educational institutionswas based on random samplingtechnique.

Data were collected using both online and offline data coliection procedures, Initiall\'questionnaires were sent over e-mail to the respondents. olthe 200 e-mails sent, onlr. 39 ,r;;;returned, indicating a response rate of 'L9o/o for the onrine ar,r.rr..i,;;';';.;l;;irrr..
survey was also undertaken to supplement the online data collection process. olthe 150 pen-and-paperquestionnaires, lllwereturnedin,indicatingaresponserate ol74o/o.Thus,atotalof150 responses were received, with an overall response rate of 42o/o.The sample characteristicsare detailed in Table 2 ofthe study,

Instrument Development
The various dimensions of motivation were identified from the literature review. The literature:et'iew resulted in a total of 53 items to be representing motivation of academic staff of higher-ducation institutions' In the first stage of instrument development, the items identified were
':bjected to expert opinion. Senior a=cademicians and professors were requested to review':ese items in terms of their representation of motivaiions, the language of each item and
':propriateness in terms of the context of higher educational institutes. This also resulted in
' s certaining the face varidiry and content varidity of the instrument.
' : e survey instruments.consisted of items presented on a 7-point Likert scale. The respondents-:e required to rate the ievel of importance that each oithese statements had in terms of:'':rmining their motivation levers on a Likert-scare. The."rponr", ranged from highry--:rl-tant to not important at all. In the first phase of data collection, a pilot study was- -:=:taken on an initial,sample of 50 respondents. this was done ro rr,o determine the scale- ':ilify' cronbach's Alpha was taken as the measure to ascertain reliability of the survey
'::-ment' A cronbach Alpha of value greater than 0.8 indicates good reliability, while a-- -':ach alpha value ranging between 0.6 and 0,8 is also considered to be acceptable [Singh,- -'':-kar & Kaur; 2016)' During this phase the respondents were also asked to provide their- - : -::k in terms of flow and their understanding of the survey items. once the reliability of' : .'' as established, full data collection was undertaken. The ."tirbiiity..sults along with the-- =:ed CronbachAlpha values are presented in Table 1.

fvfangatma
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Table 1 Reliab

Cr.rb*lf t Atpha Based on Standardized Items No. of ltems.
Cronbach's AlPha

9'70 53
.969

Table 2 Descriptive statistics ofthe participant's profile

quency %

30 and below 44 29'3

31--40 74 49'3

41-50 22 14'7

50 ancl above 10 6'7

Toral 150 100'0

Gender

Male Bo 53'3

Female 70 +6'7

Total 150 100'0

Rank 7.3
Lecturer 71

Assistant Professor 110 73'3

Associate Professor L6 10'7

Professor 13 8'7

Total 150 100'0

Education n .7
Graduate 7

Post Graduate 
gZ 61'3

Ph.D. 51 34'0

Post Doc 6 4'0

Total 150 100'0

Total ExPerience A. 30.7
5 or less 46

6-10 52 34'7

, tr 16.7
11-15 Lr

1,6-20 1-1' 7 '3

21-25 9 6'0

26-30 2 1'3

Above 30 5 3'3

Total 150 1oo'o

ONLINE,SSN : 22i0-729X
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sPSS was used as the major tool of data analysis. Data anarysis was accomplished using thetechnique of exploratory factor analysis, whereby the various items were reduced to berepresented by a limited number of factors. Exploratory Factor Analysis is a scale developmenttechnique for reducing indicators to a more manageable set [Gerbing & Anderson. lgBgJ . Theyobserved that the factor analysis technique was useful when factoring a set of items so as toconstruct a scale on the basis ofidentified factor loadings.

Results ofthe Study

FactorAnalysis
Factor analysis is a technique to identify surface attributesfvariablesJ and interna]attributes[factors) fTucl<er & Maccallum, 1997J, The technique finds wide acceptance inpsychology research where it serves to uncover and understand the various undertyinglimensions of its various concepts, such as the two-factor theory, source and surface traits inlersonality' etc' The present study made use of exploratory factor analysis to uncover the;nderlying work motivation dimensions, based on the 53 iiems identified during literature:evierv' The Principal component Analysis method for data extraction n,as utilized based on
"'arimax rotation' Varimax rotation, is a form of orthogonal rotation, u-hich offers a rotated factor
' -'lution whereby each factor is independent of the other. The rest part of this section outlines:ie results obtained from exploratory factor analysis

SampleAdequacy
The rdiabiliqr of factor analysis iargely depends on the sample size, which is in turn dependenton a variety ofother factors [Field, 2005)" The present study assessed the sampie adequa*.:ased on the Kaiser-Meyer-oikin [KMo) statistic. For a sample to be adequate, the value of KN{oshould be more than 0'5 [Field, 2005). it,* xuo va]ue returned for the current data set was 0.9r-Table 3)' thus indicating an adequate sample size. Guadagnoli and velicer [198g) proposed that'i the dataset has several high factor loading scores, then a relatively smaller sample size [n >150J would suffice for rhe purpose of factor ext.r;";. ;;;;;; appropriareness of facior:nalysis is also determined using Bartlett,s Test which must b" ,ignincrnt [p < 0.001]. The

'.::.=X,"t,,:Yr:;::-"0 a significant vatue for the test and thus rhe sampte adequacy of the data

Table 3 KMO and Bartlett,s Test
= 

:- l,ie),er-Olkin Measure of Samptin! aa"qffi

Mangalmay.Io
Volume 8, Number 2, Jan- June. 2(fi 9

Statistical analysis

.900
*dett's Test of Sphericity Approx. Chi-Square

df
Sig.

6381.822

L37B

0.000

I
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Factor Extraction
The factor extraction was based on the eigen values. Kaiser (197 4)recommended an eigen value

of over 1, as a criterion for deciding the number of underlying factors in a given dataset' Based on

the eigenvalue criterion, l0 factorswere extractedforthe current data setto be representingthe

underlying 53 items. The first factor explains 39.734o/o of variance in the data' TotalTL'92 o/o

variante is explained by all ten factors'

The loading ofeach item onto its associated factor is obtained based on the Rotated components

Matrix. The highlighted values of the factor Ioadings indicate the Ioading of each item onto its

respective factor. A loading greater than 0.4 was considered to be acceptable for an item to be

loaded to its resPective factor.

Thus, based on the exploratory factor analysis, a total of 10 factors were obtained to be

representing workplace motivation among employees of higher educational institutions' While

10 factors were obtained based on the rotated components matri& the study relies on the

following conditions to arrive at the factors: 1.) factor loadings greater than 0'4 or above' and 2'J

factors with a minimum of 3 items loaded on to it [Kim, Atkinson &Yang, 1999; Yong & Pearce,

2013).Since one of the factors had only 2 items loading (E 25 and E 26), with a factor loading

grea;r than 0.4, the factor was dropped for further consideration' Therefore' based on the

criteria listed above the study identified 9 motivational factors to be highlighting workforce

motivation among employees of higher educational institutions' Table 4 lists down the items

associated with each facto4, while also mentioning the eigen value, %o variance explained and

Cronbach's Alpha for each factor obtained and factor mean'

Table 4 Measurement items, total variance, EFA and cronbach's s

Item
no,

Item
Factor
loadings

- o/oexPlained
Eigenvalue ,o)ionr"

Factor

' a"rn

Factor 1: Research & Consultanry 2t.06 39.734 0.94 5.852

EB SupportYou getto carry out .781
Research
a ctivities

E9 Encouragement you get to carry out .816
research

E10 Financial support for Research

E11 Availability of research facilities

[Access to online resources like
Emerald etc.)

E12 Recognition of Research

Achievements
E13 Research Environment within

the Institute/ UniversitY
E14 Consulting oPPortunities

.796

.735

,B5B

.823

.671

3.62 6.818 0.9+ 6.089
Factor 2: Relations at Work

PRlNf /SSN :0973-7251 ONLINE ISSN : 2230-729X
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E31

E33

834

E35

E36

E37

L -1.)

E39

E40

ManSalmay,Iournal of Management & Technology
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Discipline among students during
lecture/class
Healthy Student Faculty Interaction
and relations
Healthy professional relationship
with colleagues
Healthy professi onal relationship
with Department Chair
Healthy professional relations with
supporting staff/ admin staff
Sense of friendship and team spirit
with colleagues
Guidance/ Support by superiors
[overall competence of superiorsJ
Infl uential Leadership in
organization
Opportunity to participate in
decision making on
Institute/University's policies and
practices
Fair and equal treatment

.460

.453

.796

.694

.766

.780

.764

.792

.542

.53 3_11

. actor 3: Job Factors 2.58 4.882 0,9 6.188
::-

:_:-l

--:
:]
_.

a --

Adequate policies for leaves of
absence
Appropriateness of work hours
fwork timings, weekly offs etc.)
Transparency in Organization's
policies and procedures
Pay, salary and benefit packages
Pension and security benefit
(EPf;, Gratuity, etc.J

fob security

.581

.72t

.676

.71.3

.716

.727
:, :'-.r .l: Academic Factors 2.39 4.51,1, 0.87 6.273

.588

.756

.5BB

.529

.576

.590

Acknowledgement and Recognition
from students
Teaching your own interest area
Freedom to determine what I teach

IContents of the course)
Freedom to determine how I teach

ITeaching Pedagogyj
.{dequate teaching load
Enjoyment in teaching

0.89

-

: - I Grorvth and Development 1.88 3.560 6 08.r
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E4B Resources and support provided for

professional activities like Seminal

tonference, WorkshoP, FDB MDP

etc. [e.g. financial suPPort and

leaves)
EAg . Provision of achievement rewards

[e.g. one-time monetary reward'

incentives)
E50 Provision of fair and timelY

Promotion systems
E51 bpportunityforadvancement[e'g',

possibility of assuming different

Positions in the Profession)
F;52 teacher evaluation [e.g', appraisal of

classroom instruction by evaluator)

8tr2 Periodic Appraisal [e'g' annual
DJJ

Performance aPPraisalJ

563

.680

.702

.663

.543

.445

1.52 2.866 0.84 5.893
Factor 6: Worki Conditions

E15 Facilities provided for academic staff

in the university [e.g' admin support'
medical facility, canteen, sports club

etc')

E76 GeograPhic location ofthe
Institute/UniversitY

817 Availability of latest teaching

aids/equiPment
E19 Office and work space [personal

desktoP, Printe4 cabin, etc')

.715

.6Lt

.550

7.42 2.678 0.85 6.097
pactor 7 r Studen!B9la'!g!-!3g!959

EZg Quality of students [student's IQ

level, learning abilitY etc')

E30 Good numerical rating/scores from

student evaluations
832 Student's participation in class

EZB Your student's achievement and

SUCCCSS

E18* Availability of well-equipped library

.649

.462

.496

.44t

.423

Factor B: Profession's

teaching recognition
status &

1,.19 2.263 0.71. 
5.742

PRlNr /SSN : 097i-7251
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E3 Your Academic Rank [Designation)
in the Organization

E4 Status of being an Academician in
my family and society

E5 Recognition ofteaching
achievements

824* Adequate no. ofstudents in the class

.638

.J )J

.695

.451

Mangalmay tlournal of Management & Techn"logy
ltolume 8, Number 2, Jan- June, 20i9

Factor 9: Organization's reputation 6.064
and work appreciation 1.09 2.056 0.67

E1 Institution/university"s Reputation
and Image
Reputation ofthe
D epartment/Discipline
Appreciation for a job well done

.564

.71.5

.587

E2

:6

# Item with * are eliminated.

D I SCUSSION AND MANAGERIAT IMPLICATIONS
--ie of the objectives of the study was to identify and determine the dimensions of rvork:lijl'ation of academic staff in HEIs, Exploratory Factor Analysis explored ten dimension of''-'rk motivation for academic staff at Higher Education Institutions, out of u'hich nine factors

=:e retained. Factors explored in the study are discussed as follorving:

. actor 1- Research & Consultancy
I = 

j:r items loaded on factor 1 with factor loading of minimum .671 andmaximum .858. Items- - roed in this factor are support received for research activlties, encouragement received to
' :'. cut research, financial support, availabilities ofresearch facilities, recognition ofresearch

' - - =-"ements, research environment within the institute, and consulting opportunities. Most
':. 'caded on this factor are concerned with research and consultancy opportunities, thus
' . -: 1 is referred to as research and consultancy. This factor explained maximum variance of,..:anaiysis.

: 
= ::lr 2- Relations atWork- 

' ': --:0r is concerned with relations of academic staff with students, colleagues, department
' - ':d supporting staff. Discipline among students, team spirit, guidance from seniors,

' '*:it1'to participate, Influential leadership, and fair treatment are also important items

: -'- 
-: this factor. Total 10 items loaded on factor 2 with loaclings ranging between .453 to

. .:: : 3.Job Factors-' 
":'l:isnamedas'Jobrelatedfactors',sinceitincludesitemsrelatedtoajobsuchas 

job

' ;' 
':curity benefits. 6 items loaded on factor 3 with loading r.ange of .581-.727. These: : :l ':ems are an important consideration for faculty at higher education, since it is
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secondmostimportant factorofmotivationforfacultywithafactormeanof6'18'

Factor 4- Academic factors
Academic factors' is the most important factor among faculty members of higher education with

the factor mean of 6.273. Items clubbed with this factor are acknowledgement and recognition

fyliri"r",,eachingyour own interestarea, freedomto determinewhatl teach and howl teach'

adequate teaching load, enjoyment in teaching. Total 6 items loaded on this factor with a

minimumloading of .529 and maximum '590'

Factor 5- Growth & DeveloPment
Factor 5 includes items which are considered important for the growth and development of

faculty in a higher education institute, hence named as growth and development' Items loaded

on the factor are resources& support provided for professional activities, provision of

achievement reward, fair and timely promotion system, advancement opportunities, teacher

evaluation, periodic appraisal. 9 items with loading between .445 to '7 02loaded on this factor'

Factor 6- Working conditions
Facilities provided to the academic stafl geographical Iocation of the institute, availability of

teaching aids, office and work space are the items concerning working conditions of an

organization. Minimum loading of anitem on this factor is.550 and maximum is '715'

Factor 7- Student related factors
Third most importan;i;.to. ro. a faculty in higher education is the student body. Quality of

students, good ratings from the students, students' participation in the class and their

achievement and s.rccl"ss is a great source of motivation for faculty. Item no, 18 [availability of

well-equipped libraryJ is eliminated from this factor because it does not appear to make a

,n"rningflri and useful contribution to the underlying factor and nature of this item is not

consistent with other items of the factor. Factor loading on this factor is minimum '44L and

maximum.649.

Factor B- Profession's status & teaching recognition
Leastimportantfactor forfacultymotivation is profession's status and recognition andthe items

under this factor are academic ranh status of being an academician in the family and society, and

recognition of teaching achievements with factor loading of ,638, '553 and '695 respectively'

Item no. 24 (adequate no. of students in the class) is eliminated from this factor because it does

not appear to make a meaningful and useful contribution to the underlying factor and nature of

this item is not consistentwith other items of the factor'

Factor 9- Organization's reputation and workappreciation
Last factor identified in this itudy is labelled as Orginization's reputation and appreciation and

the associated items are Institution/university's Reputation and Image, Reputation of the

Department/Discipline and Appreciation for a job well done, with factor loading of '564' '715

and. 587 resPectivelY.
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-rut of 53 ltems presented, respondents claimed that the top three items of motivation for them

':e 'Teaching their own interest area', 'acknowledgement and recognition from students' and
:njoyment in teaching'. Most important factor extracted through factor analysis is factor no 4-
.r.cademic factors', with the highest factor mean of 6.273. This factor includes all three top rated
.:ems selected by the respondents

r:sults show that, for academic staffat higher education intrinsic factors and higher order needs
.:. most important motivators, which is consistent with other research held in this domain
i.shay, 1,996). Second most important factor identified for faculty is job related factors which

. -:ails the lssues related to pay, salary, pension, job security, work hours, ieave policy and other
, . :anizational policies. Since India is still not a developed country, people put great importance

'-'h!'sioiogical and security needs. Policy makers in higher education should pay considerable
. -=ntion to these factors. Students are at the core ofteaching profession and hence, third most
.-.: ortant motivating factor identified for faculty is students. Students and the recognition from

=:: keep faculty moving and motivates them to do better. Results of the study shows relations
. '. trk are kept over and above growth and development opportunities, by the faculfy. As per

..actormean,researchandconsultancyisnotofgreatimportantforacademicstalf ofhigher

' - - -ation in India and may be lack of research interest is one of the reason',vhy India has little
::,:ution in Research and consultancy, in comparison to USA and China [Reddyl, Xie & Tang,

- - :' Status of the profession is least important motivating factor for faculty rvith a mean score
- -2. Status of profession maybe a reason for people to join thls profession but study reveals

' . , : .s not an important reason for their work motivation. Organizations should be conscious
-, :heir brand image and reputation because results ofthe study show that organization's

. --.:.oldsgreaterimportanceforfacultythanthestatusofprofession.Organizationsshould
: --'.'tde the academic freedom to faculty, since freedom to determine the content and pedagogy

' :entified as a motivating factor for faculty. Faculty should not be overburdened as adequate
.,:hing load is another important consideration identified byfaculty.

- 1] \CLUSION

..nizations are largely concerned about the job satisfaction ofan employee. Several studies'. shown that satisfied employees are not necessarily the performing employees. job
s:action can lead to job performance only if motivational aspects are provided [Ehrlich,
:-l,There are very few instruments which enquire how employee see the motivational aspect

: ,::r iob and workplace. This study is an attempt to develop a tool which can study the
:-'. :.tional aspect of the academic staff at workplace in context of higher education.
-:.f cation of such factors will enable educationists and administrators to design an effective
..:: for academic staff's work motivation. Based on the empirical analysis, the study arrives

. ' =i of factors best describing the factors that lead to a motivated and dedicated faculty for a
.r this study; Academic factors, job factors, student related factors, relations at work,
,:. and development, organization's reputation and work appreciation, working conditions,

..::r and consultancy and profession's status & teaching recognition are identified as most
::ant factors of motivation for academic staff of Higher Education Institutions in India,
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Limitation of the study and suggestions for future research
Current study focused on only need theories of motivation which attempts at answering what

aspect of moiivation, whereas understanding why and how aspect of motivation is also crucial.

Hence, future research should be based on other theories of motivation. The instrument used in

this study is subject to testing ofvalidity including predictive, divergent and convergent validity.

Exploqattry factor analysis is conducted in the study, it is suggested further to perform

Confirmatory factor analysis on the items used in this study in order to validate the instrument.

Data set was limited and iollected only from the national capital region of India. It is suggested to

perform this study with more and larger data sets across different regions. Incorporating above

iuggestion may result into a more valid instrument, with better results and better generalization

ofthe currentstudy.
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AstudyofconsumerperceptiononDigitalpaymentsystemin
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Abstract

The demonetization resulted in tremendous growth in digital payments' With the government

initiative like Digital tndia and redoubled use of mobil" "d 
i't"tnet area unit suggesis that to

exponential growth in use of digital payment' This transformation towards digital payments

edges in additional t,,n,p,.",'ry in transactions that empowers.the country,S economy' In

recent days several changes befell withinthe payment system like digital wallets' UPI and BHIM

apps for swish shift to iig'iiripry*ents. The tiriet of ttris analysis paper is to review the positive

impact that conversi"r-ri piv-ent system. ifi" .r..u,t paper ftcuses on the analysis of the

adoption level of those digital paymentsystemsby.rrto-t"' Primaryknowledgewas collected

from 200 respondents in Hyderabad. The .ofi".i"a knowledge through the form was analyzed

statistically by mistreatment chi-square technique'

KeyWords:
Oigitrt pry-ents, demonetization, E-Payments' online payments'

Introduction
The,Digital Bharat' is thatthe Indian Government's flagship programme with avision to convert

India into a digitally scepter country. "fr."t"tt, frp""rleis, Cashless" is one in all supposed

perform of Digital Bharatis a part of goru.n.n".ti reforms Prime Minister adult male' Narender

Modi demonetized the high price curren.y oi Rr' five hundred and one thousand in November

2016 and conjointlylaunciei the digitat tnaia initiative in 2015.These initiatives have provided

in depth improve to the digital payment system within the country' Government's alternative

initiatives like BHIM and uPI are supporting in transition. and-quicker adoption of digital

payments. Electronics consumer traniictions"created at point of iale [POS) for services and

product either throulr, "., 
urrti"g or mobile banking victimization sensible phone or card

pa;rment is kno*r, ,, i, Jigital paym-ent. The digital payment system has the subsequent phases'

1. Registration Z. fr*i.irr"g S.fry*..,t choice-4' Payment confirmation' This payment system

usually includes three eleironic payment instruments particularly' cash' cheque and card' Post

Demonetization is affecting the e-commerce sector that cash on Delivery is gradually being

stopped and alternativ" -idu, of payment is replace like Card on Delivery internet Banking'

Debit card, Mastercard etc. Demonetization is protecting ecommerce industry in India

enhancesthepossibilityforpeopleto go cashless'

PRlNr/55N :0973-725L
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Hr-pothesis

i , 1 : There is not any significant impact of customer's age on digital payments.

i I : There is not any significant rmpact of customer's education on digital payments.

3 r There is not any significant impact of customer's income on digital payments.
Research Methodology

. sludy is being conducted to collect data on digital payment system adoption in India. The
--..'tsconductedinGhaziabadregion.Asamplesizeof220respondentswasselectedusingthe

:,= convenience sampling. Out of which 200 were responded. This represents a response
,-. -:90a/0. Structured questionnaires are used for collecting data. The responses from the
- :. ients were analyzed using the Chi square test and simple percentage method.

. - lnalysis and Interpretation

l of tre respondents,60.50/o were male only 39.5% were female., engaged with digital
try@tsystem

18 t llemographic factors

: of the
ndents [YearsJ

N o/o

25 12.5
67 3 3.5

65 32.5
43

200
19,5

1,000/o

p;..............ru sfoilllrs the Demographic factors of the customers using digital payment system, It is
' r i r and32,5o/o respondents were belonged to the age group of 31-40 and
' : : : --.'...1\-, Only 12.S1/orespondents were below 30 years and 19.So/orespondents

- : the consumers

ONLINE ISSN : 2230-729X
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LiteratureReview
SanghitaRoy,Dr.IndrajitSinha[2014J'statedthatE-paymentSysteminAsiannation,has
shovyntremendous growth,however stillthere has tonto be done to extendits usage' Still 90% of

the transactions are money based mostly. Technology Acceptance Model used for the aim of

study. They found Innovation, incentive, client convenience and legal framework are the four

factorsthatcontributetostrengthentheE-paymentSystem.

E-paymentSystemsaremechanismsutilizedbyindividualandorganizationsasasecuredand
convenientmethod of creatingpayments overthe internetand ata similartime a entrancewayto

technological advancementilitrin tne field ofworld econom[Slozko & Pello,2015J'

Rakesh H M & Ramya T ] (2014) in their research paper titled ,A Study on Factors Influencing

Consumer Adoption of i.,i".r"i Banking in India' tried to examine the factors that influence

internet banking adoption. It is found that internet banking is influenced by its perceived

reliability, Perceived 
"are 

of use and Perceived usefulness' In the process of internet banking

services expert should emphasize the benefits its adoption provides and awareness can also be

improved to attract consumers" attention to internetbanking services'

Kartikeya Bolar [2014)ln his research paper "End-user Acceptance ofTechnology Interface In

Transaction Based Environment "stated that Creator and investors of technology need

information aboutthe customers" evaluation of their technology interface based on the features

and various quality dimensions to make strategic decisions in improving technology interfaces

and compete on various quality dimensions'

Nitsure (20L4)in his paper observed that the problem being faced by developing countries like

India within the adoption of E-banking initiatives due to low dissemination of Information

Technology. The paper highlighted the issues like security considerations' rules' regulation and

management. In India there's a significant risk of the emergence of a digital split because the

poor are excludedfromtheweb then fromthe economic system'

Balazs vinnai, general managel Digital channels, Misys[April 25,2016)'says that "lt is crucial

for banks to think about new digital channels as a part of integrated strategy and evolve from

initial to second generation digital banking: switch digital from a supporting role, to the first

sales and channel for banks,,, says vinnai. "Reengineering processes round the client isn't

straightforward, however banks should embrace digital banking to stay competitive and

relevant."

Obiective of the StudY

. To find outthe impact of the age of respondents on digital payments'

. To flnd outthe impactof customers education on usage of digital payments'

. To flnd outthe impact of customers income status on usage of digital payments'

PRINI /55N :0973-7251
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Income N o/o

Below 1,00,000 26 'J,30/o

1,00,000 ro

3,00,000

49 24.5

3,00,000 to

5,00,000

67 33.5

5,00,000 to

10,00,000

5B 29o/o

Total 200 L00o/o

Table 3: Consumer's Education

Education N o/o

Primary 24 12%

Secondary +/ L J,J

Technical 45 22,5

University 4B 24

Other 36 18

Total 200 100

- re above table shows thatL20/o respondents were Primary educated, 23.5o/o and22,5o/otsere
.,','ith secondary and technical education respectively, 24Vo were with University education, and

- 3 6% of the respondents were with other education. The earlier studies proved that education
: ar-s the role in adoption oftechnology. The respondents oftechnical education ofthe study area
,.,orvs thatthe technoiogy adoption will be quite encouraging.

Hrpotheses Testing Using Chi-square Analysis

- - 1: There is no significant impact of customer's age on usage of digital payments.

Impact of
age on
technol
Yes

Total

k

No

r -- ', : iSSN : 097 j-7251 

- 

ONUNE iSSA/ : 22 jO-729X

13.75o/o

AgefYears) chi-
Square Df

27-30 3L-40 41-50 >45 Total
12.6601 16.850/o 48.630l 1.3.199 J 0.004

5.560/o 18.670/o 20.6701 4.460/o 51,.3701

10. 34.43% 33.3304 Tt.3tot 1.000/o
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From the above table it is observed that p<0.05, age plays an important role in the adoption of

dlgital payments and provedthatthis is positively correlated with age.

H02:There is no significantimpact of customer's income on usage of digital payments.

- -- -_| 
i-

Square
5-10 Total

tmpact of
Income in lakhs

Df lP-value
I consumer I "::Yl":
income on <5 1-3

the usage

of bank

on

"r-)

From the above table it is observed that p>0.05, hence the null hypothesis is accepted' Therefore

the usage of digital payments does not depend on income of the customers.

H03:There is no significantimpactof customer's education on usage of digital payments.

lmDact otrtrrPaLr vr 
Education chi-

technology

*, , r*rt ,=.Sr"h rr.O=
Total lZ.OZo/o 2;.t4o/o 33.23o/o Zg.51.o/o t}Oo/o

consumer Square
education Primary Secondary Technical University other Total

adaptation

of online

bankine
yes 11.02o/o 13.75o/o 7.74o/o g.2oo/o 7.lOo/o 48.63Vo 16.gBL 4 9.9

No 3.73o/o g.3B% I5.7So/o 11n2% 1,1.49o/o 57.37o/o

Totar 14.7so/o igso)r-t zs.ig,it , zo.zzo/, tl.s9o/o r0oo/o

From the above table it is observed that p<0.05, Hence it proves that the usage of digital
payments depends on customers education. More Educated people are expected to have more

favorable attitudes towards adoption of innovations. Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected.

Limitations of the Study
The research was carried on the basis of primary and secondary data. The primary data for
research was collected from the Ghaziabad city only. Though Ghaziabad is one of the most

significant cities of the country, with only 200 samples selected from the city cannot be

considered as a complete representation of the population of the country. HoweveS, the objective

PRlNr/SSN :097i-7251 ONLINE ISSN : 22i0-729X



3
n0f ll the survey was to verify the perception of customers on digital payments with regard to the

:3ncept of general banking. Thus, this may not create obstruction in achieving the desired
-'Dlective even if Ghaziabad city cannot replicate other major banking hubs of the country. For
: rimary data, non response error cannot be ruled out.

Conclusion
, he study examines the effect of adopting the impact of digital payment on consumers of the
:anking sector of India. The result put together gives us an important policy direction to
-:.rease cashless payments.The results indicate that the implementation of technology for
:l:ital payments have improved the performance of banking sector and able to achieve the
:-'lt1\'e cash less economy. The study gives emphasis on maximum utilization of technology.
lanks should take effective measures in creating awareness towards the effective usage of
,= :hnology and security
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Abstract
As far as the present scenario is concerned, the banking industry is in a transition phase. The
Public Sector Banks, which are the foundation of the Indian banking system account for more
than 78 per cent of total banking industry assets. Unfortunately they are burdened with
excessive Non Performing Assets [NPA), massive manpower and lack of modern technology. It is
also dangerous for bank's profitability credibility and economics of scale. Narasimham
Committee report recommended various guidelines to RBI in 1993 to identifii and reduce of
NPAs be treated as national priority.NPA indicated the bankers credit risks and efficiency of
allocation of sources. The Financial reforms have helped largely to reduce NPA in Indian Bank
Industry. This paper attempts to analyze the performance of different banks. To compare the
performance of public sectof, private sector and foreign banks selective indicators were taken
into considerations. These Indicators were Gross NPAs and Gross Advances,

Keywords
Issue and Challenges for Indian Banking Industry Impact and Causes of NPAs, Co-relation
between Gross NPAs & Gross Advances.

Introduction
The Indian banking industry regulated by the Banking Regulation Act of India, 1949,1t can be
divided by two categories .One is scheduled banks and other is non - scheduled banks.
Scheduled Banks consisted commercial banks and the co-operative banks. Commercial Banks
comprise nationalized banks, The SBI & its associated banks, foreign banks, regional rural banks
and the old/new private sector banks on the basis of ownership.
Indian Banking has a long period history which has evolved over many years passing through
different various phases .lt has undergone note worthy transformation following financial
sector reforms but at present ,it is passing through a decision phase .lndian Bank adopt
international best practices in regulation and supervision of money market. So, It create a strong
competitive and vibrant banking system into due prudential norms .lt means to allow entry of
new private sector banks and foreign banks, access the capital market permission, flexibility in
operational work and financial autonomy to public banks ,improve to corporate governance
practices and maintain standards practices. Banks have diversified our role into nontraditional
activities and result comes in the form of conglomerate .Therefore, deregulation has opened up
newheightforbanks to augmentincome.
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I:sue and Challenges for Indian Bankinglndustry
lhe Indian Banking System faces a series of reform over the last years in respect of derequ- a .- ::,
-f interest rates, the role ofgovernment increases in public sector banks and the incre=.=:
:articipation of private sector banks. New foreign banks are very crazy to cover ali ir;-a:
::stomerfinancialmarketbecauseof IndianPublicandPrivatebankhavenotcapabletotap.::
: rirestic market.

:. ere are several challenges for Indian banks in a competitive environment as follows:-

.:' \on PerformingAssets INPAs)

':' LiskManagement&Basel II

:' - rnsolidation

;.,,,'erseasExpansion

: . =chnology

; ,-.'erofite tlt Reforms

r. ..led Manpower

:. s lmer Protection

-.:---tngof NPA

,.: -alled NPA when the borrower fails to repay the interest an{/or principal amount on
: - .:rIl1S. It means stop to generate income for the bank. A NPA treated as past due to
" - : :espect of credit facility in terms of interest and /or installment or principal amount

- -:l-ters or more. The past due means the amount has not been paid within 30 days from
. : ,:13 ,This concepts comeswith effectfrom 3l march 2001.

- : : --. : : \PAs onBankingOperation

. - --'. ofbankis reflected the size ofits balance sheetbutthe ievel ofreturn on its assets
- - :.art factor. The NPAs adversely affected to generate interest income but as parallel
' - - 

= : -. :-e d to give some provision for NpAs from their current profits.

-' : : :lastingimpactonthereturnonassetsinthefoljowingways:-

. :: :.:equateratioisdisturbedandcostofcapitalwillgoup.

r ::_: \'alue Addition IEVAJ by banks gets upset.

- -r - . :: t:-lls of banks are eroded.

. :, . i -,:.ie ofbanksreducedduetonon-receiptbasis

' - :.-.. :'- is affected adversely because of the provision of doubtful debts and
-:=:ifasbaddebts.

',4,

.-
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6. Return on Investment (ROI) is reduced.

7. The assets and liability mismatch will widen.

B. Itlimitsrecyclingofthefunds.

Causes for mounting NPA

The NpAs in pSBs are increasing by external and internal factors. PSBs are facing more problem

than the private and foreign banks. Directed loans system is one of the main causes of NPAs in

which commercial banks-are required to give 40 percentage of their credit to priority fields'

Directed loans system issue the iorn to the micro sector like sick or weak units, The another

important rou..L, of NPAs is poverty elevation programs like IRDB RREBSUME,JRYPMRY etc'

failed due to some reasons in zutfiUing their objectives. The maximum amount of loan granted

under these schemes .These amount was totally unrecoverable by political manipulation,

misuse of funds and wrong target audience of these sections. Some of the important'reasons for

NPA, mentioned in various literatures are summarized below:

1. Inadequate supportfrom RBI/NABARD in meetingthe fund-needs of these banks'

2. Corruption,nepotism,favoritismandUndueinterventionbypoliticalbigwigs.

3. Imprope4ineffectiveproposalappraisalsystemandinefficientcreditriskmanagement.

4. Directlendingunder subsidyschemes and Lackofproperpre-appraisal and followup'

5. Un-sound financial condition of the borrower and improper selection of
borrowers/activities.

6. Inadequate working capital leading to operational issues under financing/untimely
financing.

7. DelayincompletingtheprojectandDiversionoffundsforexpansion\modernization\setting
up new projects\ helping or promoting sister concerns

B. In-ability of the corporate to raise capital through the issue of equity or other debt

instrument from caPital markets.

9 . Business failures to identify problems in advance'

l-0. Deficiencies on the part of the banks viz. in credit appraisal, monitoring and follow-ups,

delay in settlement of payments\ subsidiaries by governmentbodies etc

Guidelines for minimizing NPAs:

Banks are required to follow certain guidelines to minimize the non-performing assets. These

are listed below:

1. Use of proper internal systems: Banks should establish appropriate intern-al systems to

eliminaie delays or postponement in the identification of NPAs, especially for high value

accounts.

,3
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Classification of accounts with short-term deficiencies: The classification of an asset as a
NPA should be based on the record ofrecovery. Banks should not classify an advance account
as an NPA simply due to the existence of some deficiencies, which are temporary in nature,
such as non-availability of adequate drawing porver based on latest stock.

Asset classification should be borrower-wise and not facility wise: It is difficult to
predict a situation where only one asset of a borrower becomes a problem with respect to
recovery. Therefore, all the assets loaned by a bank to a borrower have to be treated ai NpAs,
and not a particular asset.

Advances under consortium arrangements: Asset classification of advances taken from
consortiums should be based on the record of recovery of the individual member banks, as

"iell as other aspects that have a bearing on the recoverability ofthese advances.

Agricultural advances: In respect of advances granted for agricultural purposes if the
'iterest or installment of principal remains unpaid for trro han'esl seasons afler rt beconres
:ue, this advance is to be treated as a NPA, \\'hen rraturaj calanities impair the:epar-,ng
:apacity of agricultural borrorvers, banks may con\-ert a shcrt-lerm p:ocucticr: lcar rr,to a:::n loan, or re-schedule the repayment period as a relief rn.rrr.., Il this case, ihe iernr
-an as weil as fresh short-term loan may be treated as current dues and need not be
, ,ssified as a NPA.

J.estructuring/rescheduling of loans: A standard asset, nhere the terms of the loan
' ::ngement regarding interest and principal have been renegotiated or rescheduled after--: 

'ommencement 
of production, should be treated as a sub-standard asset and should-:r-'LiD in that category for at least one year of satisfactory performance under the''^=gctiated or restructured terms. In case of sub-standard and doubtfui assets also,

" " 'eduling does not entitle a bankto upgrade the quality of advances automatically, unless
= :. . s s atisfactory performance under the rescheduled/renegotiated terms.

. : : u res for NPA identification and resolution in India
' ' = high number of NPAs dampens the performance of banks, it is important to identily'.-:-a1 problem accounts and monitor them closely. Though most banks have Eariy

' -.:-': S1'stems [EWS) for identification of potential NPAs, the actual processes fol]orved
' ':: xl bank to bank. The EWS enables a bank to identify the borrower ac-counts that

' .rs of credit deterioration and initiate remedial action. Many banks have evolved
' - ::ed an elaborate EWS, which allows them to identify potential distress signals and- -.: options beforehand, accordingly." ri-arning signals indicate potential problems in the ac-counts, which include

:--:rrregularityinaccounts anddelaysinservicingofinterestpayments. lnaddition,
:::se banks review their exposure to borrower accounts every quarter based on: ;ata, r'vhich serves as an important additional warning ryrtu-. These early
' irals used by banks are generally independent of the risk rating systems and.. ..cation norms prescribed by RBL
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The major components or processes of the EWS followed by banks in India, as brought out by a

studycondu.t"dbyR"r"rve Bankof India atthe insistence ofthe Board of Financial Supervision,

are as follows:

1. Appointing a relationship manager/credit officer for monitoring accounts

Z. Preparation of 'knowyour client'profiles

3. Followingacreditrating

4. Identification ofwatchlist/special mention categoryaccounts

5. Monitoring of earlywarning signals

Literature Review

A large number of researchers have been studied to the issue of NON PERFOMING ASSET in

bankingindustry, Areview of the relevantliterature has been described as under:-

Krishnamurthi, C.V.[2000) observed that the rising NON PERFOMING ASSETS is serious

diseases for the public secior banks .lt shows that the gross NON PERFOMING ASSET of PUBLIC

SSECTOR BANKS are mounting very heavily .The NON PERFOMING ASSET curses lie between a

gross of Rs.39.253 crores in7992 -93 to Rs.45,463 crores in1997 -98'

Munniappan (Z}O})studied the diseases of NON PERFOMING ASSET into two factors

One is internal factor in respect of portfolio of funds for expansion, modernization and

diversification, accept new projects etc. Second is external factor in respect of recession in

economy, other countries suffered from non performing assets assessment, input/power

shortage, price up and downs uncertain natural calamities etc'

Das & Ghosh [2003) studied non-performing loans of Indian PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS on the

basis of various indicators like as assts size, operating efficiency and macroeconomics condition

and creditgrowth.

Gupta, S and Kumat S [2004J defined that redeeming features of banking sector reforms is the

.orrtinri.rg downfall in gross and net NON PERFOMING ASSET as a proportion of total assets for

all bank g.orrp, .NON PERFOMING ASSETS needs resolution otherwise it can break the

backbone of entire economic systemwithfinancial system '

Banerjee, B. and Dan, A.K [2006) analyzed that NON PERFOMING ASSETs are one of the most

cruciai problemwhich is faced bybankto require attention forimprovementin the management

of PSBs are increasing very speedily at present scenario due to following reason ' one is

government has got to f,ail out banks with monetary fund provisions sporadically and ultimately

topry"., bear the value .Second is cash borrowed for investment, for not utilized properly

,affects the creation of assets and therefore the growth of economy is vulnerable. The author has

urged many strategic measures to manage Non playing assets of Public sector banks'
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.:na, Ranu (2009) states main cause of mounting NON PERFOMING ASSETs in :u:..: s.-._:
anks is malfunctioning of the banks. Narasimham Committee identified the NON pERr - l,:.1, ,

-.SSETs as one of the possible effects of rnalfunctioning of pUBLIC sECToR BANKS.

- -''ng he [2002) in his study focuses on the nature of NON PERFOMING ASSET in Indian bankrng
,.stem and define the important role of assets reconstruction companies in resolving NON
- : RFOMINGASSETS.

: :,,1 G.VBhavani Prasad and Veera D [2011) examined that the reason behind the falling
:'.'enues from traditional sources is 78Vo of the total NON PERFOMING ASSETs accounted in' 3LICSECTORBANKS.

:?Hosmani & Hudagi iugdish[2O11J found that a slight improvement in the asset qualifi-
. -:cted by downsize in the NON PERFOMING ASSET percentage.NON PERFOMING ASSET is an-.:rovement scale for assessing financial performance of Indian banks. The mounting value of
- \ PERFOMING ASSETS will adversely affected to financial position in term of liquidiqv,
':.tabiliSz and economic of scale in operation. Bank has to take timely necessary steps igainst

- -.:adation of good performingassets.

::rsh B Raval [2012) studies to understand the major composition of NON PERFOM]NG
: SITS in Indian Banks and compared the three compositions i.e. Priority sector Non priority
. --:lr and others sector of NON PERFOMING ASSETS between Nationalized and SBI and its
,.:ciates. The researcher stated that there is no significant difference between three--:ositions of NON PERFOMING ASSETS to total NON PERFOMING ASSETS in nationalized

' ; -.'. and SBI and its associates.

- -- Dharmendran [2012) examine the position & growth of standard assets ,substandard..:s loss assets, gross nonperforming assets provision fbr non performing assets & net non
-:'- rnling assets with the help of percentage anaiysis method & compound growth rate for all
. ..ate Co-operative banks in India.

' .:ure and scope ofthe study

= :.esent study is empirical and descriptive in nature. The study is confined to examine the. . lf Nonperforming assets in Commerciai banks operating in India under consideration of
::.fS,

: ectiveofthestudy
' , :=search has been undertaken with the following objectives:

:ind out the NPA position of selected public sector banks. [All Nationalised banks in India)
. -- :ind the trend in NPAS of the Nationalised banks.

. - analysis the comparative position of NpAS ln Nationalised banks.
- :othesisofthestudy

- :re is significant difference between Gross NPAs and Gross Advances ratios of banks in
- 
=spect of Non Performance Assets [H0J.
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2' ThereissignificantdifferencebetweenNetNPAsrationspublicsectorbanksinlndia[H1).

Methodology

The study is descriptive in nature. It evaluate th9 Nr-A level in public sector banks for a periodbetween 2008-2013' By going through the path of objective set for the study, the relevantseeondary data has been collected through various sources like, RBI website, Trend andprogress in banking various issues. Collected data has been tabulated and analyzedby using
yarious ratio techniques. The study also examines the trend of NpA in various sample banks. Thefindings of the study are in conformity with the statistical tools applied as such Mean, StandardDeviation, compound annual growth rate and one-wayANovA coirllation.

Analysis and Interpretation

Table-1: Gross NpAs. ofDifferent years and ranks ofindividuar banks.

-LvtL tuts tul4 lLts 2016 2017 Mean SD CGAR RankLVLJ LVLO LUT/ ]VICAN )D LGAR RANK
Allahabad Bank 2 1€1 171 1.80 1.91 3.g2 2.7g 0.85 1i.87% g
AndnraHank 

- 1.1 qB3 0.86 1.38 2.12 3.71, 1.67 1.11 22.46;1
BankofBaroda 1.8 1.27 1.64 1.62 1.89 2.4 1.7; 037 4.9Loto 6
Bank of India 1.7 1.7 1 3.3I i..un z.g1 z.gg 2.s4 0.68 9.87o/o 1 5
Bank of Maharashtra 2.6 2.2g 2.96 2 !! 2.28 1.4g 2.35 O.4g _8.860/o L2
Canara Brnk 1.3 t"u I.53 1.47 1.7s z.s7 L.70 0.45 12.03% ;
cenrral Bank of India 3.2 2.67 2.32 i.u, o.u, 4.8 3.27 1.zB 6.990/o 19
corporatiorr Bank 1.5 1.14 1.02 os1 1.26 1.72 1,.2s 0.30 2.31% 1DenaBank 2.4 2.13 1.8 t86 1.67 2.1g z.; 0.28 _1.510/o 7
IDBI Bank Limired 1.9 1.38 1.54 t tg 2.57 3.22 2.07 0.70 9.19% B
Indian Ba.k 1.2 0.89 0.76 0,.r, 1.94 3.33 l.sz 0.98 t'.S4o/o 3
Indran overseas Bank 1.6 2.s4 4.71, ir, 2.7g 4.02 3.06 1.r2 16.60% 117

oriental Bank of co:nmerce 23 1.53 1.74 , ,g 3.17 3.21 2.32 0.72 5.7 1% 1l
Punjab and Sind Bank 0.7 0.65 0.63 0.99 1.65 2.96 1.26 0.92 27..160/o 2
Punjab Narional Bank 2.7 7.77 ,111 !79 3.15 4.27 2.56 r.02 7.94o/o L6
Syndicate Bank 2.7 1.93 2.43 z6s z.ls t.ss 2.41 0.36 _4.960/o 13
UCo Bank 3 2.21 z.ls s; i 3.73 s.42 3.30 1.21 10.36tok 20
union Bank of India z.z 1.96 2.2s 2.37 3.16 z.i z.+g 0.47 s.1.90/o 14
united Bank of Inciia 2.7 2.85 z.zl i.st 3.41 4.2s 3.15 0.63 7.Bs% 1B
Vijala Bank 1.6 1.95 2.37 i.ru 2.g3 2.17 2.26 0.47 s.21,% L0
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' : .-= srcss NPA ratio of nationalised banks for last six years with necessary

: --:a-*. groi"-thrateofNPASviaGAGR.Fromthetable-l,itisseenthatgrossNpAof
: r :-< .-i rn the uprvard trend generally in all the banks with varying growth except

' = : =:k of Baroda, Dena Bank, and Syndicate Bank. The compound annua] growth
d r'-rsF,r\ under study is in the range of - 8.86 to 18.54 and banks are having value of

. -.'- grotth rate of gross NPA"S during this range. As per the mean which is
. : :. eroup of data, banks are ranked in ascending order. The reason for ranking

:-I r.iorderisfromtheinterpretationofNPAthatbettertheperformance, lowerthe
-:::sa.FromtheabovetableitisfoundthatCentralBankoflndiaisrankedfirstasit
-' : - a ie lorvest means GNPA ratio of 1.25 percent, followed by punjab and Sind Bank
i .. r:r rlith mean GNPA ratio of 1.26 percent and third rank achieve by Indian bank.

: . " : .rdia and Uco Bank got lowest rank of 19 and 20 with a mean ratio of 3.27 and
-:. 

=.:ectively.

FIG.1

e 1012

x2C13

* 2014

n:015

rs 2C16

el 2017

: . ' : l:trays the GNPA ratio ofall the banks for a six year period and break ofindividual bar
- 

= annual gross NPA ratios for a six year period. It is seen from the diagram that some
. -= having high gross NPA ratio from year to year while others have kept it under
=: conditions. From the figure-1, it is depicted that Punjab and Sind banh Indian banh

-::-- n bank and Andhra bank have kept strict control on their NPA"S and their total NpA
' : : - '. ','e?r p€riod is lowest relative to others. The bars of central bank, Indian overseas banl<,

. :-.; united bank are having highest levei of bars which shows their higher level of NpA"s
.:t otherbanks.
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Syndicate Bank 0.97 .0.77 LA7 0.97 0.96 0.76 0.92 0.1,2 3.980/o 6

UCo Bank 1.98 1,18 7.17 L.84 1.96 3.L7 1.BB 0.73 8.L60/o 20
'l

Bank of Maharashtra 0 87 0.79 7.64 1,.32 0,84 0.52 1.00 0.47 -8.220/o B

Canara Bank 0.84 1,09 1.06 1.1 1 .49 ?:18 7.29 0.48 17.230/o L5

CentralBankof India ]E 14 _9,69 !.65 3.09 2.9 1.67 1.07 12.25% 1B

corporarion Bank 0.32 o.2g 0.31 0.46 0.87 1.19 0.57 0.37 .24.47o/o 2

Dena Bank 0.94 1.09 1f1,12? ]:01 .139 1..14 0.16 6.740/o 11

rDBl Bank Limited _ 1:3 0:92 ]!? 1.06 1.61 1,58 1?! 0.30 3.30o/o 14

Indian Bank !?4 0.18 0.23 0.5 3 L33 2.26 0.80 0.84 45.3 2% 4

lndian overseas Bank 0.6 1.33 2.52 L.L9 1.35 2.5 1.58 0.77 26.850/o L7

Oriental Bank olCommerce 0.99 0.65 0.87 nr8 2.21 2.27 1.33 0.72 4.830/o 16

Punjab ancl srnd Bant( ,.r, ou o.ru 0.56 1.1.g 2.16 u.83 u.7 3 3+.L9Vo s

P

Table- 2 : Net NPAs of Different Years and ranks of individual banks.

2012 201.3 201.4 2Ol5 2016 2077 Mean SD CGAR Rank

0.8 0.72 0.66 0.79 0.98 3.19 1..79 0.99 25.93o/o 12

-a ann/ 1

a v.ao J.l7 L.La v,aa LJ,)rav Lt

B 0.91 2.45 0.7L 0.90 59.29o/o 30.15 0.18 
^U 

0.91 2.45 0.77 u.e

0.47 0.31 0.34 0.35 0.54 1.28 0.55 0.37 18,170/o 1,

Union Bankof lndia O.t7 0.34 0.81 1,.1,9 1..7 1-.6L O.97 0.64 45.460/o 7

United Bank of India 7.1. 1,.48 1.84 7.42 7,72 2.87 1.74 0.61. L7.33a/o 1.9

,,Uri^r^U^rU

Source: Department of Banking Supervision, RBI

Table 2 displays the Net Non Performing Assets ratio of nationalised banks. This is the actua

burden on the shoulders ofbank and calculated by deducting necessary provisions from tht

gross nonperforming assets of bank. From the analysis of table-2, it is inferred that Net NPA ol

nationalised banks is close vigilance and control in most of the banks by maintaining sufficienl

level and provisions to counter balance for the quality of assets. The CAGR is varying in mucl

range comparedto GNPA of nationalisedbanks. The Bankof Maharashtra is havinglowestCAGX

of -8.22 and union bank having highest CAGR of 59.29 percent. The ranking of banks is done ol

the basis of mean for last six years and ranking is done in ascending order i,e lower the averagl

better the ranh Bank of Baroda, corporation, Andhra bank got first second and third ranl

respectively with their lowest mean for six years and united bank of India and UCO bank 19!
and 20th rankrespectively. 

I
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:':h-2 shows the annual ratios of net NPA"s for each nationalised bank and height of bars
- =::rmine level of NNPA"s ain respect of six years .Division of bars determine annial le'el c:: i'l ratio Andhra Bank, Bank of Baroda Corporation Bank Indian Bank and punjab and Sinc' ':'; are positive in terms of Net NPA ratio. There level is minimum and rest having-higner ratio-l i'arying level of bars .UCo banks displayed bar rength is maximum"
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Table-3
BANK/RANK RANKS AS

PER GNPAS
RANKSAS

PER NNPAS
AVERAGE OVERALL

RANK

6
.illahabad Bank 9 72 10.5

-{ndhra Bank 4 3 3.5 2
Bank of Baroda 6 7 3.5 2
Bank of India 15 10 12.5 9
Bank of Maharashtra 72 B 10 5
Canara Bank 5 15 10 5
Central Bank of India L9 1B 18.5 12

1,

Corporation Bank 1 2 1.5

Dena Bank 7 1,1 9 3

7
iDBI Bank Limited o 1,4 11,

Indian Bank 3 4 3.5 2
Indian Overseas Bank L7 17 17 L7
0riental Bank of Com 11 1,6 13.5 10
Punjab and Sind Bank 2 5 3.5

?
9

Punlab National Bank 16 9 1,2.5

S1,'ndicate Bank 13 6 9.5 14
UCO Bank 20 20 20 13
Union Bank oflndia 74 7 10.5 7

United Bank of India 1B 1,9 18.5 12
Vijaya Bank 10 13 11.5 8
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Table 3 shows the composite rank of each banh this is arrived by averaging the ranks of banks as

per GNPA and NNPA, Average performance will determine the real performance in the

management of nonperforming assets. So flnal ranks assigned to banks is based on the average

of earlier two ranks. It can be seen from the table that Corporation bank has got first rank

followed by Punjab and Sind, Andhra Banh Bank of Baroda, Indian Bank at second rank and

Dena bhnkat thi;d rank. In the management of nonperforming assets some banks have got the

same rank which is clearly shown in the table, four banks have got second ranh two banks have

got 5th ranh two banks have got 6th ranE two banks have got 9th rank and another two banks

have got 12th rank. These banks are at the same performance level in the management of

nonperforming assets.
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Source ofVariation

Between GrouPs

Within Groups

Table value I

at 5 level of l

significance
F(5,114)

1,1.4 0.68243L

Table-4

28.14337 S 5.62g67 4 8.247972

77.7971.6
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F-. 3
- :e table 4 shows that calculated F value of 8.247972 is rvhich is very much higher than table..:lue or critical value of 2.29 at 5 % level of significance rvith degrees of freedom [v1=5 and
' l=1'1-4) and hence our analysis supports our hlrpothesis that there is significant difference of
::'lss NPA ratios of nationalised banks. This short,s that nationalised banks are having different
'"'el of Gross NPA"s and which shows their efficiency in management of gross NpAs, and quality
.:heirassets.

Table-5

ANOVA

NNPA

Source ofVariation
SS df MS F Table value

at 5 level of
slgntficance

F[5,114)

Between Groups 24.0491 5 4.80982 15.70756 2.29

Within Groups 34.908 114 0,3 0 621 l

l
l

l
l

Total 58.95709 1.1.9

' re table no 5 shows the ANoVA test of Net NPA to NetAdvances of Nationatisea bant s. rt o ,"rn:on.rthetablethatcalculatedFstatisticsvalueofl5.T0T56ishigherthantablevalue 
of2.z9atSI - level of significance. Results of our ANOVA analysis support our hypothesis that there isstgnificant difference between NNPA of nationaiised banks, which shows their varied

: erformance of asset management.

Limitation ofthe study
1" onlynationalized banks are chosen forthe purpose ofthe study.
2. Study is based on the availability of data

Conclusion.
The management of nonperforming assets is a daunting task for every bank in the banking
industry' The very important reason and necessity for management of NpA is due to their multidimensional affect on the operations, performance and position of bank. Results of study
through light on the level of nonperforming assets of different nationalised banks and relation
between different banks in the level of nonperforming assets. It is found that level ofnonperforming

Mangalmay,lou
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asset both gross and net is on an average in upward trend all the nationalised banks but the

growth rate is different. Banks got different ranks on the basis of mean and final ranking was

done on the basis of average gross NPA rank and net NPA rank. Corporation bank got first rank

among all the twenty and banks, From the ANOVA test it is was deduced that there is significant

difference between gross and net NPA of nationalised banks, this portrays their efficiency in the

management of NPA"s The non performing asset is a major problem and hurdle faced bybanking

industry. Wilful defaults, improper processing of loan proposals, poor monitoring and so on are

the causes for accounts for becoming NPAs. NPAs affect the position as well as performance in

several ways such as interest income, profits, and provisions against NPA"s and so on. Hence

steps should be taken to cure this problem at earliest and in an efficient manner
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{ESTRACT

' ":ian mutual fund industry has witnessed a structural transformation during the last few
: ' --: 'l is becoming the choice of many lnvestors and also attractlng many people in recent
- " Therefore, it becomes important to examine the performance of the industry in the' ' '=d scenario' The study attempts to evaluate the investment performance of SBI Mutual
- - - s:hemes during the recent 61 months period from April 1, zor4 to Ma1, r,2o1g.For this
' -: -:e, tve have used monthly return based on NAV for 20 direct gror,r,th schemes. S&p CNX
- ':dex has been used as a proxy for the market portfolio, rvhile monthly yield on 91- day-: :: -:\- Bills [T-BillsJ have been used as a surrogate for risk free rate of return. The investment

' 
-' ::rance has been studied in terms of following measures viz., (a) Rate of Return Measurej:'rdard Deviation [c) Beta [d) Coefficient of determination [e) Sharpe's ratio [fJ Treynor,s

'- ' g.) Jensen's ratio. The empirical results reported here indicate that SBI Focused equity: - : las outperformed the benchmark in terms of Average Return and SBI Magnum Ultra Short
- ,: : n has outperformed in terms of Sharpe and Treynor Ratio.

'.',-,r'OfdS
- - '. - relficient of Determination, sharpe & Treynor Ratio, Jensen Ratio.

-::oduction
l-:'ral Fund is an investment vehicle which is made up of a pool of funds collected from' ::' l:s rvho share common financial goal of investing and the money is invested in securities

- ' 's stocks, money market instruments and simiiar assets. The investors need to weigh the
' -'iS or expenses againstthe performance record before choosing a fund. So, periodically
' -:tion is done on howa mutual fund is performing and there are lots of measures to evaluate' : - :::ormance. A fund track record is the single most important factor for evaluation. Thus, the

' 
''' :i]lance of mutual funds has evoked a great deal of interest in academic circles.
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The present study is based on performance evaluation of 20 mutual fund schemes issued by SBI
Mutual Fund belonging to various sectors like infrastructure, healthcare etc. Monthly NAV of
different schemes have been used in this study for the period of 61 months i.e., April 1,,201,4 to
May 1, 2019. S&P CNX Nifty Index is used as a benchmark for evaluating the performance. The
monthlyyield of 91-dayTreasurybills of Government of India as a surrogate forthe riskfree rate
ofreturn

2. LiteratureReview.

Garg (2011) evaluated the performance of ten mutual funds selected on the basis of previous
years return. The study analyzed the performance on the basis ofreturn, Treyno4, fensen, Sharpe
indexes and Carhart's four-factor model. The results depicts that Reliance Regular Saving
Scheme achieved the highest score and Canara Robeco Infra achieved the lowest score.

Kumar (ZOIL) analysed the performance of open ended schemes which depicts that out of
twenty five schemes namely Reliance Growth Fund and Reliance Vision Fund performed better
than the benchmark index in terms of monthly average risk and return involved.

Narayanasamy and Rathnamani [2013) analysed the performance of 5 mutual fund schemes
for period from fanuary L,201,0 to December 31,,2012. The tools used for evaluation include
Standard Deviation, Alpha, Beta, R Squared and Sharpe Ratio. ICICI Prudential Top 100
performed the best whereas Reliance Vision showed the least return

Ashraf and Sharma (20t4) evaluated the performance of 10 open ended equity mutual funds
of five years. The study is tested via risk-return analysis, Treyno4, Sharpe, fensen. Fama and
Regression analysis. The result depicts' that 7 schemes of the sample are outperforming the
benchmarkindex.

Singh and Priyanka (2,OL4) analysed that private sector mutual funds are gaining more in
terms of scale of mobilization of funds in comparison with public sector

Adhav and Chauhan [2015) assessed the performance of mutual fund schemes by standard
deviation & Sharpe's Ratio. The results concluded that equity oriented hybrid funds performed
better than all other type of funds.

Raju et al (2015) measured the performance of equity based growth oriented mutual funds in
India. The performance is evaluated by using the theoretical parameters Iike Sharpe, Treynor
and fensen measure. It concluded that Axis Equity showed best performance as per Sharpe and
Treynor Measure and Reliance Equity opportunities fund as per f ensen Measure.

Ayaluru (2Ot6) worked to evaluate the performance of ten open ended equity schemes of
Reliance Mutual Fund of period from Augus! 2009 to luly,2074. The study depicts that all the
selected funds outperformed the benchmark return and have positive alpha. Reliance Pharma
Fund had highest value and Reliance Diversified Power sector had lowest value of Sharpe &
Treynorratio.
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Ratnarajun andMadhav (2076) analysed the risk return relationship and market volatility
of 30 open ended mutual funds from March 20'12 to March 20!6 by Sharpe and Treynor
models' The results concluded that performance of Reliance Regular Saving Fund E[uity, SBI
contra Fund was not good but Sharpe's ratio was positive of all ichemes.

lIamta and ojha (2oL7) examined the performance of 10 mutual fund schemes for period of
50 months' The study analysed used financial measures like Average Return, Sharpe, Treyno4
Standard Deviation, Beta and R2. The analysis depicts that L&T India Value Fund has
outperformed the benchmark.

>.

Obiectives of the Study

To evaluate the performance and measure the risk and return of schemes.
To examine the performance by using financial measures namely Sharpe, Trelmor and
fensen.

+. ResearchMethodology
To examine the mutnal fund scheme performance, 20 open ended direct grorvth schemes
$'ere selected at random basis. Monthly NAV of different schemes are considered for the
period of 61 months i.e., April 1,2014 to May 1,2019, The secondary data for the study is
collected from websites like SBIME, NSE, RBI, moneycontrol,com etc. S&p CNX Niftv- Inder
ts used as a benchmark for evaluating the performance, The monthly yields of 91- ja1,
Treasury bills of Government of India as a surrogate for the risk free rate of return,

?erformance Evaluation Measures
: 
=:'iormance Evaluation Analysis has been done by using the following statistical tools:

'aJ 
Rate of Return

- 'e performance evaluation is done by comparing the average returns of a mutual fund
, ::eme with the average returns of a benchmark portfolio.
-,= [NAVI-NAVI- 1/NAVI- 1J

::re, NAVt=Net asset value at the end of nth month.

.--',-t-1= NAV at the end of [n-1)th month.

a) Standard Deviation

' '4"-s stgnificance on fact that sample selected is free from defects of sampling and measures
-= absolute dispersion. The total risk of the sample is measured in terms of standard

.. ='...ation.

:) Beta

-::a ls used for calculating risk and indicates the level of volatility associated with the fund.
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[d) Coefficient of Determination

The R'measures the security's diversification in relation to market. The closer R'is to 1.00, the

more completely diversified the portfolio.

(e) SharpeRatio

Sharpe Index is based on scheme's total risk and indicates the risk-return performance of

portfolio.

Sharpe P211s=[\-RJ/o,

Where, Rr= Observed average fund return

&= Average risk free return

oo= Standard deviation offund return

[f) TreynorRatio

It is based on systematic risk and measure the excess return earned on investment with no

diversifiable risk.

Treynor Ratio=[R,-&)/F,

Where, Fo= Beta of fund

[a) ]ensen Ratio

The Iensen Ratio measures the risk-adjusted performance of a portfolio or securitv in relation to

the expected market return.

Jensen Ratio=Ro*EIRr)

Here, E[R,J=R, + B, [R.- R)

E[R,)= CAPM Return

5. EmpiricalResults
i) Risk and Return Analysis

t
Lt'
Nol

1 SBI BLUECHIP FUND Q_0133 0.0356 Q-0104
0.0072 0.0090 0.01042 SBI MAGNUM INCOME FUND

3 SBI MAGNUM MIDCAP FUND

SBI MAGNUM ULTRASHORT
0.01411 0.0478 0.0104

,3

SCHEME

4 ruRauoN
0.0064; 0.0009 0,0104 

I

.0058 0.0016 0,0104 0.038l -0.0063 -0.15765 SBI ARBITRAGE

OPPURTUNITIES FUND
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TABLE 1: Risk and Return of Funds

Market Fund

Beta

0.1539
0.6516

0.2272
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a E-[.''''qnrp>tnrx13ryX$]]S']"_H
b stslcoN'lRAluND 0.0110 0q420_q.q101 0!381 0.2114. qf603
7 sBI CORPRATE BOND FUND 0.0073 0.0100 0.0104 0.0381 -0.0096 -0.0372
B sBI DYNAMIC BOND FUND o.oozo o.ot ss 0.0104 0.0381 0,0269 0.0524
9 sBr FOCUSED EQUJTY pUrup o"oiio 0.0410 0.0104 0.038i 0.72s7 0.6897
10 SBI EQUITYSAVINGS FUND o oos. o.or+: 0,0i04 0.0381 0.2722 0.7400

SBI CONSUMPTION
11 oppoRtuNITIES 0.0133 0.0378 0.0104 0.0381 0.5797 0.5937

12 SBt TNFRASTRUCTURE FUND 0.0133 0.0571 0.0104 0.0381 1.1249 0.7628
SBI TECHNOLOGY

13 OppOR1UNITIES FUND 0.0L21 0.0423 0.0104 0'0381 0'+621 0'4234

L+ SBI EQUITy HYBRID FUND -0.0035 0.t327 0.0104 0.0381 0.5620 0.1642
l5 sBI r\4ecruuvtoMMA FUND 0.0124 0.0600 0.0104 0.0381 0.7585 0.4895
. - sBr rr,,IecNuivr aqurry FUND 0.0724 0.0382 0.0104 0.0381 0.g457 O.g606

- SBI MAGNUM GILT LONG
- TERM FUND 0.0102 0.0590 0.0104 0.0381 0.0600 0.0394

. -- SBI MAGNUM CT,OEAI, F,ND 0.0.,. O.O3B? O.O.O4 0.0381 0.6531 0.6551
SBI HEALTHCARE

OPPURTUNITIES FUND
0.0093 0.0526 0,0104 0,0381 0.2555 0.1884

0.6820

. ---e: Secondary Data)

-. 
= 1 represents the risk and return statistics and performance of is evaluated using' 

':andard deviation, Beta and R2. Ofthe 20 schemes, l0 [50%o) earned higher returns'- 
= .:-.arket return than the market return and remaining 10 [50%o] has lower returns. The

-: :liirll earned by the sample fund is 0.00970 and average return for market is 0.0104.- : -=,r that sample funds shorvs inferior returns than the market return. The average risk
, : i-1,03992 and that of market it is 0.03812 i.e. the funds carry higher risk than the

' ' : 118\'have performed better. The funds are not adequately diversified as reflected by
. - -:nt of determination values, R2. The average return earned by the 91,day Treasury

- : 0 lvhich indicates that all funds provide better return on comparison.

I - :.ofSharpe,TreynorandfensenRatio

- - -=:.ctsSharpe,TreynorandJensenRatiofortheselectedschemes. Itisobservedthat
. -:: -ltra Short Duration Fund has higher Sharpe Ratio followed by SBI Arbitrage

, =s Fund and SBI Magnum lncome fund. The Sharpe ratio is positive of a\\ the' --..r;'r\r\s\orx Na\\urr(sareprsrril\r'ggrea\e\ \eN\\$arrnsk\reerate.\n$e contex\oi': 'llor measure, it is reveaied that higher positive ratio is of SBI Magnum Ultra Short Duration
- .. iollorved by SBI Dynamic Bond Fund and SBI Magnum Income fund. Most of the mutual

- : :.ave shown positive result in terms of Treynor Ratio.

SBI PSU FUND 0.0067 0.0580 0,0104 0.0381 t.OZOt

0973-725L ONLINE ISSN : 2230-729X
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fSource: Secondary Data)

The table 1 represents the risk and return statistics and performance of is evaluated using
return, standard deviation, Beta and R2. Of the 20 schemes, 10 [50%) earned higher returns
than the In the fensen measure of mutual funds, it is revealed that L8 funds showed positive
alpha which indicated superior performance of the schemes and remaining 2 schemes had
negative alpha. Among the entire schemes higher alpha was found with SBI Magnum Gilt Long
Term Fund followed by SBI corporate Bond fund and sBI Dynamic Bond Fund.

i:l ScHEME

1 SBI BLUECHIP FUND 0.51.47 7 0,0221 13 O.OOSO 15
2 SBI MAGNUM INCOME FUND 1.3540 3 0.3410 3 0.0117 4

19 
SBI HEALTHCARE

OPPURTUNITIES FUND 0.2714 1,7 0.0558 5 0.0103VI I UI\I U1\T I ILJ I'UI\U

20 sBI PSU FUND 0.2007 1,9 0.0114 1.7 -0.0040zu )5r i,5u t uNlJ 0.2007 tg 0.0114 1,7

TABLE 1: Risk and Return of Sample Funds

SHARPE RANK TREYNOR RANK JENSEN RANK

2 SBr MAGNUM rNCOr4E FUND13510 3 0.3410 3 !.047 4
3 SBI MAGNUM MIDCAP FUND 0.3990 13 O.OZ37 Lj. 0.0068 1.2

SBI MAGNUM ULTRASHORT/""* DuRAION 12.0667 1 2.0582 1 0.0113 5

5 SBI ARBITRAGE

oPPUITUNITIES FUND 6'9353 2 -tlosz 20 0'0109 6

6 SBr CONTRA FUND 0.3814 14 0.0172 1! 0.0017 17

7 SBTCORPRATE BOND FUND 1.2255 4 -1.2750 19 0.0124 2

8 SBI DYNAMIC BOND FUND 0.6309 6 0,4668 2 0,0122 3

9 SBI FOCUSED EQUITY FUND 0.s122 t 0.0288 9 0.0098 s
10 SBI EQUITY SAVINGS FUND o.73ss I 0.0387 6 0.006 4 1,3

SBICONSUMPTION11 ---- 
.-'-- 

0.4824 9 0.0315 B O.OOS4 10. . 
OPPORTUNITIES

12 SBr TNFMSTRUCTUIE ryryp Lzno rc 0.0163 1,6 0.0011 18
SBI TECHNOLOGY

13 oppoRtuNITIES FUND 0,4032 1.2 0,0369 7 0,0100 B

14 SBI EQUITY HYBRID FUND 0.0113 ZO O.OOZ7 18 -0.0071 Z0
15 SBIMAGNUM COMMA FUND g.2g% t6 O.OZZ| 12 0.0057 14
16 SBI MAGNUM EQUITY FUND 9.455 6 11 0.0184 t4 0.0029 16

SBI MAGNUM CII-T IOruC
17 tSRIr4 FUNO 0.2564 18 0.2521 4 O.OL+Z 1,

18 SBI MACNUM GLOBAL FUND O.+Z+1 10 0.0280 t0 0.0083 11

7

L9
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-: results pertaining to Sharpe and Treynor Ratio reflect some conflict in ranking performance
::ause Sharpe Ratio takes into account the total risk ofthe portfolio whereas Treynor ratio
:siders onlythe systematic risk. Therefore, it is possible that a fund outperforms the market in

. - rs of Treynor ratio, whereas in Sharpe ratio it does not due to the presence of relatively larger
.-, l .lllt of unsystematic or unique risk. I'he results vary in the terms of ]ensen alpha raiio as it

-i into consideration the excess market return over the theoretical expected return.

: Conclusion
. siudy has compared the various SBI Mutual Funds direct-growth plan of open ended mutual
-: schemes. It provides insights on mutual fund performance to assist the investors in taking
: :ational investment decisions for allocating their resources in correct mutual fund scheme.

- - . .tudy evaluated the investment performance of 20 SBI Mutual Fund schemes duringApril 1,

- - - to May 1, 2019 on the basis of rate of return and various risk adjusted methods. The
.:,:manceofthefundsiscomparedwiththebenchmarkindex[S&PCNXNiftyIndex)and91-
. . :easurybills as riskfree return.

.l monthly returns, the result indicated that all the funds in the sample earned returns in- 
= s s of the risk-free rate of return offered by g l -day Treasury bills. While making co m p aris o n-.:lrn with the benchmark index, the results indicates that 50016 of the samples ha-,'e

. : 
= 
:ibrmed and remaining has underp erfo nned th e b ench ntark i n d er,

' 
- . :he analysis, different ranking have been obsen'ed in Sharpe, Trer-nor and Jensen rairos oi'- -'-.ected funds. According to Sharpe and Treynor ratio, SBI I\iagnum Ultrashort Duratlon

- - ":d as per Jensen ratio, SBI Magnum Gilt Long Term Fund has performed best in the-'=:, The analysis shows that SBI Mutual Fund Company has been able to beat their
, . -.:: arks on an average.
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I : )llact

: :- dill objective of this paper is to study factors influencing women entrepreneurs in Mal*,a
': -: of Punjab, analysing the demographic information and factors influencing tirem. a';:':-pti\/e Study is undertaken in order to ascertain and to describe the de#ographic
':':teristics of women entrepreneurs. From Malwa Region of Punjab three districts"namell,::- -ipuI,FaridkotandFazilkadistrictshavebeentaken.fh"p.opor"dmodelistestedbyusing
- :=ta collected from boutiques, beauty parlours, and general'stores in Ferozepul, Faricikot- - 'razilka districts' Probability sampling such as rando'm sampling.method as well as nor-

=:ility sampling such as snow bail sampling method will be used in selecting the women' ::reneurs as respondents. In this study the researchers have adopted, perJentages and. : analysis as the data analysis tool. The study provides a comprehensive review of the 2 5:'i factors influencing the growth of women entrepreneurs particularly in Ferozepur,:' - .':ot and Fazilka districts, as the factors are derived from the literature on women
=: reneurship.

" =',' \t'ords: Women, Entrepreneurship, Factor analysis, Malwa region
::o d uction;

--';n entrepreneurship has been perceived as a significant spring of economic gro*-th,:':n entrepreneurs generate new jobs for themselves and others. Women today are more- 
"':ative and play an important role in meeting their economic needs ,rJ ,*tl,1ng,r.trr
' -s' According to christine Lagarde, the Head ofthe International Monetary Fund, if ir.omen
' 
-: :o succeed, they need to be thick-skinned - aggressively determined and impen-ious i::'sm - at leastto begin with. But once a woman ls established, "She can take off the crococll.- 

'nd become a normal human being, without having to shieid against horrible attacks =::- .'.the belt punches". "women are the agents of chanfe'i Every daywe find out a ne\r stor*., :.
' :-'ale ivho has overcome the conventional gende. .o1", and make a start onto the bus.:=s.'i Thisresearchmakesaneffortofdiscussingfactorsinfluencingwomenentreprer:j:_::..:

- : : lme demographic factors are also discussed

- , - 55,4/ :0973-7251 ,-t 
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I-krrreReview
|!m[d-C to Lee (1997) business ownership is an indicator of four needs i.e. affiliation,
actievement, dominance and autonomy and concluded that women entrepreneurs were
inspired by a great necessity for achievemen! a slightly high requirement for dominance and
moderate necessities for autonomy and affiliation. Das [1999J concluded that the women in this
study were found different from their western counter parts in some antecedent conditions,
environment factors and incubator organization issues. Finally author concluded that financial
motivation can lead to success in entrepreneurial activities. According to Pandit [2000) vital
factors for entrepreneurial effectiveness were sense of achievement, satisfaction and aspiiation
to prove business success through enterprise. Lakshmi [2003] pointed out that husband,
parents, friends and officials of banks and other financial institutions were the motivating
factors behind the decisions of the women entrepreneurs. According to Govindppa [2006j
ambition factors of women entrepreneurs include financial independence followed bysocial
status and job dissatisfaction as the reasons compelling them to commence entrepreneurship.
Roy [2007) outlined the major push and pull factors encouragingtheir choice ofentiepreneurial
career were unemployment desire for gaining financial liberty, the desire to do something
constructive, gainful utilisation of available leisure and the willingness to do business. Reddy
(2010) highlighted of the motivational forces, technical qualification, small investmen!
ambition to become an entrepreneur, desire to be independent, economic necessity,
profitability, desire to earn more, past experience, suggestion from friends and family business
had inspired the respondents to become entrepreneurs. Mulatu and Prasad (2016)pointed out
that factors like family support, business experience, motive to help families ind learning
experience from past failures were the factors that make women entrepreneurs successful.
According to Mozammel,Zaman [2018) both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation were required
for making women entrepreneurs self-determined and self-critical such thaf they
enthusiasticallyset goals and accomplishthem.
In view ofthe above an attempt has been made to study the influence ofthe various factors on
women to become entrepreneurs withthe following objectives.

Obiectives ofthe Study
1. To find outthe demographic information of the women entrepreneurs.
2. To measure the factors influencingwomen entrepreneurs.
Methodology

The study followed descriptive research design. The sampling methods adopted for the study
were survey, random sampling method and snow ball sampling method. The registered women
entrepreneurs in DIC were taken as samples under survey method, and under random sampling
method, the researchers have identified the samples from unorganised sectors. Apart from that
snow ball sampling was used in order to get information from women entrepreneurs. To achieve
the objectives of this study, a sample of 1,26 entrepreneurs from rural and semi urban areas of
Malwa Region of Punjab were chosen from three districts namely Ferozepu4 Faridkot and
Fazilka. Data collected was statistically analysed using SPSS using descriptive and factor analysis
Data Analysis and Interpretation
Socio EconomicProfile of Sample Respondents
Table 1 illustrates the demographic profiles of women entrepreneurs. From the table 1 it is seen
that majority i.e. 78.60/o of the women entrepreneur's respondents belonged to service
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m-::prises whereas 21.40/o of them belonged to trading enterprise, According to variable age,
1'$1=--',- 40.5% of the total respondents were in the age group of between 31-40 years old.
foui':ir-ed by it,32.5o/o of the respondents were aged 41-50 years old. rvVhile studyingthe marital
r'.er'< ofwofiten entrepreneurs itwas found that 77.8% of the respondents were married. As the
W"'; 

-ications of the respondents were concerned, 44.4o/o of the respondents found graduate
mr:3as 27o/o and 18.3% were having +2 and post-graduation education. During study, 60.3% of
dh :-=soondents were found belong to Hindu religion followed by Sikh and 73.8o/o of them
!mm4:,J to General Category. In this study it has been inferred that 69.05% of women

ht6estrj:E resided in semi urban area while 30.95% in rural area. It was also observed that
1-::-pondents surveyed, a majority 69.80/o of the women entrepreneurs had 3-5

IfuE -r: =eir family, 45.2o/o had 5-10 lakhs family income and 29.4o/o of the women
frrmue*- Lrad 2-5 years of business experience. It has been also found that 48.4 %o of the

Its** 
.ere havingless than l5lakhs and 15-30 Lakhs annual turnoverrespectively.

h r I,oHEN ENTREPRENEURIAL PRoFILE

j - j Classifications No.of Respondents %
78.6

Total L26 100.0
21-30 Yrs 29
31-40 Yrs 51
41-50 Yrs 41. 32.5
51-60 Yrs

Total 1.26

Sing]e 24

23.0
405

1.00.0

i: r:'Ll S Married
19.0
77.89B

Widow oaJ.L

100.0Total 1.26

Hindu
sikh

1Oth1oth 2|L.6
27.0
44.4
18.3

I

l-_
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76 60.3
50 39.7
t26 100.0
9',3 73.8

OBC 1.7 13.5
SC 2

14 11..t
Total 1.26 100.0

_:,.tii

Below 3 2.4

+2 34
Graduate 56
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Place of Residence
Rural 39 ?o qq

Semi Urban ot 69.05
Total 126 100.0

Family size
Less than 3 1t 8.7

3-5 BB 69.8
Above 5 27 2L,

Total 126 100.0

Family Income

Years of
experience
in business

Annual turnover

Below 5 lakhs 40 31.7
5-10 lakhs 57

10-15 Lakhs 23 18.3
Above lSlakhs 6 4,8

Total 1.26 100.0
Less rS 31

-5 years 3t 254
i-8 vears 21. L6.7
-L2 13 10.3

Above l?vears 24 19.0
Total 126 100.0

5 59

48.4

Total 126 100.0
Source: PrimaryData

ReliabilityAnalysis
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In this study, the main focus is to'look at the factors those affecting women entrepreneurs
Ferozepu4Faridkot and Fazilka districts of Punjab. The reliability Jnalysis result showed tlthe Cronbach's Alpha value is 0.925 for 25 items. Cronbach's atpna vitue should be equal
greater than .70 for reliable data (Kumaq, 2014; Hair et al., 2010j. In this study, the reliabil
analysis result showed .925, therefore, there is internal consistency of the scales. Hence,
instrumentused in this studyhad ahigh reliabilityvalue.

Bartlett test of sphericity in this research is [p=.g601. Table 3 shows the Kaiser_"Meyer_(
measure is 0.806 which is greaterthan 0.6.ltis suggested thatif the Bartlett's testof spheric
significant, and ifthen factorability is assumed [Coakes and ong]. Thus, based from the resulis appropriate to the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure is greatei than 0.6, proceed with Fa

Cronbach's Al
.925

Source; Calculation done in SpSS

FactorAnalysis- KMO and Bartlett's Test
Factor analysis was used to construct the new factors affecting women entrepreneurs. Bartl
test of sphericity and the Kaiser-Meyer-olkin measure of sam*pling adequary are both tests
can be used to determine the factoriability of the matrix as a whole. The results value of Bartlet
test of sphericity is significant (p<0.05). since as displayed in table 3 below, the significance

Table 2 Reliability Statistics
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: -i :o e'ramine factors those affecting women entrepreneurs. Table 4 displays the total
' ': erplained at six stage for factors that affecting *o-"n entrepreneur. Six factors were
' "=l because their eigenvalues greater than 1. When six factors were extracted, then
, = :ercent of the variance would be explained

Table 3 KMO and Bartlett's Test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling .806
Adequacy.

Bartlen's Tesr of AryryI. Chi{quare ieZtn
Sphericity df 300

,iig. .ooo-
-= Calculationdone inSpSS

l

I

l

i

reurs in
red that
qual or
liability
Lce, this

-:l e tt's
.s tha:
-pffc

:ce o:
.Lllkir
::tl i,<

--,5, , -

:.:tC :

--[

Initial Eigenvalues ffi n )ums oI 5q
Loadines

o/o of Cumulative 

--o/o 
of Cr-rirt^*-,:lponent Total Variance % Total Variance %t 9.342 ZZ.SOT 37.368 g-342 it.iee zz.iee) )'72O rnoro to1-.

I 9.342 37.368 37.368 g- 42 37.368 ZZ.iee: 2.739 r O.sse 48.326 2.73s i o qig 4R ?) A
t z./ 5e 1u.e58 48.326 2.739 10.958 +e.io3 1,.978 7.s11. 56.237 t.s78 i.Stt ;;:.;a;

.oeo 63.317a L. / t v /.uaru b3.3-I / 1 .77o 7 ORn 42 ?1.75 , 1.194 +t75 686 1.003 _ !.01] 72.10+ tre 3s7s TiiB
I .780 3.119
,J

_ _1u .591

i3

," ." ru l.+Ul- 92.7341q 304
i7 27

.gso
?o_ .tzz

22 .146 sB3 9ss?B -. _. --

Extraction Method' principal C

-
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Table 5 shows the rotated factor matrix for the questionnaire. After performing Varimax
Rotation Method with Kaiser Normalization,. Factor 1 comprised of nine items with factor
loadings ranging from 0.527 to 0.804. The items in Factor 1 were Personality/education traits,
Ieadership qualities, Requisite skill to run business, Responsibilityto society, Dream of being an
entrepreneu4 Occupational background, to meet the financial problem, Unemployment of
husband and to support ailing/disabled husband. Factor 2 comprised of seven items with factor
loadings ranging from 0.537 to 0.855. The items in Factor 2 were financially independen! urge
for self-achievement, motivation by husband /parents/friends/relatives, status motive, and
responsibility to society, family compulsion and to meet financial problem. Factor 3 comprised
of five items with factor loadings ranging from 0.540 to 0.820. The items in Factor 3 were
government support, motivation by husband/parents/friends/relatives, previous experience,
use of idle funds and dissatisfaction with the previous job. Factor 4 comprised of two items with
factor loadings ranging from 0.553 to 0.865. The items in Factor 4 were job insecurity and make
children feel proud. Factor 5 comprised of one item with factor loading .650.The items in Factor
5 was Divorcee/widow/single mother, Factor 6 comprised oftwo items employmentgeneration
and unemployment. The factorloadingswere 0.538 and 0.786 respectively.

Table 5 Rotated entMatrixas
nt

1. 2 4 5 6
Success stories of other
entrepreneurs .355 .41.5 .356 -.381

Financially independent 755
Urge for self achievement 563 .340 .336
Personality/Educatio n traits .694 41.2

Leadership Qualities .646 .340
Requisite skill to run
business

.593 .396

Dream of being an
entrepreneur .+54 .392 .438 .439

Government support .820
Motivation by husband
/parents /relatives/friends

.560 .540 I

l

Status motive .855
Responsibility to society 527 .669
Dream ofbeing an
entrepreneur .585 .449

Occupational background .697 .332 .339
Previous experience/
employmentem .302 .747

Ployment generation .369 .368 .436 .538
Use of idle funds .658 .490
Family compulsion .569 .380 .378 .347
To meet the fina
problem .566 .537 .303
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Source: Calculation done in SpSS
Results and Discussions
Exploratory factor analysis was conducted and the results showed six new factors were
:1ffi:l,llfiTiffi:Xlusing facto=nrry,i, and assigneJlr,nu r].,o.s affectingthe women

a) Aspirations and skill: The first factor with the highest Total variance Explained has beeninterpreted as aspirations and skill due to itsJnclusioriof scaiu ii"-l'ia"ntified. The scale itemsthat load onto factor 1 are related t" ir," ,rpi.rtions and skiu variables- personality/educationtraits, leadership quarities, requisite skilr to'run business, responsibirityto society, dream of being.an entrepreneu4, occupational background, to meet the financialproblem, unemproyment of husband anJio ruppo.t r,ing/disabled husband.
b) Economic independence and necessity: To be economically independent andencouragement from family has been identified as the fr.;;;;; this research data with thesecond highest percentage of th" total vrriance Explained. This fJor has been interpreted as tobe economically indepentent and "n.or.ri"*"nif-- fr-ily jr! t" its inclusion of scale itemsidentified. The scale iiems that Iora orio ifi" factor 2r." fi;;;;iy independent, urge for serf_achievement, motivation.by husbanJfparents/f.iundr7;;i;tives, status molive, andresponsibilitvto society, famly compursion ind to meei iir;;;i;il;obrem
c) Pull factors: Encouraging Factors has been identified as the factor ofthis research data withthe third highest percentage of the Total.varianc;il;i;;: The third factor has beeninterpreted as encouraging factor due to its inclusion orr.rru it"rrs identified. The scale itemsthat load onto the factor 3 ale related to 

"r.iruru, 
- g"*;il;;; il;or! motivation by

husband/parents/friends/relatives, previous experience, use ofidle funds and dissatisfactionwith theprevious job.

d) Push factors: compelling Factors has been identified as the factor of this research data withthe fourth highest percentage ofthe Total.varian." grprrir"J]rn" rou.tr, factor has beeninterpreted as compelling faclor due to itr ir.turion of r;l;il;, identified. The scale items thatIoad onto the factor 4 areierated to varirut", - jou inr".u.iay;;;;Ike children feer proud
e) Family constraints: Family constraints has been identified as the factor of this research datawith the fifth highest p"..entage or trr" rotrr vrrirr.u e"ptri*a. rr,. fifth factor has beeninterpreted as familv constrainti due to irs inclusion ,f ,;i;-i;; identified. The scale itemsthat Ioad onto the factor 5 ,." ."trt"Jio ur.Ltles Divorcee/widow/single mother.
f) Employment generation: Employment generation has been identified as the factor of thisresearch data with the sixth highe;t p"..*tig" of the Total vJrr." n"prrined. The sixth factorhas been interpreted as emptoimerffi".raion aru to its inclusion of scale items identified. The
;:Hti"H:l?t 

load ontothl factoi 6are related to ,r.irui", 
",nproy-urt 

generation and

Limitations ofthe Studyand Scope for Further Research 
IThe present study is restricted to ih."" districts of Malwa region of punjab and it has not ta ]

fl'fl#*;{l,',,.'"'*'fi*f*,-***+,tl*#*8ft #,*i'**,',*,,l*l
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Suggestions
The researchers suggest that a facilitative environment is the need ofthe hour to encourage the
necessary skills of such women, thereby enhancing their competitiveness in the market. An
increased competitiveness paves way for other women to think about the opportunities
available to them. So change of mind-set is a significant step for developing entrepreneurial
environment.

Conclusion:
Thus it is apparent from the findings that aspirations and skill, economic independence and
necessity, pull factors, push factors, family constraints and employment generation were the
major determinants for women to take up entrepreneurship in FerozepuS, Faridkot and Fazilka
districts of Malwa Region of Punjab.
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-: tTR{CT
- 
' -- ' '{ccounting has been supporting every commercial activily ever since the beginning of' - = ' s:mplified as it was at that time. Due to the need to efficiently and accurately translate

' ' :l:I.tic reality into figures, accounting has been continuously improving. Furthermore,-' ::i.iation technology expansion and the emergence ,f th" ;;.net have also shaped this- ' -= 
- ording' By using certain bibliometric databases and techniques, this study analyzes the-::"' ltterature on cloud accounting and gives a brief."p."r"ntrtion from business and-:.ant's viewpoint. The analysis of literature from EBSCo and web of Science [woSJ from=- l000toMarch20lgprovidedinterestinginsightspertainingtovariousjournalarticles

'": been catalysts in emergence of this field and highlights itl importance. As a result, a' " :leven articles were retrieved. After applying various inclusion criterions on these we. - ":aliy identify most significant articles. The analysis alrowed identified acceptance for' : -.=ophytepublicationsandprovidescluesabouttheopportunitiesforfutureresearch.

' . ,-,t-0f dS

_ : --. c co unting, Cloud computing, Accountin g So ftware
: ::: duction

-:':itlg is considered as the language and science of measuring busi,ess performance and
- ':n continuously adapting to the economic environment. During the late 1950s, the' -":iion of accounting data had begun, and what followed subsequently was an irreversible'-'=' The emergence of accounting software has considerably enhanced the practice of-:ting' The large volume of information and the necessary time to process it has hard-'' 

' ' =d the need of accounting software. It is an extremely beneficial tool for accountants to do' - rb faster and more efficiently. Although accounting software has been around for decades;- 
' -' :ontinued to deverop its potential overtheyears [Dimitriu and Matei, 2015).
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According to Hsu and Lin [2015J, cloud computing is a model of computing in which firms and
indMduals obtain computing command and software application over Internet .Gartner, a
leading research company, designated cloud computing as the number one trend that will
change the face ofbusiness (Pacurari and Nechita,z}73).According to an IDC research study,
cloud computing spending will touch $T3billion by 2015 and will redesign the global business
context. It is the ability to improve business flexibility that decides the wide cloud adoption, thus
affeeting all economic actors [Tulsian,2012).This increasing speed of change promot;d by cloud
solutions has also reached the accounting domain [Cloud Computing hiues and Impacts,
2011).Cloud service providers have developed cloud-based accounting applications, which
have significant advantages. Today, accounting in the cloud is a new businesi reality, driven by
cloud computing technology [Pacurari and Nechita, 2013).Also known as cloud aclounting or
online accounting, this software acts like accounting applications installed on users' computers,
but it is performed on servers offering online seryices and users can access them through web
browsers, This way, accountants or business owners can connect to their financial affaiis from
any location, over the Internet [Dimitriu and Matei, 2075). Since, cloud accouriting is quite
recent in origin; the current academic literature does not provide much information on this
topic. As a result, the articles that refer to the cloud accounting notion till now are mostly
technical reports, surveys and market studies. Thus, the purpose of the paper is to summarize
numerous facets of this innovative paradigm from business and accountant's perspective.

Literature Review
Sharma et al. [2010) interviewed IT professionals from 30 North Indian Small to Medium
Enterprises (SMEs). The results indicated that the average amount saved by using the SaaS
based ERP instead ofthe traditional ERP is about 37,000 per user per year foi the SMEs under
consideration. Traditional ERP systems involve higher level of difficulty in terms of adaptability
than the cloud computing services. Furthe4 it was suggested that SMEs can utilize the resources
as a service and pay as per their usage. According to Nurhajati (2016), audit in a cloud
environment is a combination of information systems' audit and audit of Information
Technology. Understanding the process of auditing in cloud computing environments is
complicated because the technology and controls are held outside thl entity. Standard
framework for audit control in cloud computing is still in budding stage. Ghosh i20isl explored
the possibility in the rise of cloud-based e-accounting practices in lndia. He suggested that the
organizations can design their own accounting software with the help of cloudtlnfrastructure
and can also design mobile-based applications connected to the cloud to maintain accounts. This
will help the firms to be free from hardware or software investment and also costs involved in
software upgrades and maintenance.Mahalakshmi {2077) studied the awareness among
accounting professionals regarding cloud accounting and concluded that there was no
significant difference in the level of awareness of cloud computing between chartered
accountants and postgraduate teachers teaching accounting in Bengaluru .Mohlameane and
Ruxwana (2074) investigated the awareness of cloud computing within SMEs in South Africa.
The study identified SMEs' perceptions on cloud computing as an alternate ICT solution. Lack of
basic knowledge regarding cloud computing was the main cause of slow cloud computing
adoption among these SMEs, Bhatt (2013) analyzed the adoption of cloud computing by indian
SMEs using transaction cost economics and found IT usige by Indian SMis has not been
widespread' The elastic nature and pricing model of cloud computing are claimed to be the
reasons for SMEs to benefit from cloud adoption.
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Duplicates removed = 1
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relevant IEBSCO 21 + WOS 1)

Articles excluded as not relevant on

full reading = 29

I

-L
Main text assessed for eligibiliry

I

Phase 2 : Literature Analysis
A total of eleven articles met the inclusion criteria. These articles were published in eight
journals and were written by twenty- five authors from seven different countries. shows the
name of articles, their authors and the name of iournal.

Table 1 Charting of Data

Name of the Article AuthorIsJ Name of fournal Country

The Implementation of ] AiniAman and I Asian fournal of I Malaysia
Cloud Accounting in Nahariah Mohamed Accounting and

GovernancePublic Sector

Awaren_ess and Adoption RituSoni, RimpiSaluja The IUP Journal of _ India
of Cloud Accounting , I and ShilpaVardia i Acc.ounting research
Software: An Empirical ' and Audit PracticesJUILVVqT E. nlr Lllrurr ILdl dllu fluull rtdLLlLEJ
Research

Cloud Computing, Hui Du and Yu Cong ffre Cpe lorrnai United States
Accounting, Auditing of America
and Beyond

] Cloud-Computing Based i CeslovasChristauskas ]

Accounting-fo1 S_m1tt to- ] and Regina Miseviciene
Medium Based Business --'-' 

---o----'

InzinerineEkonomika- | Lithuania
Engineering Economics 

I
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--oud Accounting: A New
lusiness Model in
-:allenging Context

OtiliaDimitriu and
Marian Matei

Emerging Market Queries Rci::::.,=
in Finance and Buslness

-:e Effect of Information
.hnology on Accounting

:r ..stem's Conformity with
: :siness Environment: A
-:se Study in Banking
: =,-tor Company

Accounting Information
Sy-stem-s: Evolving
Iowards
A Business Process-
Oriented
-{ccounting

Factors Affecting the
-ddoption of Cloud
Services
-n Enterprises

:al Perspectives on
. ' --,.unting Information

.:ems: Mobile and Cloud
:::cach

Lina Kloviene and
EditaGimzauskiene

Ant6nioTrigo, Fernando
Belfo and Raquel P6rez
Est6banez

Chin-Lung Hsu and Judy
Chuan-Chuan Lin

Procedia Economics
and Finance

Procedia Computer
Science

Information System and
e-Business Management

Lithuania

Portugal

China

ClaudiuBrandas, Ovidi
Megan and Otniel
Didraga

Procedia Economics and Romania
Finance

. ::)\'ernance Cloud

- :.:rue Recognition for
. . ,. j Based Computing
- - -.:gements

Natalia Suicimezov
and MirceaRadu
Georgescu

Procedia in Economics Romania
and Finance

Josef Rashty and John The CPA Journal United States
of AmericaO'Shaughnessy

I

::sults

- : usiness can witness wide-ranging benefits from using cloud-based solutions. The intuitive
. , . .:r, the possibility to access real-time information and several other advanced features make
. ,:nting accessible for both experts [accountantsj and non-experts [small business

-..:s).By taking a systematic approach to risk assessment, including creating effective
-'.es for cloud usage and a risk response plan, companies can experience the ieverage of this

. :echnology and increase operational efficiency [Kinkela, 2013).

- : ;r' D oes CIoud Accounting Impact Business?
, ?rosofCloudAccounting

- :ristauskas and Misevici ene, 20 12)
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Any business can rvitness wide-ranging benefits from using cloucl-bas ec s o.urlons. The intuitive
design, the possibilityto access real-time information and Jeveral other adr-anced features make
accounting accessible for both experts [accountantsJ and non-experts [small business
owners).By

Results

i AdvantagesofCloud
Accounting Explanation and characteristics

Reduced costs

Security

Respond to business

. Reduces expenses on hardware and software, networking management
and overall IT;

:. Enterprises pay a monthly subscription fee only for the exact number
of users who need the application. 

]

I 

. y.ri"l clou.ds application providers offer higher levels of security; 
]

] 
. Web based systems are actually as or more secure and have equal or1

i better internal controls than similar in-house based software.

. Adding new software is very simple;

. Providers upgrade their applications more frequently than most
small companies can afford to;

. Companies can quickly access more resources if they need to
expand business and can do it quickly,

] . Compliant with a variety of requirements including accounting
I standards and internal controls,

i 
. Employees, partners and clients can access, and update information

wherever they are, rather than having to run back the office.

. Many business applications are available in the cloud, and providers

] frequently offer free trials and extensive demos; this allows to see if

i 
. Cloud computing can also bring substantial risks in the privacy and

] confidentialityareas.

| 
. Enterprises pay a monthly subscription fee only for the exact

] number of users who need the application.

Easier administration . web brorvser is all needed to access accounting;
. All users will have the same version of software;
. Offer real-time backup which results irless data ioss.

Compliance

Global access

Try before buy

the application is right for company.

Table 3Risks of cloud Accounting with Detailed Explanations [Adapted from
Christauskas and Misevici ene, 2072)

Risks of Cloud Accounting Explanation and characteristics

Fear for safety
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. Main concentration in accounting is money managing; ,o, .t.,rA
accounting would not be an ideal because some of the most impo-::.
information, such as bank accounts, are less secure.

internet lailures ' If internet is down tfr.rih* accountant cannot access information
directly.

' In the accounting profession, accountants want to have access to their
information at any or every given time.

-cntrol Ioss i . Company loses control over the software application and become
dependent on the provider to maintain, update and manage it.

i:pendency ' Company becomes dependent on a cloud-based sofrware application.

Table 4SWOT Analysis of Cloud Accounting[Adapted from Brands,
Megan and Didraga, 2015)

Strengths

:atability
Opportunities

j Accounting and
financial data loss

-.:-reduction I Internet connection Security improvement Privacy breaches

I Dissatisfaction with
performance/offerings

] from vendors

Weakness Threats
Service Agreement
[contractj MobilitY

. .:.borative A lack of standards- -.:or.rment (with between cloud providers
: ners, employees [intei_operability)

j Integration with
existing architecture

=, approach
. ,:ut bordersJ System availability

backup and
-ery Data migration Legal and regulatory

- - :ntantViewPointRegarding CloudAccounting

' ' -C has already captured almost every business area, but it seems that the accounting:,: :n is uncertain about this new model. According to some accountants, cloud-based- : : -s an obvious threat [Cloud Computing, 2013J.Thls business model is not inferring that
- :':lts are excluded from the branch. In fact, these solutions are meant to simplifi, the
- :.rt's tasks and to optimize the business workflow. Cloud-based applications arl not

- - : I :o replace the human factor from the business. Cloud accounting offers the alternative' - -:om paper-based financial statements to real-time financial daihboards. By working
:=:ively, companies can eliminate the burden of transferring data [or paper documentsJ

' -: forth [process that is costly, time-consuming and unsifeJ. With-improved remote
-'tents can easily pay invoices online and other business partners are abie to use up-to-' -.ncial information to make wise business decisions. There is a clear opportunity for

- -- -ants to step up and play a vital role in enabling a new level of business insi[ht that could

-
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# 3
transform the performance of businessesfespecially for small companies)' This will require the

accounting profession to adopt not only new technolory, but also a new way of working that

minimizeJiepetitive administrative processes and frees qualified individuals to share their

expertise and knowledge with the marketplace [Dimitriu ani-Matei, 2015). Technology can help

.nibl" this cultural sh#t and the cloud *od"l can make it affordable for all types of businesses

[Tulsian,2012).
Discussion and Conclusion

The study extends literature in accounting information system especially on technology

enablementin business sectorwith the use of cloud accounting. The use of cloud accounting can

raise the level of accountability and transparency in the preparation of financial statements

tA;; and Mohme d, 2017). According io literature analysis, it can be understood that

information technology affeits the accounting process in several ways. First, the accounting

methods and knowledle of the business and industry has increased to ensure reliability and

relevance of documenti, reports, and data. Second, the accountant has toletter under:stand the

flow of transactions and relited control activities to ensure validity and reliability of information

[Kloviene and Gimzauskiene, 2015). Recently issued and proposed accounting guidance{ASU

)OOO-f S1 will impact the revenue iecognition for multiple elements arrangements and cloud-

based accounting significantly (Raslity and Shaughnessy, 2010J. For cloud accounting,

government framewoik is essential. Since, two organizations-arenever alike, some basic rules

must be laid. The most important of these should be to keep cloud running on high parameters

[Suicimezov and Georgesiu, ZOA). Hence, it can be easily concluded that accounting coupled

*itn trr" power of tJchnology enables processes i'e' cloud computing can significantly

contribute to the business world.
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A Study on relationship between EmployeeEngagementand Retention
Practices in the Insurance Sector: A Study of MAX LIFE Insurance
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Abstract
In today's aggressiveness business world, employee engagement and retention has attracted
many eyeballs of the management researchers. It has a high impact on the performance and
goodwill of the organization. Lot of research is conducted to understand connect between
employee engagement and his retention in the organization. But most of the research is done in
other sectors. Not much research is evident in insurance sector, The comprehensive studies with
respect to insurance sector areyet to be produced by the management scholars. It is mandate for
every business association to have sound employee engagement system that would minimize
attrition rate of employees .Keeping the same perspective into consideration , the study has

been initiated to locate factors influencing employee engagement and retention in insurance
sector with special reference to MAX LIFE . On the basis of empirical study, the paper depicts a

model that establishes factors of job engagement like growth opportunities, competitive
compensation, supervisor relations and employee involvement.

Keywords

Job Engagement, Competitive Compensation, Supervisor Relations, Employee Involvement,
Insurance Sector

Introduction
Efficient employees are considered to be a valuable asset for an organization. It is a competitive
advantage for an organization to have employees who are engaged in their work and have high
commitment towards their company. Such employees tend to be beneficial for the organization
thereby having lower employee turnover and better productivity ,This is simply reflected from
the fact that no matter what is the size of the organization, all the organizations are investing lot
of time, money and efforts in their policies and procedures to foster job engagement and high
c-ommitment amongst their human resource. Employee engagement and employee retention
may be two different words but they have few common elements. These elements are
employee's association with employer would depend upon his job satisfaction level, an
employee's orientation towards his work would depend upon the extent to which he cherish his
work and an employee's perception that their employer values their efforts. Employee
engagement in his work would reflect how likely he is going to continue in the organization and

ing
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perform excellent on his role. Apart from that it can also be understood that employees have

better retention rate in the organization. This goes to show that engaged employees exhibit

higher commitment and Ioyalty towards their job and current organization. In a survey in

insurance sectol itwas foundthatthe employees with high engagementare likelyto be 1,3 times

better performers than less engaged employees. Also they are five times more likely to continue

in the sSme organization.

Evidently, an organization having employees with high engagement and commitment can

deliver better results and performance. My research aims to provide better perspective to an

organization about engaged and committed employees. The analysis is done for Max Life

Insurance so that it can value their employees with high engagement and commitment and also

can reap the benefit of committed manpower. The study aims to suggest guidelines to Max Life to

understand the relevance of committed employees and to implement employee engagement

practices in order to bring prosperity to the work. The paper tend to explore human resource

practices such as recruitment & selection, training & development, performance appiaisal and

workforce surveys for improving employee engagement that enables organizations like MAX

Life to engage and retain their human resource in the long run'

Needforthestudy
Despite of the fact that employee engagement is very critical to employee commitment and plays

a pivotal role in shaping the destiny of an organization, there is little evidence about the present

scenario pertaining to employee engagement procedures provided by insurance sector. All the

organizations pretend that they are implementing such practices but the fact is still to be

discovered.

It is clear that that the employees of any organization are psychologically as well as socio-

economically affected by the employee engagement practices of the organization. Hence, there is

a possibility of gap between the expectations of the employee from the organization and the

facilities actually provided by the organization'

The current study is intended to identify policies and perception of the employer towards

employee engagement of MAX Life insurance. The study will analyze the current practices of the

company towards employee engagement. On the basis of analysis, it would also identify the

changes to be incorporated in the organization so as to improve employee engagement and

loyalty towards organization.

Literature Review

Employee engagement is influenced by several factors which affects the loyalty as well as

willingness to work. The factors can be emotional or rational which influence the overall

effectiveness and contribution towards the fulfillment of objectives and success of the

organization. Sustainability of an employee would depend on the efforts put in by the

organization towards providing a positive environment to the employee. (Perrin's Global

Workforce Study-2003)

The top three driving forces of employee engagement in the work place were studied by Perrin

Top three were identified to be management's orientation towards employee's well being

challenging job and authority to take decision. [Towers Perrin Talent Report -2003). For t]e
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successful functioning of work in the organization it is essential to acknowledge all the needs ci
human resource. Iftheir needs are not fulfilled, they are not able to give their hundred percent,
Therefore, it is essential for every management to understand the relevance of employ,ee
engagement. Employee engagement is constructed on the foundation of job identification and
satisfaction, loyalty and employee's association with organization.

Commitment and Organizational Citizen Behavior IOCBJ are the two main derivatives of
employee engagement and are subject of consideration for empirical research. fRobinson,
Perryman and Hayday, 2 004) But Robinson et al. (2004) in his studyhas stated that Commitment
and Organizational Citizen Behavior [OCB) are not the two e]ements that affect employee
engagement. According to him, the level of awareness of an employee towards his work
determines employee engagement.

Rafferty et al [2005J has a]so out rightly diluted the impact of commitment and Organizational
Citizen Behavior [OCBJ . He stated that the mutual relationship between emp]oyee and
lrganization can predict employee engagement in job.

lo create job engagement amongst workforce, a manager must do these five things i,e,
:nlpowerment of employees, creation of team work and collaboration of r,vork, individual and
-::-ofessional growth of employees, recognition of efforts and proper alignment of efforts n'ith
, :ganizational strategy.[Development Dimensions International -DDI, 2005)

: a survey of 2000 employees from across Great Britain it n'as indicated propef flotl of
, :tmunication in the system is the way to lead emplol,'ee engagement. The studv sa1's ihat the
:.-'.tformto express theirviews and opinions gives a boostto the morale of the emp1o1'ee and

=rce is an important construct of employee engagement. The studl,'also emphasizes on the
- :r'ance of being communicated about the happenings of the organization. [CIPD-2 0 06)

-.:esearch,itwaspropoundedthatalmost60%oftherespondentsseekbetteropportunities
. =rort'thtobesatisfiedintheirjobs.Strongrelationshipbetweenmanagerandemployeeisan
:trtant ingredient in employee engagement and his retention rate.I The Blessing White -

-rl
- -= :elevance of work given to an employee plays a significant role in determining the
, : ..:nship between employer and employee. The work should bring a sense of belongingness,
, -. :o be yourself and an opportunify to contribute to the organization. This would bring
::..l.lg to work and employees want to be associated with organizations that offer them
,,:;e work. The study has also propounded a new model known as "Hierarchy of

- . . =nent" which is similar to Maslow's need hierarchy model. The first needs that arise in an
fee are basic needs of money and benefits. Once these needs are accomplished, then
pment needs would arise and at the end, Ieadership needs would emerge in an individual.
tresearch rep ort2007)

.'-ez (2007) has identified a significant difference between job satisfaction and job
:-.1-.ent. According two him , both the terms are not similar as a manager cannot retain its
- - . employee by creating job satisfaction. And hence if a manger cannot retain the best

=:s through job satisfaction, job engagementbecomes difficult.
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. To know the factors that determine employee satisfaction pertaint:.is :c t:,tratir-es taken by

MAX LIFE Insurance towards employee engagement.

. To develop a model of employee engagement derived from the empirical findings

RESEARCH METHODOTOGY

Research methodology is considered to be the nervous system of a body. The complete study

relies in the research methodology that is being adopted in a research. Research methodology is

a step to solve the research problem,

The descriptive research design was used in the study. The total popuiation was 150 employees

of MAX LIFE Insurance The sample size was 39 employees from different departments of the

company. Convenience Sampling Method was implemented for collecting data pertaining to
employee perception on employee engagementpractices.

DATASOURCES

Primary Data was collected through distribution of questionnaires among the employees of
MAX LIFE Insurance.

Secondary data was collected through company resources, internet, books, magazines and
journals etc.

QUESTIONNAIREDESIGN

Questionnaire was drafted in order to study the perception of employees of Max Life insurance

aboutthe company's employee engagementpractices. Questionnaire consisted of closed- ended

questions. Likert Scale was used to study the respondent opinion about employee engagement

practices.

Analysis of Data
Data collected with the help of primary and secondary source was analysed using SPSS and MS-

Excel Applications.

DATAANALYSIS

Table 1: Age ofRespondents

Less than 20
years

Frequency

oo

Percent

L).O

Valid Percent

25.8

Cumulative

Percent

25.8

20-25 vears 1.2 JO. / 30. I 6+.5

26-30 years 5 9.7 9.7 74.2

31-35 years 5 1.6.1 76.1 90.3

36-40 years J 9.7 9.7 100

Total 31 100 100

O/VL/A/E /SSN : 2230-729X
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Full engagement can be achieved through creating an alignment of maximum job satisfaction
with maximum job contribution. Stephen Young, the executive director of Towers Perrin, has
also acknowledged difference between job satisfaction and engagement thereby stating that
only job engagement is the most crucial determinant of an organizational success. I Human
Resources, 2007).

Galluop organization has defines employee engagement as a conRect between identification
with job and enthusiasm for work. Employee engagement is associated with an efficient
employee's attachmentwith work and his commitment.[Dernovsek -2 008)

Many researchers consider job satisfaction as a part of employee engagement but it doesnot
depict a log lasting association. It is just like last round of benefits given to an employee. On the
contrary employee engagement is about passion and commitment of an employee. It includes
passion and commitment of an employee to deliver his best and help the organization to succeed
in achieving the goals. Loyalty of the employee is also established with enagagement. [Erickson,
2005; Maceyand Schnieder,200BJ.

Statement of the Problem

Itwas found that the employee working in MAX LIFE insurance, are often exposed to challenging
jobs and extensive work pressure. They need to handle a wide spectrum of problems and it is
very difficult to survive the competition. In this challenging perspective, it is highly
recommended to keep the morale of the employees high and satisfying the various needs of the
employees. If the employees would be happy in their work they would be able to deliver better.
Keeping the same perspective in mind, an initiative has been undertaken to analyze the
determinants of employee engagement and evaluating the employee's.attitude towards these
practices. It helps to study the influence of employee engagement practices on the employee of
the organization andhowtheyimpactthe perception of employeetowards the organization.

Scopeofthestudy

. To study the employee engagement practices implemented by MAX LIFE Insurance

. To get an insight on employee's perception and satisfaction towards employee engagement
practices initiated by MAX LIFE Insurance

. To recommend strategies for the improvement of employee engagement practices in MAX
LIFE Insurance

Obiectives of study

. TogetaninsightabouttheperceptionofemployeesofMAXLIFElnsurance aboutthepolicies
and procedures related to employee engagement

. To analyze and study the level of satisfaction amongst the employees about the job
engagementpractices of MAXLIFE Insurance

H'
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Age of respondents

x ].$ihan :3

; 25-33 \r ers

,l* 36-4C !€ er!

This can be observed that 38.7o/o of therespondents were of the age group
of 2l-2Byears, 25.8 belonged to less than 20 years. This was followed with 76.lo/owere of 31-35
years and 9.7o/o respondents belonged to both the age categories 26-30 years and 36-40 years
respectively

Table 2: Experience Level ofrespondents

Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative

Percent

Valid 0-1 Years 19 6L.3 6L.3 61..3

2-5 Years 10 JL.J 5 L.3 93.5

>10 Years 2 6.5 6,5 100

Total 31 100 100

Experience of respondents

# 0-L years

::r 0-2 years

llll. >10

r-rt
PRINI/SSN :0973-7251
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followed by 32.5o/o of the respondents beronged to 2-5 years of experience and 6,5r _. --.respondentshadmorethanroy"r.roi.""p"i,.n."oftheindustrv, :perience and 6'5r -- -- -

Analysis

Five Point LikertScare was used to studythe opinion ofrespondents where :1=Strongly, Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3 =Neutral, 4=Agree, 5=StronglyAgree
The question setgiven to the respondents was headed under differentcategories namery:. Growth opportunities

. Attractivecompensation

. JobAffiliation

. Consideratemanagement

. InterpersonalRelations

. Participation in decision making
. Availabilityofresources

. Achievements ofgoals

. PerformanceAppraisal

Respondent,s opinion on various parameters oflob Engagement

ff#ll:*:low 
study the response of emproyees on various parameters affecring job

Table 3.1: Opinion onvarious parameters of iob engagement

Growth

0pportunities

Attractive

mpensation

Iob

Affiliation

Considerate

management

Interpersonal

Relations

Participation

in

decision

making

Availability

of

resources

vatid 31 31 31 31 31 31 31Missing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3.84
Mean 4.03 3.35 3.94 4.03 3.77 3.81

Standard

Deyiation

q1? .877 .892 .948 .990 .946 .969

lblume 8,.\umbe; ). i... .-_-: _ "

----

I

l

t

I

I

I
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Availability of resoutces ffi

,3

Participation in decision making

Interpersonal Belations

Considerate Management

Job Affillation

Attractive Com pensation

Growth Opprtunities

* Mean

]lli Standard Deviation

W

Table 3.2 representing respondent's opinion on factors influencing iob Engagement

CONCLUSION

The present study was conducted when MAX LIFE INSURANCE was reeling under the high

"*pioy." 
turnover, The study brought out how employee retention can be improved by

improving engagementlevel of employees. Therewas statistical evidence inthe studyto confirm

thjt the employee retention can be improved by addressing non-financial drivers of employee

engagement like communication, recognition, manager/supervisor support (relationshipJ,

*oiklngrg"ment,teamworkandrole clarity. Therefore ithas given averypositive message that

even without financial expenditure the employee engagement and hence retention can be

improved. The result can be apptied as a starting point for further studies or can be emulated in

similar insurance companies or organizations which really require a cost effective way of

retention. Limitation of the study is that it has not gone in details to analyze the impact of each

drivers separately, instead had a holistic approach. As such the future studies can be conducted

in two directions: one to find the impact of non-financial drivers on the employee engagement

and retention and the other to include

financial drivers of employee engagement and have an elaborate study of the impact of

engagement drivers on employee engagementand retention.
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1b stract
..spaperendeavorstocomprehensivelyunderstandtheacademicliteratureontheentire

-.::.utofLrrandandorbranding.Withthispurpose,thisstudyscannedsevendifferentonline
. ,:.bases and accessed about +00 studies published between 2001 and 2017' Although there is

:earth of academic and research papers on brand and branding, it is imperative to develop

= sub ject in a comprehensive manner for the readet so that he or she gets to comprehend it in a

:: :ential and cohesive way. The authors have tried to probe the body of literature to bu.ild a

-=sive understanding of the subject adopting funnel approach' As the only studywith an

,..rsive review of all the research studies o, uu.-.iom aspects ofbrand and or branding loyalty'

. study provides a comprehensive resource to marketing practitioners and researchers

- :.':ested inthe subjectto aid them in theirwork'

'.:[r'OrdS
:--.:,cExperience,Brandcommitment,BrandMarketing,Brandloyalry,LoyaltyLinkages'

- : tsitional Brand Loyalty, Brand Love' Brand Community'

- Srand

-:-: rs a brand? what does it do to a product?? Brands are the pictorial represents of the

: :-..-rany or organization. Brand may also be represented by a personality and/or a signature

= Ln quest of consumers and creates loyalty. American MarketingAssociation defines 'brand'

:. aan1e, term, sign, symbol or design or a combination of them intended to identify the goods

- - servicesof oneselllrorgroupof seilers andtodifferentiatethemfromthoseof competitors

...:r,1998j.
, -..:, J Ioyalty is the customer,s tendency to favor one brand, consistently, over the competitors

- .:ods and services, even when fresh purchasing opportunities arrive' before them' Brand

..:r' is not a recent phenomenon, as consumers tryst 
.with 

their favorite name' in specific

j .:esses to handle their needs in multiple categories, is ages old. In marketing literature'

.,.cloyaltyandcustomerretentionareoftenusedinterchangeably.Withpassageoftime,

, :rieters have understood the importance of brand loyalty and customer retention' Especially'

, .:-. targeting new customers involve an additional expenditure' However' with higher brand

:: ',- ISSN :0973-7251
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visibility, unless the customers love for the old brand lasts, gain in revenue might evaporate soon.

It is only natural for the customers to hop around the fresh brands and loose their interest in the
existing brand. They consistently might not stick to the same manufacturers. So it is obvious to
ask is brand loyalty dying diminishing or already dead. Has the tendency of remaining loyal to
individual brands, is losing ground? A chronological understanding ofthe historicity ofbrand
Ioyalty would elucidate the phenomenon.

,3

t

a

a

+i

Era

Birth of brand

Loyalty (7870 -791.4)

Golden age of
Brand Ioyalty

191,5-1929

Latent brand loyalty
1930-1945

Characteristics
. Introduction of Quaker Oats,

Gillette, Pears, Coca-Cola brand
. Brands offered consistenry in a

period of varying product quality
. Branded goods offered growth to

organization
. High resistance to brands initially

from both retailers and consumers
. Advertising assists organizations

to increase both their respectability
and marketshare

. Customers were 'grateful for the
improved quality' brands offered

. Value of brands recognized by
retailer

. Highlevels ofbrandawareness
Highly creative advertising
campaigns

. Cynicism towards advertising
emerges towards the end of the
golden age ofbrands

. Depression of 1929 and World
War II saw a reduction in brand
availability

Implications for brand loyalty
. Branding assisted customers

to distinguish between the
variety of products on offer

. Branding reduced riskl

. Customers were more likelyto 
]

re-buy brands that had proved

satisfactory in the past

l

High incidence of sales loyalty
Functional brand Ioyalty
Trust in brands reducedTrustin brands reduced
consumer resistance to
brands, thus increasing loyalty

. As availability of branded
products increased, Customer

loyaltyincreased

. Brand loyalty was impacted by
si9 tuational factors

. Lack of availability altered
consumerhabits

. Consumer preferences
towards brands were
increasing despite inability to
purchase

rt
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brand loyalty
1946-1970

a

D ecline in Ioyaity .
1971-presenl o

a

I brands afterWorld War II

, 
. Explosioninnewproducts

] 

. Growthinretailoutlets

. Increased threat from generic
brands and rise in discount stores

I 
. Vvith the improvement in product

quality that accompanies

Competitiorl brand differentiation
wasreduced

Towards the end of this era, baby
boomers drive consumer behavioi
Brands

Beginning of multi-brand loyalty

Multi-brand loyalty dominant
Incense competition between an
increasing array of brands and
alternatives

Very low Ievels of differentiation
Generic brands increasing market
share

Majority of new products offer
incremental changes and minor
productmodifications

Beginning of brand communities
(Harley-Davidsory Apple
computers)

Lower risk in brand switching
Brands, in some categories, are
bought for the purpose of
conveying Self-identity, rather
than just to guarantee consistenry
of quality

Consumers demanding
experiences not just a product
Increased expectation from
consumers

. At the start of the era, after ::=
wal consumers Returned to thei:
preferred brand when it became
available again

a As differentiation declined and
choice increased, consumers were
increasingly multi-brand loyal
Increasing price sensitivity

. Brand loyalty Ievels in fast-moving
consumer goods Has declined

. The incidence of inertia increases

. As consumers become more
demanding. dissatisfaction
tncreases

. Brands that.are functionai and lon,
involvement may have reduced
loyalry

. Brands that convey image and self_
identity may Have higher loyalty

l.
I

i.
I

l

l'
I

l

l.
l'
l

I

I

l.

l

I

I

l
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I

I
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I

I

I
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Cowles, D., "The Role of Trust in Customer Relationships: Asking the Right Questions",
Management Decision, Vol. 35 13 - 4), pp. 18 - 27.There is a growing debate over the Iife and
death of brand loyalty, 90 percent of common household goods brands are seen losing
market share in certain low-growth categories. And logically, it makes sense that brand
Ioyaltywould have a shortlife and eventuallyperish, forthe following reasons:

. The information age. Thanks to the internet consumers have access to products and
services all over the world. Online marketing have provided more choices and information
than ever before. Therefore, it's natural that customer might choose less-expensive, more
convenient products, delivered at their doorstep over products produced by their favorite
companies.

. Corporate distrust. The average customer finds himself/herself lost in the iungle of
multiple products and or brands, not only ready to pamper him/he4, but also posing a
great difficulty in selection of a particular brand for his desired needs This trust
deficiency in marketers less than ever before may be preventing them from forging a strong
bond in a single brand.

. Corporate distrust. Finally, Americans trust corporations less than ever before, and that
missing trust may be preventing them from investing too heavily in any one big business.

2.1 BrandExperience
Managingcustomer's experience is crucial, while achievingvalue creation [Berryetal., 2002;
Iglesias et al., 2010J. Marketing is now shifting its focusing from quality to experience
(Klaus and Maklan, 2073), and hence, it is more important than ever before to distinctly
define and develop brand experience for a competitive advantage of the firm [Ismail et al.,
201,1). The concept of brand experience, has been identified in marketing Iiterature as a
significant driver of value creation [Carir and Cova, 2003; Ponsonby-McCabe and Boyle,
2006; Iglesias et al, 2011).Although, there is no dispute that brand experience entails value
creation, and is fast gaining significance to the marketers, an agreement of a common
definition is yet to arrive. Furthermore, brand experience has evolved and overlaps many
generic concepts that spans across many experience categories such as product experience,
service experience customer experience, etc. fZarantonello and Schmitt, 2010). Brakus et al
(2009] identified four dimension i. e. sensorial, affective, behavioral and intellectual, as the
most important aspects of brand experience. The findings are supported by scholars like
Ismail etal (2071),Zarantonello and Schmitt [2010J,lglesias etal (2011J, and Hult6n (20L1).

2.ZBrand,Commitment
Brand commitment is an attitudinal concept of relationship marketing and consumer
behavior [Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Sargeant and Lee,2004; Sung and Campbell, 2009J that
has been considered significant by the scholars in the marketing field during the last
decades. Bozzo et al [2003) stresses the importance of brand commitment in marketing by
observing that a committed consumer would be willing to make some sort of sacrifice in
order to make the relationship last. Thus, brand commitment is also, seen as an enduring
desire to maintain avalued relationship [Berry and Parasuraman,199L,p.31,6).
Brand commitmentis knownto have manycomponents. Athree-componentmodels ofAllen
and Meyer [1990), from the field of organisational psychology, revealed commitment

PRiNIISSN :097i-7251 O/VL/NE /sS/V : 2230-729X
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consisting of affective, cclntinuance, and normative components. However, affectti-e a:.:
continuance committnent are considered relevant for the marketing, by the scholars. Tr-.._<
three-component model is criticlzed for the overlap between affective and normati,,-e
commitment [Allen and Meye1, 1990, p. 13). Also normative commitment is not supported bv
enough marketing literature. Researchers found the tvl,o components difficult io separate
and therefore, focus on the firsttwo components.

?.2.L Aff ective Co mmitm ent
Affective commitment is about the customer's willingness to maintain a relationship with a
brand based on their emotional attachment to the brand Amine [1998J. This phenomenon
includes the core concept of the consumer-brand relationship [Louis and Lombart, 2010)
which includes the strength of consumer identification with the brand. Bansal et al., [2004)
fbund affective commitment as centered on the consumer's identification & involvement
with the brand and their emotional attachments rvith the same. Brand relationship emerges
because of these three factors and leads to maintain it. Affective commitment, as an
emotional component, has received more attention than continuance commitment, as the
focus of marketing has shifted from transactions to relationships. Despite of the academic
popularity of affective commitment, affective commitment is rarely considered as a single
independent factor. Normally, affective commitment ls seen to a have a mediating role Bansal
et al., [2004J postulated that it acts as a mediator between switching intentions, satisfaction
and trust, while several others observed that affective commitment mediates experience and
loyalry Iglesias et al., 2 0 1 1J, and experience, satlsfaction and loyalty [Fullerton, 2 0 0 5J.

l, 2.2 Continuance Commitment
Continuance commitment is also known as economic commitment [Evanschitz]q, and
Wunderlic, 2006), cost-induced commitment [Ritzer and Trice, 1969J and calculatir-e
commitment [Srivastava and Owens, 2010) and is very different from affective contmitntent
in several respects. It is based upon the cost-benefit analysis. Scholars seem to have agreed
that continuance commitment occurs when the benefits of stal.ing exceeds the costs ol
leaving a relationship [Bansal et al, 2004], The core of affective commitment is the
consumer's emotions, while rational component is the core of continuance commitment,
Where the cost of leaving a relationship, and a lack of other alternatives, create a rationale for
lhe consumers brand commitment [Ritzer and Trice, 1969), calculative commitment
[Srivastava and Owens, 2010) and economic commitment [Evanschitzky and Wunder]ic,
2006), are fundamentally different from affective commitment. The most popular
understanding of continuance commitment is that it occurs when the benefits of staying
exceeds the costs of leaving a relationship (Bansal et a}, 2004).).Such relationships may often
result in the feelings ofentrapment or dependence, essential ingredients ofthe continuance
commitment construct. Consumers, experiencing affective commitment will resist any
attitudinal changes, and will always behave favorably towards the brand, but in the case for
consumers who stay in a brand relationship consciously because they feel like they "have to"
[Sung and Campbell, 2009). Howevet, there is no agreement on the extent to which
continuance commitment can increase or decrease brand loyalry

- 3 Integrating Brand Marketing
.{ variety of branding and marketing activities are undertaken to achieve the desired brand
:ositioning and build brand equity. Their ultimate success depends to a significant extent on

,:-a
lD
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how they work holistically in combination rather than singularly for achieving synergistic
results. All the marketing actMties have inter- action effects among themselves as well as

main effects and interaction effects with brand equity. Some of the significant facets are-

1.The brand- building contribution of brand elements Z,The impact of coordinated
communication and Channel strategies on brand equity, and finally 3.The interaction of
company- controlled and external events. A brand identifies and differentiates marketer's

offerlngs to customers and other parties. It is more than a name or symbol' Other brand

elemenls such as logos and symbols fMcDonalds' golden arches), packaging [Coke's and

pepsi's contour bottle and Kodak's yellow and black film box), and slogans [KFC-Finger
Li.kin, and VISAs "lt's Everywhere You Want to be") play an important role in branding.

Some of the broad criteria are useful for the selection and designing of brand elements to

buildbrand equity [Keller2003): (1) memorabili$ [2) meaningfulness, (3J aestheticappeal,

[4) transferability [both within and across product categories and across geo- graphical and

iuitural boundaries and market segmentsJ, (5) adaptability and flexibility over time, and [6J
Iegal and competitive protectability and defensibility. Brand elements vary significantly in
ttreir verbal contents, visual content and product specificity. There is not much research

support even today specifically devoted to the topic of designing and selecting brand

elements other than brand names. Brand name properties have been studied extensively
through the years, For example, researchers studying phonetic symbolism have

demonstrated how the sounds of individual letters may be useful in developing a new brand
name [Klink2000,Yorkstonand Menon,2004).

2.4BrandLoyalty
Brand loyalty is a consumer's preference for a particular brand in a product or service

category. It occurs, only when consumers perceive that the brand offers the right product

[serviceJ features, quality and or experience at the right price, This perception may translate
into repeat purchase resulting in loyalty. Brand Loyalty is therefore related to a customer's
preference and attachment to a particular brand. Consequently, a long history of usage might
develop sinto trust,
Various authors have defined brand loyalty in their own ways. David A. Aaker believes that
customer loyalty is central to brand's equity. He defines brand loyalty as the construct of

attachment that a consumer experiences towards a brand. Brand loyalty according to him
shows how likely a consumer might switch to brands when that brand makes a product
change either in price or product features. In other words, if customers buy for features,

price and convenience with not much concern to the brand name, there is perhaps little
equity [Aakeq, 1997). The concept of brand loyalty has been recognized as an important
ponstructin the marketing literature for atleast four decades [Howard and Sheth, 1969), and

most researchers agree that brand loyalty can create firm benefits such as reduced

marketing costs [Chaudhuri and Holbrooh 2001),positive word of mouth fSutikno, 201,1),

business profitability [Kabiraj and Shanmugan,201,l), increased market share (Gounaris

and Stathakopoulos, 2004) and a competitive advantage in the market (lglesias et al, 2011).

Khan and Mahmood define brandloyaltyas the customer's unconditional commitmentanda
strong relationship with the brand, which is not likely to be affected under normal
circumstances Khan and Mahmood(2012, p. 33).Jacoby et al, defines brand loyalty as "tlte

biased, behavioral response, expressed over time, by some decision-making unit, with
respect to one or more alternative brands out of a set of such brands, and is a function ol

i+
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psychological decision-making, evaluative processes." Cunningham [1956) identrfied three
definitions of brand loyalty based on; customers Iost and gained over specific

time periods; time sequences ofindividual purchases and share ofthe market [Smith). Brand
loyalty as defined by cunningham [1956), Day [1969) Buford, Enis and paul (1971), olson
andJacoby (1971) behavioral loyaltyis expressed inthe form of'repeated purchase'.

Based on their definition brand Ioyalty may be divided into two broad categories of
operational definitions. The first stresses the "behavioral response, expressed over time"
and refers to a series ofpurchases or repeat purchases. facoby and Chestnut perfected the
conceptual definition and developed a measure ofbrand loyalty into four categories.

1. Brand oriented attitudinal measures. It is measured by looking at the intention of
customers who wish to buy the same product the next time.
2. Individual oriented attitudinal measures.

3. Brand oriented behavioral measures.

4. Individual oriented behavioral measures.

Basically these definitions are based either on behavioral or cognitive approaches. Day
(7969) and Jacoby (7971),looked at brand loyalty in terms of outcomes [repeat purchase
behaviorJ, rather than reasons. Each approach has its own respective merits. The advantage
of the cognitive approach is that one can distinguish between different mechanisms leading
to repeat purchase beha,'rior. Practically speaking timeless qualities of preferences and truly
dynamic effects may be differentiated. A conceptual distinction between brand purchases
due to fit between personal tastes and brand attributes and brand purchase due to past
purchase, is to be distinctly demarcated. Operationally, a distinction between the
unconditional choice probability and the incremental choice probability is obtained by
conditioning on past choice. The literature routinely defines brand loyalty in terms of high
unconditional purchase probabilities (Grover and Srinivasan 1989). A consumer is
considered brand loyal if his probability of buying a particular brand attime t, conditional on
identical purchase at time t - 1, is larger than the corresponding unconditional probability
[Frank 1962; Massy 1966; Kahn and Meyer 1989). To characterize equilibrium we need to
know how this dependenry is affected by marketing variables. So consumers who are "brand
loyal" in Assael's terms may search actively, but require a substantial price differential before
they switch brands t1987, p. 57). On the other hand, some consumers will exhibit very low
search activity, but could well change in response to very small price differences once they
become aware, they are called "inert". Literature, offers many definitions of brand loyalty.
Among many possible classificatory distinctions, the definitions may be classified as
behavioral versus cognitive or static versus dSmamic, as discussed earlier. It is therefore;
appropriate to discuss the sources of inertial and cost-based brand loyalty. According to
Assael (1987), inertial brand loyalty can be thought of as a result of "low involvement". Low
involvement is basically a manifestation of an absence of active search and evaluation of a
certain product from the product class. Rational utility maximization or behavior resulting
from high search costs combined with a belief that the rewards of search, in terms of price
and quality, are not significant. These conditions are probably most closely satisfied for low
price, frequently purchased, mature consumer goods. Laurent and Kapferer [1985) observe
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low involvement is more likely when products are low in perceived importance, risk, and
symbolic or hedonic value, Assael (L987, p.82), howevel argues that most purchase
decisions are low in consumer involvement. Cost-based brand loyalty may have many
causes. First, it can be the result of brand- specific user skills (Stigler and Becker 1977;
Wernerfelt 1985). That is, consumers may learn-by-using their current brand. Such a
phenomenon certainly seems plausible for computer software or DIY products but also for
other products and seryices one must expect a small effect of this type. Because the learning
is not applicable to other brands, some small switching costs result. Second, purely
informational effects may be produced, Third, there may be behavioral effects relating to the
dlmamics of utilities. Preferences may demand current brands, such that other brands will
appear less attractive (Carpenter and Nakamoto 1988). Fourth, compatibility issues may
mean that brand switching will cause the consumer to lose other investments which have to
be made in order to use the product. For example such factors as training costs, quality
checks and complementary hardware. The switching cost argument holds good for less
frequently purchased consumer goods and industrial products. Howevet some effects of this
type may affect frequently purchised consumer goodi as well. It is important to mentionthat
the following only pertains to brand loyalty resulting from natural properties of the product
class. Endogenous brand loyalty, induced by, e,9,, advertising or pricing schemes, is not
covered,

2.5 Conceptualization of Brand Loyalty
Marketing literature recognized the concept of brand loyalty, as an important construct, for
at least four decades (Howard and Sheth, 7969). Brand Ioyalty can create firm benefits such
as reduced marketing costs [Chaudhuri and Holbrook,2001), business profitability (Kabiraj
and Shanmugan,20Lt.), increased market share [Gounaris and Stathakopoulos, 2004),
positive word of mouth [Sutikno, 2077), and a competitive advantage in the market (lglesias
et al, 2011). brand loyalty is defined as the customer's unconditional commitment and a
strong relationship with the brand, which is not likely to be affected under normal
circumstances Khan and Mahmood t2012, p. 33). This definition of Khan and Mahmood
(2012,p.33) encapsulates the benefits ofthe concepts quite aptly.

Although, researchers do not disagree more about the benefits that follow brand loyalty,
marketing practitioners and scholars have yet to agree on a definition ofthe concept. The
scholars agree that brand loyalty can either be true or spurious (Day,1996; Lin, 2010;
Iglesias et aL,201L; Kumar and Advani, 2005). True brand loyalty holds some indicator of
previous emotional, psychological and affective attachment to the brand [Lin, 2010J, while
spurious loyalty is resultant of situational circumstances such as price and convenience
(lglesias et al, 201,1). These two are still the most recognized appropriate and recommended
Ioyalty dimensions, despite of references of a variety of Ioyalty constructs. Some recent
scholars, howevel have viewed brand loyalty as a multi-dimensional construct, and
recommend multivariate measurements fPunniyamoorthyand Raj,2011).Researchers have
used different measurements like brand trust [Garbarino and Johnson,7999), involvement
[Traylo4 1983J, and satisfaction (Wang et al, 2004), while others researchers have used
commitment and experience [Fullerton,2003; Brakus et al., 2009; Iglesias et al., 2011). The
literature has revealed that there was a lack of agreement among scholars. This
disagreement about both concerning brand loyalty definitions and measures is the cause of
great confusion. Newman andWerbel (1973; as cited in Kabiraj and Shanmugan,2011., p.289)
arguedthatfor brandloyalty to be effective constructformarketers, consumer's unwillingness
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to switch brands, must be included as a construct. It may therefore be argued that brandcommitment is a valid brand loyalty construct. Brand commitment is conceptualized as theconsumer's willingness to maintain a relationship with the brand, which, in other words
l*" I direct bearing on the unwillingness to switch brands. some of the researchers foundbrand experience also to be a valid measure of brand loyalty, as it is more likely thatconsumer's encounters with a superior brand experience wiit prerer this brand in the future
fBrakus eta1.,2009), this in turnwill cause a reluctance to switcibrands.
According to a research undertaken by Facebook, brand loyalty is alive and well. The sampleincluded 74,700 adults in the united states, examining patterns of behavior across multipledifferent verticals' Across the board, 77 percent of consumers were found to have thetendency to return to their favorite brands over and over again. Howeve4 those 77 percent
seem to have been splitintotvyo main categories:
Brand loyalists constitute 37 percent ofthe population. They make repeat purchases andare truly "loyal" to their favorite brands, meaning they would noi switch given anopportunity Iike lower prices or more convenient access
while, remaining 40 percen! represented people who make repeat purchases at the samebrands, frequently, but onlylecause theygive them an optimal experience. Given lowerprices or more convenience, they would not hesitate to switch. Brand loyalists are essentially
driven by emotions, at least to some degree, when going back to their favorlt" .";;;;;;,
while the repeat purchasers are driven solely by utiliiarian reasons. Although, the emotional
relationships are stronger and difficult to break, strategically marketers may cater to both
categories ofcustomer base consisting of7Z percent.
It is believed that customers of a particular demography show stronger affinities towards
brand loyalty' Whereas the majorityof impulse-driven, information-age-born millennial hop
from brand to brand? Research tells us that the reverse ofthis is'true; youngsters in part,
thanks to their interactions with the social media seem to be more loyal to brands than any
other generation. High regard for company values like corporate social responsibility is
another reason behind.

Personality. Human tendency is to relate quickly to people not with companies as easily as
they do with other human beings. Young adults are frequent brand loyalists as they form
personal, meaningful identifications with brands online. In order to attract such customers,
marketers need to give a similar personal experience. Holding online chat with customers,
andtryingto address always assuresthem aboutfulfillingtheir unique individual needs.
Loyalty programs. Loyalty programs are also becoming highly effective way to encourage
repeatpurchasers.Actually, itis aboutrewarding customers through discounls and freebie-s,
motivating them to buy more and more of the brand. Howeve4 a cireful strategy is to be pui
in place to make it work and worth their time, for a lasting relationship.
Reliability' Customer looks for consistently when they indulge in repeat purchases. A
reliable and consistent experience is the way to win their hearts. They will come back, in
search ofthe past experience. In other words, quality ofthe products, the service quality, and
even advertising strategy is ofcritical significance.
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Brand communities. Last but not the least, in the times social media, better brand
associations and memories by developing interpersonal communities around the brand, is

key to bring customer back to the brand. This may be done through things like online forums,
meet ups, or even social groups connected to the brand. Social connections

Brand loyalty is still a relevant marketing concept, and will continue to remain relevant, in
times to come. Howevel it is appears different today than it was even a decade ago. It is only
strategic ionsolidation of adequate and properunderstanding ofthe customertogetherwith
and the right approach that may secure more loyalty from its customers'

2.6.Loyalty Linkages
Loyalty linkages are important to understand in order decipher its operationalization. The

basic framework used in this context is linkages in the antecedents --r customer loyalty -+

outcomes Framework may vary on the use of attitudinal or behavioral loyalty. Separation of
mediators is possible by examining attitudinal and behavioral loyalty as it is easy to isolate
relative differences in both their main and interaction effects. Normally, four antecddents

[commitment, trust, satisfaction, and loyalty incentives) and two outcomes (WOM and
performance] are identified in this context. Moreove[ Literature identifies other sources of
heterogeneity like measurement composition, study-specific characteristics and
investigates for additional sources ofheterogeneity by picking up specific study related
factors to testtheir effects on loyalty-to-outcome linkages.

2.7 . Br and.Loyalty antecedents
Brand loyalty has been positively linked to Commitment, trust, satisfaction, and loyalty
incentives [e,g,, freebies, reward programs, perks, and favorable treatment), but have
differential effects on attitudinal and bghavioral loyalties. Attitudinal loyalty results from
positive evaluations ofa brand based on previous exchange experience (Brakus et al. 2009;

Liu-Thompkins and Tam 2013). Drivers of loyalty that enhances a customer's positive
evaluation should have a stronger effect on attitudinal than on behavioral loyalty. HoweveL
behavioral loyalty stems from situational factors and habit (Gustafsson et al. 2005; fohnson
et a1.2006), mostly this does not entail a strong attitudinal component. Therefore, drivers of
loyalty that primarily work as situational factors in an exchange have a stronger effect on
behavioral than on attitudinal loyalty. Commitment, or the desire to maintain a valued
relationship (Moorman et al. 7992), confidence in the reliability and integrity of a sellerl in
the form of trust [Morgan and Hunt 1,994), and satisfaction, which is conceptualized as the
perceived difference between prior expectations and actual performance I Tse and Wilton
19BB), all contribute to a customer's positive experience. Commitment and trust create a

sense of pleasurable relationship of the customer rather than a passing transaction

fPalmatier et al. 2006); satisfaction offers a comparative basis (prior expectation versus
actual experience) on which to develop attitudes (Geyskens and Steenkamp 2000). Hence,

commitment, trust, and satisfaction should have stronger effects on attitudinal loyalty than
on behavioral loyalty. Additionally, theory of planned behavior predicts, which supported by
prior researchers that attitudinal loyalty to affect behavioral loyalty positively [Ajzen and
Fishbein 1980; Chaudhuri and Holbrook 200 1).

Literature suggests that evaluation and action-based mechanisms underlying attitudinal
and behavioral loyalties differentially influence WOM and performance outcomes. Since,
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attitudinal loyalty is associated with positive evaluations of a selle4, and there are copious
opportunities for evaluations and the same is easy to communicate.

Thus effect of attitud-inal loyalty is often stronger for WoM [Berger and Schwara ZA1\.
Consequently, the effect of behavioral Ioyalty on WoM is oiten weaker as compared to
attitudinal loyalty. Attitudinal loyalty is based on conformity [Berger and Heath ZOOS; ana
may exist despite situational constraints (e.g., financial, IocationJ that impede actual
purchases, thus the expectedly,its effect on performance is likely to be weaker. Howeve4,
behavioral loyalty, based on a conation or readiness to act, is tied directly to purchase, likely
to have a stronger effect on performance,

Researchers use different compositions of loyalty measures, which are likely to moderate
the effect of loyalty on outcomes. Dick and nasu [f eo+; argue that neither a ielatively high
attitude nor a positive behavioral predisposition

Towards repeat purchase is sufficient to capture customer loyalty fully. Customers with high
attitudinal loyalty may support a seller at great length, and their cognitive biases enable
them resist competitive persuasion attempts through mechanisms such as avoidance or
counterarguments (Ahluwalia, 2000; Park et al. 2010). Howeve4, these customers also may
face financial constraints resulting in the lack of ability or opportunity to support the seller.

At the same time behavioral loyalty directly increases seller revenues through frequent
repurchases and shows the customer's ability and opportunity to support the seller'

Howevel these benefits may not last long if customers lack the motivation to continue their

purchase behaviors when the existing environment changes' In the same way, customer's

irigh behavioral Ioyalty and Iow attitudinal loyalty also may be more likely to exploit their

relative importance and negotiate an extra concession from the seller' Therefore, customer

loyalty should include bothf,ehavioral and attitudinal measures, to demonstrate customers'

desire, ability and opportunity, to support the seller financially w. hile avoiding competitors'

It is simply-becau# the constructi-that combine attitudes and behaviors capture the

variance accounted for by each aspect ofloyalty, Researchers expect combined measures of

loyalty to exert a stronger impact on performance outcomes than either atfitudinal or

behavioral measures aloie.WOtvt is a socially complex phenomenon that involves self-image

concerns, consideration for others' interesis, and serendipitous accessibility [Berger and

Schwartz 20'17;DeMatos and Rossi 2008; Soderlund 2006).woM items might attenuate the

predictive effect of loyalty on performance. Thus, despite of the factthatwoM and loyalty are

correlated, measures of ltyalty that include WOM items may capture some unrelated or even

countervailing effects For example customers secretly buyrng certain products might

hesitate or not at all spread the word of mouth. In short, WOM measures will be less effective

at predicting orrerali performance. Howevel, systematic variations are found in the

characterization of custtmer loyalty across extantliterature, particularly aboutthe temporal

orientation and loYaltY targets.

2.8. The Post Loyalty Behavior Outcomes

It has been observed by many scholars that customer loyalty and business performance are

linked positively lReiihrrela and Sasse4 1990; Reichheld, 1993; Sheth and Parvatiyar'

1-995). 
^Loyal 

customers not only increase the value of the business, but also enable

minimizing costs associated with attracting new customers [Barroso, Castro and Marti'n

Armario, 1OOO1. The consequences of customer loyalty include; resisting counter
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competitive offerings, refereeing by positive WOM, readiness to pay price premium and

crosi buying, [Kotle5, 2004). Cross-buying is the customer's practice of buying additional
products and services from the existing shopper in addition to the ones s/he currently has

(Paul Valentin Ngobo, 2003). Bendapudi and Berry, $997) observes that Customers

having high value for service quality, value, and satisfaction will be likely to continue the

relationship with the existing service provider and ultimatelywill expand the same through
a 'cross-butr[ng behavior'. Reinartz and Kuma4 (2003) observed that, the customer's
knowledge of the service provider's service delivery processes may reduce the customer's

resistance to the provider's cross-selling propositions. The firm also enjoys lower risk and

liability exposure due to its knowledge of the customer, The increased purchases of products

and seivices offer greater opportunities of customer retention with the firm. Paul Valentin
Ngobo, (2003) found that that the customers' cross-buying intentions were primarily
related to image conflicts aboutthe provider's abilities to deliver high-quality services from
different service activities, and the perceived convenience of cross-buying from the same

provider. Paul Valentin Ngobo, [2003) suggests that main drivers of cross buying include;

iervice quality, perceived value customer satisfaction, sales force training incentives,

promotional iampaign, knowledge transfer between firm departments, teamwork, and

wider customer acceptance of different products andf or services from the same provider
Nick Bontis and Lome D. Booker (2007) found that customer satisfaction enhances

reputation in the service environment. Perceived value has positive effect on satisfaction and

satisfaction is positively linked to loyalty, reputation and recommendation. The marketing
literature is replete with examples suggesting that Loyalty is strongly linked to those

customers' repurchase intentions [dedication-based maintenance), perceptions of
switching costs (constraint-based maintenance) &the convenience influences cross-buying.

2.9 Oppositional Brand LoYaltY.

Oppositional brand loyalty is a social process of perpetuating consciousness of kind. Brand

community members derive solidarity through opposition to competing brands, an

important aspect of their community experience, as well as an important component of the

meaning of the brand. This provides a base to delineate what the brand is not, and who the

brand community members are not. Consumers use brand choices to mark both their
inclusion and exclusion from various lifestyles Englis and Solomon (7997) and Hogg and

Savolainen [1997).Sometimes, consumers define themselves more by the products and

objects they avoided than those they sought Wilk (1996). Urban sociological researchers

support the above observation by their own findings where neighborhoods are defined in
opposition to one another based on the consumption patterns and or habits [Hunter and

Suttles t972;Keller 1968) and Maffesoli's (1996) assertion of the significance of the other in
community formation and maintenance

2.10 BrandLove
As we have seen earliel consumers are inevitably developing strong relationships with the

brands that greatly resemble interpersonal relationships. This interpersonal relationship
Ieads to the phenomenon ofbrand love [Ahuvia & Carroll, 2006; Fourniea 1998)' A deeper

examination the phenomenon maylead to a greaterknowledge of the underlyingmotives for
developing these strong bonds. The understanding may enable the explanation ofhow such

affective relationships develop and what brings it to the end. Batra's ten elements prototype

[Batra aL.2012) is best to conceptualize brand love is, as the structure to elaborate on the
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2.10.6 Passionate desire and sense of natural fit:
It is interesting to note that consumerl.{evglon strong feelings towards their Ioved brands;this rerationshlp,gften 

"rili;;;;;;"1rn t"; h6; ;"s.ee 6eatra et at.,201,2;Fournie41998)'Additionally, because of to ,uch rt.ong connJctions to-wards Ioved brands, consumersare Iikerv to experience a strorg au.i.;t:^1""'q 
lh;ll l-o"#i o'il1.,, .rose. phases of separarion,Ioss might take place,wh"n th;t;;plrience Ioved possessitns being distanced frdm them.This strong emotional,ttr.t."nlllies prace b"d;;;f rhe perceived uniqueness of thebrand' i'e when The Ioved p.*i-il p;..:iu"-{ r. i.."prr."abre, by trru *nru*e' theconnections and the potentialioss seem greater. fBatra "iil-.)oU, Bel( 19BB)

2 - 1 0.8 Willingness to invest:.
when consumers is likely to invest time, money a.1d energy into the relationship, when theyexperience love for a brand' These investments will in trr.!'.o.".s make the consumer-brandrelationship stronge4'.as th"y."p."r"ni arigher commitnieriana therefore a s".u."1inmg"to consumers 'serf-identiry'. A; often 

-t_o-v11 
b-.;rdr;;'ierceived to be irreplaceable,consumers tend to be rather price insensitive. MoreovJ., *t u, brand love is there,consumers are more likely to paya premium_price br;;i;.;;e willing to forgive failures ofthe brand' A connection u"t*""n airpiryr of.o*mitm"nt rra trrrai?r" *rlr'lirl*"a uyRedden and steiner [2000), *rr"riir;y.investigateJirr"^.onrr.er-brand 

rerationship
ff$',i:ili,ti::XT*?i-fi;ir'"v "'u'"#d th"th&;rv."-LI.,"a .on,,."., ,.-u I'u,u,,ua

2. 10.9 Frequenf thought and use:
when Fournier [1988) arguably laid the groundwork for the concept of brand love, shespecificaily emphasised i."qulni 

"rrgagement 
in order for the brand to serve as a"relarionshippartner,,fBatra;i;i.,roli,Fournie4, 
tss1,i..zia).Inorderforthebrandtoveretationship to flouristrana r"acrLa si.ong l";;i i;;;;;o,": ."";r_ers to activety talk aboutthe brand' think about the brandariJJrgrgu with it. consu.r"., that experienie rove for abrand often dream.ab.outth"i.;;;;;;;;t_.inar, wrrlcrrl-pry,ir,,rre brand has a dominantpresence in the minds of the coniu*u., f,quu.i& ,r4-ffi"d Jror;. Moreove4, it has beenAHfij ;[1,ff'nas 

onering hldl;i.Iur"nt, t""a ," u" -J.eioved by consumers [carrolr
2.10.11 Length ofuse:

The length of the relationship betwe"n th^" consumer and the brand has proven to have apositive effect on brand rove. 'ihis hisiory of eng;g;;;;;iiirl., ,"*" to give the brand agreater importance in the lives of the corisumers ind their iaentities. This hisibry ortoyatty islikelytoreflectandimprarrtu."-u"nl"io.rra.o.r-ii-"nt-tothebrand 
p^tiui;,,n,,1.It can arso be noted tr,rt r"rrg". .oirr-u.-u.rrd ;;i;il;Gr*ry generate nostargicemotions that lead consumers"to u".oo,ing -o.u u*rJ royri. rrr"ru positive emotionar

:;:';t r#* urtimatelv st.".,sth"n ;il;;.'i;."i i.i# rl,",iJfR"tr.h..in & conway Dato_

2.ll BrandCommunity

HlJ#tr5;of 
community is historically.located in critiques of modernity. Nineteenth;#;iiili, 'i:;'Jffi;',"."J,:i'1x'.liil!1'.H$J"'.i;TilTilryi,?tt;,;;:,;i"""fl,;;il

::f,Htg;f#ilffi:::considered thJengine 
"r*"a..rityiiopeuing.onsum". currure
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consumer- brand relationship. In their article, Brand Love, authors build their premise that
previous works related to the subject [about interpersonal love relationship) d'oes not fully
apply to consumer-brand relationships, they present two qualitative studieiLxamining this
phenomenon where the brand love prototype represents an outcome [Batra et al .,2012i.

2.tO.l Great quality/qualities :

Consum..qrs, more often than not feel the loved brand to be the best one available. They list
perceived attractive qualities to suffice their love for the brand, such as quality, perfo.-ir.",
design and such [Batra et aL,2012) unlike in interpersonal love relationships, where the
notion of unconditional love is the fundamental consumer-brand love relationship. Items
with lower price tags are often considered as value for money within the emotions oilove. At
the same time, luxury items that hold consumer's fantasy are arguably perceived as more
special and attractive due to their higherprice (Batra et al, ZOIZ).

2 -LO.2 Strong held values and existential meaning:

It is therefore imperative for consumers to have a need to connect on a higher and deeper
level for developing love-like relationships with brands. It often involves some kind of "self-
actualization, existential meaning or cultural identity" fBatra eta1.,2012,p.4). Brands, such
as Apple, that appeal to deeply held values, are oftentimes considered to represent creativity
and independence, and are more Iikely become loved brands [Batra et al, z0lz).

2-lO-3 Self-identity:

Consumers have a tendenry to identifir with things that they love. They identify with the
loved brands and include them into their daily lives to express and enhance existing and f or
desired identities [Batra etal,2072; Belfu 19BB). Since, identity is a fluid conceptthat often
changes and alternates throughout the lifetime, brands and possessions used to
communicate a sense of self may also change in accordance with different lifetime phases
[Breazeale & Ponde4 2012J,Moreove4, the congruitybetween the consumer's self-image and
the product/brand image is likely to be positively linked with brand love (Albert & Meiunka,
2008).

2.10.4lntrinsic rewards:

Brand love is an outcome of intrinsic and extrinsic rewards, where both factors are required
to be present in order to the love to bloom. A loved brand can proyide intrinsic rewards when
it caters to the consumer's psychological state, Iike happiness, associated with the use of the
product. Similarly, if a brand only offers extrinsic rewards, consumers may feel that they
never loved the brand but rather used it to get something else that they did love (Batra et al,
2072).

2-10 .SPositive affect:

Consumers experience positive feelings of emotion, such as affection, when they use loved
brands. Ahuvia and Carroll (2005) further stress positive emotions and evaluation along
with declaration of Iove as main aspects of brand love. Albert and Merunka (2008J obserye
pleasure as an aspect of love towards a brand, implying that pleasure for a brand fosters
affection and love. It is worth mention in this context that pleasure has a positive effect on the
duration ofthe brandlove relationship [Albert& Merunka, Z00g).
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tale of woe [Lasch 7991). The emerging consumer culture shifts the focus from replaced
unmarked commodities to branded goods, from personal selling to mass advertising and
from individual consumer to the communal citizen [NetizensJ, Branded products were
considered ubiquitous and primary symbols of this purported exclusMty leading to the loss
of community (Leiss, Kline, and Jhally 1990; Marchand 1985). The branh, therefire, should
be examined in the lightofpresentdaymodernity, community, and society.

The existence of communal'consumption is as old as human civilization.Community
members, sharing common practices of consumption [e.g. food, drink, gifts) as part of a
ritual, function and celebration. Scholars have doc umented the existence ofvarioui kinds of
community consumption patterns in different times and geographical areas, [McGrath et
al'1993)' Celsi, Rose, and_ Leigh t1993) noted that skydivers ,hr.. , powerfui communal
bond that greatly affects their participatior in this activity. Howeve4, the study of communalconsumption where members are not physically Iocated close to one another is almostnonexistent, particularly when the communal cLnter is a mass-produced branded good.
Brand communities have |n active interpretive function, with brand meaning being sociallynegotiated, rather than delivered unaltered and as it is. schouten and McAl&anae"r 6rveslobserve that the consumption of Harley-Davidson motorlycles is unrelated to socialcollectives and tend to minimize collective identities in favor of ihe transformation of self.
Brand communities_may relatively be stable groupings, with relatively strong degrees ofcommitment towards a brand' Their moral ,"rponrmiUty may be a limitej bui it is anontrivial one fMaffesoli 1996). \ivhile drawing lmportani distinctions between a hyperindividualism as an end-state or the beginning of a new era of social linking virtuaity allcommunal theoretical formulations are basedln the notion of a homelesr ilirra leu.g"rBerge4, and Kellner,197 4) ofone sort or another,

2.LL.1 Legitimacy.

Legitimacy is a process of distinguishing members of the community from others. In thecontext of brands, this isd-emonstrated by the familiarity with the brand. Brand communities
are generally open social forums with status hierarchiei, where membership is not generalty
denied' Anyone who has a strong brand commitment can be a member of the coirmunity,
regardless of ownership' Howeve4, the commitment to the brand must be authentic andaccurate ie for the right reasons. Brand community members are primarily concerned aboutdifferentiating between true and spurious believeis lovers.

2.L2.2 Core Community Commonalities

Sociology Iiterature suggests at least three core components or facets of community, as wellas the critical notiol of imagined community (Anderson 1983). According ,o turnuta
{1'978)' the first and most important facet is the consciousness of kind .consciousness ofkind, provides collective sense difference from others notin thecommunity
is and an intrinsic connectedness within the group members. The idea is of sharedconsciousness, a common way of thinking auout tnings, which are more than sharedattitudes or perceived similarity. It is a shared knowing oi betonging [Weber tlg2l] IgTB).The second marker of community is the practice of shared rituals and traditions. Rituals andtraditions strengthen the community's ihared history culture, and consciourn".r. norgr*
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and Ishwer- wood (1979) observe rituals servingto contain the drift of meanings, as theyare
conventions, that set up visible public definitions (Douglas and Ishwerwood 1979,p.65) and
social solidarity fDurkheim [1915] 1965). Traditions are the sets ofsocial practices, seeking
to celebrate and inculcate certain behavioral norms and values (Marshall 1994, p.53n. i
sense of moral responsibility or a felt sense of duty or obligation to the community as a whole
and to its individual members is the third indicator of community. This sense of moral
responsibility enables members, in times of threat to the community.

2.13. The Termination Process
The literature about the field of relationship dissolution in the context of consumer-brand
relationship remains very scant (swaminathan & Dommer, z01,z). Howeve4 it would be
naiVe, not to accept that that consumers often end their relationships with brands, many
times switching and changing their preferences over time fHemetsberger et al., 2009).
Brands being the core concept ofthis article, it is interesting to gain a better understanding of
the various dynamics at play in the termination process. Fournier [1998J mentioned the
dynamic perspective of the consumer-brand relationship, highlighting the contiiuous
process of relationship development. Levinger's (1983J, five-phase model was used to
identify the phases of this relationship development, viz initiation, growth, maintenance,
deterioration and dissolution fcited in Fournie4, 1998). Obviously, the phases of
deterioration and dissolution are as important as any other phase in the trajectory. Each
facto4 along the trajectory of relationships holds equal importance, including the factors
that lead to them drifting apart fFajer & Schouten, 1995). Fournier (1998J study about
deterioration and dissolution is based on the stress model and the entropy model. The stress
model suggests that factors, which are not exclusive to the relationship, [i.e. environmental
stresses, partner-oriented stresses, and dyadic/relational stresses) influence the end ofthe
relationship. On the other hand, the entropy model explains that the relationship comes to
end because of a lack of active maintenance of the relationship, leading to a steady
deterioration and dissolution process (Fournie4 1998).
Earlier research work on the dissolution process, with specific emphasis to the person-
brand relationship, Fajer and Schouten [1995J put a focus on both the breakdown and
dissolution of the relationships between people and brands, stressing the practical
significance of the relationship have for marketers in regards to customer retention, authors
made interpersonal relationship as their starting point [Fajer & Schouten, 1995).The study
of dissolution process, with specific emphasis to the person-brand relationship, can offer a
better understanding of the termination of deeply rooted consumer brand love relationships
fAaker et al.2004; Fajer & Schouten, 1995; Fournier 1998). Similar to Break-up ofthe
person-brand relationship [Fajer &Schouten, 1995Jappears very similar to interpersonal
break-ups, a number of factors, such as attitudes, actions and underlying relationship flr*r,
may contribute to it. The break-up might happen owing to the instigations eithei by the
consumer or the brand. Howeve4, consumer-initiated termination [e.g. brand switching
brand spurning) is more likely and rather than brand-initiated termination [Fajer &
Schouten, 199SJ.Moreover, Fajer and Schouten [1995) based their study on Ducksl !SAZ)
interpersonal work on relationship dissolution within the consumer sphere to create a
framework to better understand the process of termination. Four underlying reasons of
relationship dissolution were implemented, by Fajer and Schouten (1995) as zuggested by
Duck's (1982) namely, pre-existing doom, mechanical failure ,process loss, and sudden
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death [Fajer & Schouten, 1995, p. 6641. They then identify patterns of termination thatmay
result from underlying shortcomings of the relationship such as, the brand not being
available to the consume4 the brand being replaced by a more befitting or preferred one,

and/or the brand doing or showing something to turn consumer off fFajer & Schouten,

1995). Based on Duck's (1,982), interpersonal dissolution process to the consumer brand
context, FajerandSchouten[1995)postulate the processgenerallyfollowstheroute of

Breakdown+ decline + disengagement + dissolution (p. 665).

The breakdown portion of the process is the results of brand failure in performance to meet

consumers' expectations, if the consumers' "needs or liking criteria" changes, or if an

alternativebrand emerges as superior [Fajer& Schouten, 1995, p.665). Decline, is the nextin
the process, which refers to a decrease of liking or loyalty, leading to the probability of
consumer classifying the relationship as one of Iesser significance. Disengagement can refer
to consumer's spreading negative word of mouth aboutthe brand and/or makingtrystwith
with other brands. Finally, dissolution refers to the complete termination of the relationship,
which could be either brand- or consumer- initiated. Each stage varies in intensity and

significance as per the level of loyalty to the brand varies (Fajer & Schouten, 1995). The body

of research indicates that consumers are more likely to feel negatMty towards a brand they

no longer consume if the brand was related to their sense of self (lohnson et al,, 2011)' Belk
(1988) observes that ifthe possession is seen as a facet ofone's sense ofsell the loss ofthat
possession should inevitably signiff a "loss or lessening of self" (p. M2).It is interesting to

note here that the loss of possession could stir emotions similar to those associated with the

loss of a loved one fMcleo d,L9B4 cited in Belk 1988]. Deep feelings of sorrow and emotional
grief will be experienced by a customer who is deeply attached to the lost object. Howevel a

rebuilding phase begins after the loss, where self identity is reconstructed by the individual

fRussell & Schau, 2074). La Branche, (1973) observes that the loss of an object that one

perceives as inconsistent with his/her self-image is happily discarded. Furthermore,
research shows that a changing brand personality could result in the widening of distance

between the brand and the consumer [Hemetsberger et al., 2009). Termination of brand
relationships is not regarded as a spontaneous move, but more likely a process, which leads

to termination I Hemetsberger et al., 2009J. Consumer-brand relationship quality theory
was extended byf ohnson et al., [2011) through the exploration of negative outlooks towards
once highly regarded brands; they indicated various patterns of the dissolution process.

Patterns included both critical incidents and series of"not-quite-critical-incidents" leading

to the dissolution of the relationship (fohnson et al., 201.'J-, p.121).Nevertheless, it is

important to explore these gradual erosion processes as it can help "identify failing purchase

patterns among once-loyal consumers," []ohnson et al, 20 17, p'122).

Conclusion

Branding, branding and brand management has evidently become an important
management priority for all types of organizations. Academic research has covered a

plethora of topics and conducted a number of different studies that have collectively
advanced the understanding of brands. To putthe academic literature in marketing in some

perspective, it could be argued that there has been somewhat of a preoccupation with brand
loyalty of customers and some of the processes that lead to the development of brand equity.
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By contrast, there has been relatively limited effort directed toward developing a
comprehensive understanding of the entire gamut of brand and branding, confining the
exploration to the financial, legal, and social impacts of brands. Little integration of
qualitative works on various facets ofbrand, branding the socio cultural and psychological
manifestations on branding has appeared. Although much progress has been made,
especially in the last decade or so, a number of important research priorities exist that
suggestthatbrandingwill be a fertile areaforresearchforyears to come. This review of these
different areas suggests a number ofspecific research directions in those various researches.
Many importantbranding questions and issues are yetto be resolved. The above article will
hopefully stimulate progress in these and other areas. The author has tried to put in place
various brand and branding related issues together in order to develop a comprehensive
understandingofthe subjectforall practical purposes,to the aspirants.
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A Decision Tree Algorithm Based Rule Induction Framework:
An Approach to Knowledge Mining for Risk Assessment and

Product Estimation

Deepanshu Sharma
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Abstract
This paper preserits an analytical view giving insights of the need for Product Estimation and
Risk Assessment. The paper focuses on the need of product estimation and assessment. The
paper discusses a Case Based Reasoning and Assertion technique using a questionnaire.
Researchers have compiled a list of questions that have been discussed in several researches. A
simple questionnaire format has been discussed here which has been obtained from related
literature reviews. We have chosen here one of the most popular algorithm for knowledge
mining and classification. Several Decision Tree algorithms have been discussed here on the
basis on splitting criteria and pruning methodologies. Data is trained using Decision Tree
algorithm and used to obtain the results.

Keywords: Decision Tree Algorithm, Knowledge Mining Rule Induction,
Project Estimation, Risk Assessment, Critical Factors.

Introduction
Software project development is a complex process with high variance on both methodologies
and objectives, Effective project planning, decision making and successful delivery rely on the
date and information available on project. A project is a complex, non-routine, and one time
effort limited by time, budgef resources and performance specifications design to meet
customer needs [2]. Software project development industry is one of the largest manufacturing
industries in the world, with $350 billion in off-the-shelf software sold everyyear and over $100
billion in customized code [4].
The research on the problem of software project result estimation began in 797 4 by Keider SP.
According to SD Time's report, only 35% of the software projects could be categorized as
completed and remaining650/o projects was either categorized as outright failure or Challenged
[7]. The lattertwo stages of software projects developmenthave plaguedthe industryforyears.
Project estimation with respect to result is an investmen! that is, there is cost associated with
identifying critically affecting factors and establishing plans to mitigate those factors. Based on
the definition of some literatures, projects on the basis of result can be classified in two
categories [5];
1. Successful - the project completed on time and within budge! with all the features and

function originally specifi ed.

2. Unsuccessful - the project is completed and operational, but over-budge! over the time
estimate, and with fewer features, and functions than originally specified. This also includes
the projects cancelled before completion or never implemented.

,ta
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The research here aims at a framework for Risk assessment and project estimation. Result
estimation is crucial for software development projects. It is used for project planning and
control purposes during the project execution. The objectives are as follows:

1,. Gathering data as per described questionnaire for different software proj ects.

2. Conversion of the available date into knowledge by training the date.

3. Rule induction for project estimation based on several Decision Tree algorithms.

The rule induction process can be implemented through any of the available Rule Set Generation

technique. We have taken here into consideration the Decision Tree inducers.'l'his is a powerful
and popular tool for classification and result estimation. Decision trees can handle both nominal
and numeric inputattributes and are capable of handling datasets that mayhave missingvaiues.

Framework for Pro ject Result Estimation
The purpose ofthis paper is to be able to convertthe subjective outputs into values based on

numeric quantification. When the availabie or gathered date is trained and converted into
values, with the help of the data training algorithms, the output is the rule induced to be applied
further.
Questionnaire based Data Gatherin,gntt<->
Knowledge Gaining by Training Date

tt<-F
Decision Tree based Rule Induction

Figure 1

The collection method is crucial in obtaining rellable data. Once data is collected and understood
by knowiedge management system, it can be managed to systematicallybenefit other projects. A
number of authors have suggested a list of questionnaire after an in depth analysis of critical
factors. A detailed literature review of 'Project Management Practices' in Communications of
IBIMA [Volume 1, 2008) by Iman Attarzadeh and Siew Hock Ow enab]ed us to prepare our
questionnaire comprising of critically affecting factors. The appendix of this paper contains the
details of the Project Management Questionnalre used in this research framervork. As a part of
data gathering process to train the available data, we managed to collect data for six different
projects. These included - RMP for Carnegie Mellon University, UniversiSz of Minnesota RMP and
Iive project's industrial data.

Knowledge mining and rule induction is necessary so as to devise a result from the trained data.

The indr-iction process takes lnput as the trained data along with the associated output as per

questionnaire. As discussed above, we are impiementing the decision tree rule induction based

algorithms for this process of non trivial discovery of implicit information which was previously'
unknorvn but potentially interesting from trained data.
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Decision Tree Algorithms based Knowledge Mining

A number of decision tree algorithm based induction methods have been used here ani :=. - :.
were analyzed. Knowledge mining is the application of specific algorithms for the ertra;:.: . '
nuggets of information. Those could be in the form of patterns, correlations, estimations c: i - :.
from data.

A decision tree is a classifier which is most popular and yet powerful for result estlmatrr :
purposes. AII decision tree based inducer algorithm automatically construct a decision tree fro;r

a glven dataset. The attractiveness of decision tree is due to the fact that, in contrast to neural

networks, decision tree represents rules. Rules can readily be expressed so that humans can

understand them or even can directly apply them, Decision tree is flow chart like structure

where each node is either [B]:

1. Rootnode: a nodewith no incomingnode'

2. Leafnode: also the decision node. It shows the value oftargetattribute.

3. Internal node: specifies some test to be carried out on a single attribute-value, with one

branch and sub-tree for each possible outcome.

Such type of rule induction is a typical inductive approach to learn knowledge on

classification. A decision tree can be used to classily an example by starting at the root of the

tree and moving through it until a leaf node, which given the classification of the instance.

Certain levels of strengths and weaknesses have been reported in literature for this type of

classification tool.

Strengths ofdecision tree based rule induction:

. This type ofinduction is selfexplanatory. Since tree can be converted to rules, hence thel'are

lnore comprehensible.

. Data training is easy as they can handle both numeric and nominal value s as input attributes.

. Decision trees are capable of handllng datasets that may have missing values and provide

clear indication of which fields are most important for classification.

A few rveaknesses have also been noticed and reported. Computationally, decision trees can

be expensive to train. Also, the greedy characteristic of this type of classification method

leads to its over-sensitivityto the training set and to noise in data.

Decision Tree Rule Induction Algorithms

Followings are some of the decision tree based rules generation algorithms:

ID3 - developed in eariy 1980s byJ. Ross Quinlan, is Iterative Dichotomiser 3:

. Adopts a greedy non-backtracking approach where trees are constructed in a top-down

recursive manner.

. It is considered to be very simple decision tree algorithm as it does not apply any pruning

procedure.
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CART - developed by a group of statistician in 1984, Classification and Regression Trees,

describes the generation ofbinarytrees [15].

. It also adopts the same approaches as of ID3 constructing trees using dMde and conquer

approach.

. Major characteristic is that it constructs binary trees, that is, each node has exactly two
outgoing edges.

. An important feature of CART is that it can generate Regression trees. The leaves of such

trees representa real numberinstead ofa class.

C4.5 - QuinlanpresentedC4.s in 1993, asuccessorofld3.

. It can handle numeric attributes and can induce rules from a training set which has missing

values.

. It uses Gain Ratio as splitting criteria. The splitting stops when the number of instances to be

split is below a certain threshold.

. C4.5 too adopts a greedy, non-backtracking approach constructing trees in top-down
recursivemanner [16].

Experiments and Results

The research aims at a framework for risk assessment and product estimation on the basis of
a rule induction approach using decision tree algorithms. As discussed in the framework
section of this paper and as per the format given in the appendix, the project data was

gathered and subsequently trained to gain the numeric quantification of the information
gathered, The numeric values provide an exact basis for classification using Decision tree

based algorithms. Tree based rules generated using numeric values are easier to implement
andtrain further.

The results using recorded outcomes and data [numerical data) using above discussed
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Data import process for this was achieved through Rapid Miner 5 for the generation of rules

from the mapped numeric values to their respective recorded results.

Once the data has been imported with the obtained average values, the rules are then
generated using the decision tree rule induction technique. The rules formed were obtained

when the values were mapped with their recorded project results and applied with decision
tree rule inducers. The obtained rules are as followsl
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There has been a clear text annotation of the generated rules as well. It is one of the major

advantages of C4.5 which can handle and train numeric data, Text annotation of the values gives

an easy hand towards decision making and product estimation

ComparisonbetweenAlgorithms - ID3 vs. C4.5 vs. CART.

ID3 algorithm selects the best attribute based on the concept of Entropy and Information Gain

for developing the tree.
C4.5 algorithmacts similarto ID3 butimproves afewof ID3 behaviors [12]:

. A possibility to use continuous data.

. Abilityto use attributes with differentweights.

. Using and training unknown /missing values'

. Pruning the tree after being created'

The C4.5 algorithm differs in several respects from CART for example [12]:

. CART uses the Gini diversity index for classifying tests, while C4.5 uses criteria based on the

information.
. CART looks for alternative tests that approximate the results when tested aftribute has an

missing or unknown value

Conclusion
The framework aims at studying the relationship between project result and data and thus

inducing a rule setwhich gives an approach for product estimation.

Decision trees simply train data so that it can be presented quickly enough to a non-specialist

audience without getting lost in difficult to understand mathematical formulations.

In this article, we wanted to focus on the key elements of their construction from a set of data, and

then we presented the algorithm ID3 and C4.5 that respond to these specifications. And we did

.o-prr" ID3, C4.5 and CART, which led us to confirm that the most powerful and prefemed

method in machine learning is certainly C4.5.

C4.5 algorithm, as discussed above, gave the output decision tree rule taking Information Gain as

the splitting criteria and a setvalue ofconfidence of0.2 5.
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The basic requirement for enhancing the rules is the availabllitir of tnore data 'i'he process of
classification and product result estimation can he made much more reliable when a large

amountof data is trained and rules are obtained.

AppendixA

A detailed literature review of 'Project Management Practices' in Communications of IBIMA

fVolume 1, 2008) by Iman and Siew, enab]ed us to prepare our questionnaire comprising of
critically affecting fa ctors [3]

Critically affecting factors considered in this approach are:

L. Requirements are clearly defined and requirement changes are handled precisely/correctiy.

2. User inrrolvement is adequate and continuous.
3. Management skilts of projeclleader and effective project management methodology.

4. Accuracy of time incured estimation..
5. Accuracy of cost invested and estimation,
6. Appropriate and adequate allocatlon of resources, both technical and personnel.

AppendixB

Project Management Questionnaire is as follon's:
SectionA: Team Profile

1. ProjectTitle
2. Team Members.

Section B: Team Rating
PIease indicate the importance of the fbllowing six critical factors that contributed to the success

or resulted in the failure ofyour project.

1. 2
a
-l 4 5

Very Poor Poor Average Good Good

Table 1

Proj ect assessment/estimation criteria:
Critical Factor Team Member

Ratins

1
Requirement clearly defined and
changes handled accurately.

2
User involvement is adequate and
continuous.

3
Management skills of leader and
methodology.

+ Time estimation accuracy.

5 Cost estimation accuracy,

6
Appropriate and adequate
allocation of resources.

IrTI
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ABSTRACT

The corporate culture plays a vital role ln any organization, especially in multinational and

international companies. It is important to know the importance and impact of the busrness

culture in the culture ofthe organizations ofthe host country. Therefore, the present siudr-aints

to analyze the impact of the cultural dimensions of the multinational companies oi:h: ita.1-on

the business culture of India. The objectives of the studf include 1] hot-the 
"-ario;s 

cultural

dimensions of the Hofstede model have an impact on the companies that ii ork :n It:C:a l] horr

the business culture of the Italy affects the business culture of India 3J ana11-ze cultural changes.

The current research is based entirely on the primary data collected fron-r the companl, based on

five dimensions of the Hofstede model. The data rvas collected from primary sources. The main

respondents were mid-level and senior management employees of Fiat India and Piaggio India

[multinational companies of the itaiy in India). The research is based on the five dimensions of

the Hofstede model. The factorial analysis has been used to fulfil the objective of the

investigation, The interpretation and conclusion are based on data analysis. Italy's business

culture is affecting the business culture of India.

Limitations / implications of the researchr the elements developed to measure the cultural

changes in the business of the Czech multinationals working in India. The business culture may

be biasedbythe 50 respondents ofeach company ofdifferentlevels ofemployees.

KEYWORDS: Business Culture, Hofstede's cultural dimensions, organization culture,
Multinational corporations.
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INTRODUCTION

ln 7991', India's closed economy opened up and attracted investments from several
multinational companies [MNCs) around the world, As a result, people began to seek
information about doing business in India, giving rise to a plethora of literature aimed at
assisting them. Cultural differences, while difficult to observe and measure, are obviously very
important; Failure to appreciate and account for them can lead to embarrassing blunders, strain
relationships, and drag down business performance. The Italian work environment is very
formal contrasted with those in the United Kingdom or the United States. The pecking order
inside the work environment is exceptionally inflexible and there is close to nothing
unmistakable relationship among representatives and supervisors. Geert Hofstede defines
culture as "the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the members of one group
or category of persons from another [Hofstede, 1983)".

Culture consists of a combination of artifacts (also called practices, expressive symbols or
forms), values and beliefs and underlying assumptions that members of the organization share
about appropriate behaviour (Gordon and DiTomaso,7992, Schein, 1992, Schwartz and, Davis ,

1981). Although there are many definitions of culture, the organizational culture has been
considered holistic, historically determined and socially constructed. Culture implies beliefs and
behaviou4 exists at various levels and manifests itself in a wide range of characteristics of
organizational life [Hofstede et al., 1990). As such, organizational culture refers to a set ofshared
values, beliefs, assumptions and practices that shape and guide the attitudes and behavior of
members in the organization (Davis, 1984, Denison,1990, Kotter and Heskett, fgg?). O'Reilly
and Chatman, 1996, Wilson, 2001).

Culture can be explained as a collection of lifestyle, values, ethical and moral norms, belief
systems, language, style ofinteraction and thought patterns that are developed by a social order
to ensure that this prevails in certain physical and human conditions . [Pusch ,1979).Culture can
be divided into implicit and explicit elements [Hofstede et al., 1990).

The implicit elements include the basic assumptions, the basic belief system and the central
culture, while the explicit elements are represented by patterns of behaviou4, traditional
customs and language. National cultures are formed on the basis of geographical location, while
organizational culture has a different set ofvariables such as the structure ofan organization,
and management practices lead to a pattern of behaviour that represents this unit [Hofstede,
1994 Schein, 1985).

The pioneering work on cultural measurement could be credited to Hofstede [1980J. In the
previous stage, Hofstede identified five dimensions of culture and highlights the most important
cultural differences in a multinational company. The Five dimensions are individualism versus
collectivism, power distance, uncertainty Avoidance.
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2.Literature Review

Research focused on culture is nowbecoming widespread and the culture of undersla: : "' =

be considered increasinglyimportant [Mooij & Hofstede, 2010)' Cultural models define p: ..':: '
of basic problems that have consequences for the functioning of groups and individuals eg '
relationship with the authority; [bi the conception of the seli including the identity of the st':

and [c] primary dilemmas of the conflict and its treatment [KluckhoSn & Strodtbeck' 196-

inkeles,1997).

Hofstede,s classic work [1980J has revolutionized research on culture and IB' After his original

work, Hofstede [2001) has added one more dimension to his framework: the dynamlsnr of

confucian work or short and Iong term orientation, based on the work of chinese culture

connection [1987J. The validity of the cultural dimensions identified by Hofstede has been

controversiai[forarecentdebatearoundindividualism-collectivism'seeOysermanetal"
2002aJ, buttheyhave provided abroad frameworkthathas inspired much IB research'

After the work of Hofstede, some global projects have tried to Iook for new cultural dimensions'

Schwartz (1gg4)has identified seven dimensions of values at the cuitural level: conservatism'

inteliectua] autonomy, affective autonomy, hierarchy, equal commitment, domination and

harmony. These dimensions have been used to predict cultural differences' inciuding the locus of

control fSmith et al., 1995J and work-related issues, such as the sources of guidance managers

relied on [Smith et al., 2002) and the capital structure'

[chui et a:.ZOO2).Smith et al. [1996i identified fivo dimensions at the level of culture 
from 

an

analysisofmanagerialvalues:EqualltyCommitmentvs,Conserr.atism,andUtjiitarian
Participation vs. Loyal Participation. Smith and Bond [1998, Chapter 3J har-e concluded thal

these differentvalues surveys have produced cont'ergent results, n'hrch support the \'aiid:n'of

the cultural dimensions originally identified b-v Hofstede [19 B0] '

Recently, in an attempt to understand leadershlp behal'lour around the $'orld' House and his

associates identified nine dimensions at the cuitural level: performance orientation'

assertiveness orientation, future orientation, humanitarian orientation' instltutional

collectivism, family collectivism, gender egaiitarianism, distance of porver and The avoidance of

uncertainty [Gupta and House, 2004; Progress in international culture and business Kwok

Leung etal., 365 |ournal of International Business Studies, Haus etal', 2004)'The GLOBE proiect

adopted a theory-based approach and formulated a priori dimensions based mainly on the

Hofstede dimensions, the values described by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck [1961) and Mcc]elland

[1961J and the interpersonal communication literature [sarros and woodman' 1993]'

Therefore, despite the use of different items to identify cultural dimensions' the results are

consistentwith previous results, and most of the culturai dimensions identified are conceptualiy

related and empiricaliy correlated with Hofstede's dimensions' Assertiveness Gender
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orientation and egalitarianism are related to Hofstede's construction of Masculinity-Femininity,
Institutional Collectivism and Family Collectivism with Individualism-CollectMsm, Distance of
Power andAvoidance of Uncertaintyto thetwo dimensions of Hofstedewiththe same labels, and
Orientation future to Long-term Orientation. The usefulness of a more refined typology of the
Hofstede dimensions remains to be demonstrated. Two dimensions are independent of the
dimensions of Hofstede. Performance Guidance seems conceptually related to McClelland's

tLglt)concept of the need for achievemenf and Human Guidance seems conceptually related to
the dimension of Human Nature versus the Evil of Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck [1961J. Although
these dimensions are not new, they can be useful to understand some IB phenomena. Let's take
Ieadership as an example, we know that leaders vary in the orientation of their task, and
Performance Guidance may be related to a general emphasis on the orientation of the task.
Leaders also vary in their supervisory style and human orientation may be negatively related to
close supervision. Ob',riously, relationships with other variables are also possible and we hope
that future research will yield theoretically interesting correlations of these two dimensions.

The mostrecentlarge-scale attemptto expandthe dimensional map of culture is the global study
on social axioms orchestrated by Leung and Bond. Social axioms are general beliefs that can be
conceptualized as generalized expectations, a concept introduced by Rotter [1966) to
characterize the locus of control. Leung et al. (2002) have created a social axiom survey based on
elements extracted from the psychological literature, as well as qualitative research conducted
in Hong Kong and Venezuela.

The factorial analysis of these elements has unearthed a structure of five factors within each of
the five cultures: Hong Kong, Venezuela, EE; UU., f apan and Germany. A subsequent study around
the world has confirmed the strength of this structure in more than 40 cultural groups fleung
and Bond, 2004), and this five-dimensional structure at the individual level has already been
applied to the investigation ofinfluence tactics in a IB, context (Fu et a1.,2004). A factorial
analysis atthe cultural level based on 41 cultural groups has revealed onlytwo factors (Bond et
a1.,2004). The dynamic externality refers to beliefs in destiny, the existence of a supreme being,
the positive functions of the practice of religion, which give rise to the label of "externality".
Howevet the content also suggests beliefs in effort and knowledge, as well as complexity in the
social world, which gives a dynamic bias to this construction. Social clmicism reflects a negative
view of human nature and a distrust of social institutions. The correlations with a wide range of
indexes at the country level support the interpretation of these two dimensions that was
presented previously. In addition, the dynamic externality is related to collectivism and the great
distance of powel, but social cynicism is relatively different from the previous cultural
dimensions. These two dimensions can have significant implications for IB research. For
example, in a wide variety of cultures, dyrramic externality is related to the dependence of
superiors as a source of orientation and social clmicism to labour dissatisfaction. Future
research may reveal interesting relationships between these two cultural dimensions and other
IB phenomena.
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The global projects reviewed above suggest that Hofstede's dimensions are robust, althous:.
subsequent work has led to some important refinements and clarifications. More importantll-, ar
least three new dimensions have been identified: Performance orientation, Human orientation
and Social cynicism. We do not know much about these cultural dimensions, and their
importance for IB research is obviously an important area for future exploration. The awareness
of cultural differences is becoming more essential in today's global companies and is affecting
intercultural management.

Therefore, it is important that multinational companies and their managers develop a cultural
awareness to maintain the effectiveness of management across cultural boundaries
[Trompenaar and Hampden-Turne4 1,997).ln addition, managers need mu]ticultural interactive
skills to understand the differences in the domestic culture and culture of the country in rvhich
they would like to operate [Parhizgaq, 2002). To prepare managers and expatriates and help
them understand the impact of cultural differences, as well as how they can handle it, adequate
training and education is needed [swierczek, 1994).The growing interest of the ongoing debate
on intercultural differences and their influence on managerial behaviour rvas initiated by
Hofstede [1980J who developed a model that identified various dimensions of cultural
differences fWarner and Joynt, 2002). This model has been used since then to explain cu]turaj
differences and to investigate the proper behaviour of the manager in other countries, Hori.ever
the question is to what extent the model of Hofstede [1980J is reallir helping manase:s :r:
understand these cultural differences and horv managers can benelit frorr iherr:rr:-. .::
everydaylife.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

3. Research Methodology

3'l Research objective: this studywas initiated to examrne the cuiiu:-ai cna:Ses ri::: : -...:.=s.=
of the company of the Czech Republic operating in India,

3'2 Sampling and data collection: the respondents for this study are made up of managers or
executives of the company of the Czech Republic Iocated in India. All responclents are fron-r the
industry, such as the Czech Republic. A total of 120 questionnaires were sent to the respectir.e
company and only 50 completed questionnaires were received, which yields a response rate of
55%' Therefore, the data of the 50 respondents are used forthe analysis and interpretation of
data. The researcher considered the Czech Republic and collected data from the Czech Republic,
India' The data collection was done through primary sources. The primary sources of data were
the employees of the Czech Republic working in India.

3'3 Questionnaire: The data necessaryto fulfil the objective of the research were obtained from
self-administered questionnaires. The items were deslgned to examine the changes in the
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organizational culture in five vital areas following the cultural dimensions of Hofstede [1980),
namely, individualism and collectivism; distance ofpower; avoidance of uncertainty, masculinity

and femininity and long-term orientation and short-term orientation, Fifty items were used to

evaluate the organizational culture on a scale ofseven points ranging from [1) totally disagree to

[7) totally agree. In order to measure the organizational culture, fifty items were developed.

Respondents were asked to indicate their agreement and disagreement on a seven-point scale.

The collected data was coded and analyzed using SPSS for Windows.

3.4 Calculation - Factor analysis is a multivariate analysis that has been used to identifii

underlying variables, or factors, that explain the pattern of correlations within a set of observed

variables. The factorial analysis has helped us to reduce the qualitative data and has helped us to

identiSz the common factors that could be taken into account for their inter correlation and then

their total variance is reflected in the main method of analysis and extraction of components.

Therefore, the correlation matrix and the main component tables are shown in this research

paper.

The correlation matrk calculates the correlation coefficients of the columns of a matrix. That

is, the row and column of the correlation matrix is the correlation between column 1 and column

2 of the original matrix. The diagonal elements of the correlation matrix will be 1, since they are

the correlation of a column with itself. The correlation matrix is also symmetric since the

correlation of column 1 with column 2 is the same as the correlation of column 2 with column 1.

Principal component analysis [PCA) is a mathematical procedure that uses an orthogonal

transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of

Iinearly uncorrelated variable values called principal components.

4. Statistical Analysis and Interpretation

Statistical analysis and interpretation of the primary data is done on the basis of five parameters

based on Hofstede's cultural dimensional model. The five parameters are Power distance,

Masculinity, Individualism, Uncertaintyavoidance and longterm orientation.

ITALY

POWER DISTANCE *FIAT INDIA

Refer Table I.I A and I.II A

In the power distance, 1B variables were used, that is, V1 to V18, for the factorial analysis. It has

been seen in the correlation matrix [Table I.l a) how the corporate culture of Fiat India affects the

business culture of India. The variables V1-, V2, V5, V13, V1B are not related to anyvariable. V9 is

highly positively related to the variable V2, V3, Y7 ,Y1,0 and V11. V3 and V6 positively relate to
V10 and VB positively. V7 is negatively related to the variable V5. V10 is positively related to V1,

,3
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Y3,V9,V11andV14.V17 is positively related to \,,1S, \'13 and \'l l
The first six components that have been selected as a single factor are r,'i :::. -..:. ',-: :=_: _ts:
their Eigen value is 1 or more than 1. The six components that har.e been take: as a :.:.1. = :,,-:: :

are [V1J often interactwith their superiors, [V2] the superiors give more ies:crs.::..:.'::.::
others, [V3) is satisfled with the decision of the administration, [V4J the administrancr rr.a:.iS
the majority of the decisions without consulting the subordinates, [V5J the declsions reia:e d :c,

the problems of today are taken by the directors, vice president or head of human reso urces, [\-6]
shares their personal problems with their boss.

In the sediment diagram, we can see that there are three main jumps. In [Table LII AJ the
accumulated% of the first two variables is 53.3 2 % and the first six variables are 7B.2Bo/0.

Interpretation

The distance of power in this company is low because the accumulatecl percentage of six
components is 7B.29o/o.ln this company the administration makes the majority of the decisions
with the consultation of the subordinates. Itaiytends to prefer equality and a centralization of
power and decision-making. It is more centralized because the decisions of the daily activity are
made by mid-level managers. The subordinates share personal problems with their boss.
Superior takes more responsibility than subordinates and the interaction between them and
superior is moderate.

PTAGGTO [rNDrA)

Refer Table I.I B and I.II B

In the power distance, 18 variables were used, that is, V1 to V18, for the factorial analvsis. It has
reen seen in the correlation matrix [Table I.lB AJ hon, Piaggio's business culture affects the
rusiness culture of India. The variables V1 are related to V5, V7, V11 and VI0.V2 is positively
:elated to the variable V9,V11,V1,6 and V17. V6 is positively related to V1 and V5. V7 is positively
:elated tov1,Y2 and v9.vg is positively relared tov2,v3,v7,vg,v10, v11, v12,v16 and v17.
-' lTispositivelyrelatedtoV2,V16,Vl1..Vl5andV2.Vllishighlyassociatedwithalargeimpact

. 1th v1, v2, v3, v9, v10, v12,v15,v\6 and V17,

-he first six components that have been selected as a single factor are V1 to V7 because their
-.gen value is 1 or more than 1. The seven components that have been taken as a single factor are

"'1] 
often interact with their superiors, [V2) the superiors give more responsibiliry than others,

'''3J is satisfied with the decision of the administration, [V4J the administration makes the
-'::lority of the decisions without consultingthe subordinates, (V5) the decisions related to the

: lblems of today are taken by the directors, vice president or head of human resources, [V6J
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shares their personal problems with their boss. In the sediment diagram, we can see that there
are three main jumps. In (Table LII B) the cumulativeo/o of the first two variables is 50.04% and

the first six variables are 82.43%o.

Interpretation

The power distance in this company is very Iow, the cumulative percentage of seven components
is82.204o/o.ln this company, the administration never makes the majority of the decisions with
the consultation of the subordinates. It is more centralized because the decisions of the daily
activity are made by mid-level managers. Superior takes more responsibility than subordinates
and the interaction between them and the superior is moderate.

MASCULINITY

FIAT(INDIA)

Refer Table II.I A and II.II A

In Masculinity, 11 variables are being considered, that is, V19 toY29 for factor analysis. It has

been observed in the correlation matrix fTable II.l A) that V19,V20 andV?l are not correlated,
whileY22 is correlated with V19, VZB and Y25.V23 is not correlated with any variable. V25

correlates positively with V19, V22,Y23,Y27 andV29.V26 correlates withY24.Y27 is highly
positively correlatedwithY19,Y23,V25 andV29. V2B is not correlated wlrhV?4 and V29 is not
correlated with variables V2 3 and V2 7 either.

Y79 toY21, are the three components selected as unique factor because their Eigen value is 1 or
more than 1. The three components that have been taken as individual variables are (V19) The

meetings are executed more effectively when they are presided over by a man [V20) The male
head solves problems with logical analysis [V21J The female head solves problems with
intuitions.

From the slag diagram, there are three main jumps. In fTable II.ll A), the cumulative variance
percentage ofthe firsttwo factors is 41.95% and the first four are 53.957o/o.

Interpretation

A high score (maleJ in this dimension indicates that society will be driven by competition,
achievement and success, and success will be defined by the best winner in the field. In this
company, masculinity is high since the accumulated percentage of the first factor three is

63.90o/o.

The employees of this company do not feel that neither the male boss uses a more logical analysis
than the female boss, nor the female boss use more intuition to solve the problem. So this
companyis high in masculinity.

PTAGGTO [rNDrA)
See Table ILI Band II.II B
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In Masculinity, ll variables are being considered, that is, V19 to V29 for fac:c': a:'"''.-'' " "
beenobservedinthecorrelationmatrix[Tablell.lA)thatv19,Y20andv2lareroir-::. i:'-

while V2 2 is correlated with V2 5. V2 3 is highly positively correlated with V2 0,Y2), \-21 ar: '' - :

v25 correlates positively with v19, v22,V23,Y27 andv29'v26 correlates rqith \'24' \'l- '
highly positively correlated with v19, v23,V25 and v29. V28 is correlated with v24 and \'l; ''

correlated with variables V23 andV?7 .

V19 to V2\ arethe three components selected as a single factor because their Eigen value rs 1 or

more than 1. The three components that have been taken as individual variables are: [V19.1

Meetings are executed more effectively when they are chaired by a man' [V20) Male boss solving

problems with iogical analysis, [v21J Female leader solving problems with intuitions.

From the slag diagram, there are three main jumps. In [Table II.ll a) the cumulative variance

percentage of the first two factors is 41.95o/o and the first four are 5 5.9 5 %0.

Interpretation

In this company, masculinity is very high, since the accumulated percentage of variation of the

first four factors is 55.g5%. They do not find that the male boss is more assertive in assigning

tasks and they do not believe that the boss is kind and polite compared to the male boss'

Therefore, in general, there is an absence of male domination and an assertive work style that is

not practiced in the company. Italy is a male society highly oriented to success and driven'

Children are taught from a young age that competition is good and that winning is lmportant tn

one's Iife.

INDIVIDUALITY

FIAT (INDIA)

Refer Table III.I A and III.II A

There are 11 variables considered in the individualism for the analysis of factors, that is, V3 0 to

V40, From the correlation matrix [Table III.I AJ, a]l varlables are less correlated' V30 correlates

wirh V31 and V36. V32 is related to v3B. The variables v35, v34,Y37, V39 and V40 are not

correlated with any other variable. The first five components were selected because the Eigen

value is 1 or more than 1. The five components that rvere taken as the only variables are [V30)'

The success of the group is more important than the individual success [V31) always prefers to

rvork as a team [v32) always prefers to undertake projects on an individual ]evel. [v33J Group

rvell-being is more important than individual rewards' [V3 ) Do you think that teamwork is

more fruitful than individuai work?

There are three major faults in the scree plot. In [Table IIl.ll A), the cumulative variance0/o of the

flrsttrvo components is 43.081% and the firstfive components are 60.88%.
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Interpretation
In this company, the individualist orientation is high. Individual success and group success are

equally important. They prefer to work as a team and individually, The preference to take a

project atthe individual level is comparativelymore preferred, while the well-being of the group

is more important than the individual rewards.

PTAGGTO0NDIA)

Refer Table IILIIB and III.III B

There are 11 variables considered in the individualism for the analysis of factors, that is, V30 to

V40. From the correlation matrix [Table III.I A). All the variables are less corre]ated. V30 to V34,

which are the first five components selected because the Eigen value is 1 or more than 1. The five

components that were taken as the only variables are [V30). The success of the group is more

importantthan the individual success [V31) that always prefers Teamwork (V32) always prefers

to undertake projects on an indMdual level. (V33J Group well-being is more important than

individual rewards. (V34) Do you thinkthatteamworkis more fruitful than individual work?

There are three major faults in the scree plot. In [Table IILII BJ, the% cumulative variance of the

firsttwo components is 43.08% andthe firstfour components are 56.88%.

Interpretation

In this company, the individualist orientation is more high. Group success is notvery important.

They prefer to work on an indMdual project.'Italy is an IndMdualist culture, "me" cantered,

especially in the big and rich cities of the North where people can feel alone even in the middle of

a big and busy crowd. Individualistic pro jects are more entertaining rather than team .

UNCERTAINTY O F AVO IDANCE

FIAT(INDIA)

Refer Table IV.I A and Table IV.II A

In the prevention of uncertainty, 10 variables are considered for the analysis of factors, that is,

V41 to V50. In the correlation matrix [Table IV.l A), it has been seen that Y42 is not highly

positively correlated with V41. Other variables are less coruelated. V43 is correlated with V44,

Y47 andY49. V44 correlates with V47 ,Y49.Y45 andV46 V48, V49 are not related to anyvariable.

The first four components were selected because their Eigen value is 1 or more than 1. The four

components that were taken as individual variables are [V41) it is important to have clear

instructions for the job requirements. (V42) He expects his subordinates to clearly follow the

instructions and the process. [V43) Rules and regulations are important because they inform

employees about the expectations of the organization. N44) Do you think that standard
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In ('fable IVIIA), the accumul atedo/o of the first fi\'o comporle:ts ts 5i l- a:; ::: ._:_<:::-:e
components are 6 4.9 8o/o.There are two important breaks i n the s cre e p ., t
Interpretation
Avoiding uncertainry is high ln the company. Employees do not give impor-lanc. :c . .a.-

instructions atwork. Nor do they believe that subordinates should always rvork accorcirns i-o :lr
instructions given to them. Rules and regulations are important to thern, but not as important as

in countries with high avoidance uncertainty. Sometimes all the sudden decisions that are

entertainingand welcomed bythe employees of the organization have been made.

PTAGGTO [rNDrA)
See Table IV.I B and Table IV.II B

In the prevention ofuncertainry, 10 variables are considered for the analysis offactors, that is,

V41 to V50. in the correlation matrix [Table IV.l B) '"ve have seen that V43 is highly positively
correlated withV4T ,V49.V50 is correlated with V48. Othervariables are less correlated.

Y 41toY44,that is, the flrst four components have been seiected because their Eigen value is 1 or
more than 1. The four components that were taken as individual variables are (V41) it is

imporiantto have clear instructions forthe job requirements.$ al He expects his subordinates
to clearly follow lhe instructions and the process. [V43J Rules and regulations are important
because they inform employees about the expectations ofthe organization. [Vaa) Do you think
that standard operating procedures are useful for employees at work?

In [Table IV.ll BJ, the accumulaled o/o of the first two components is 43.081 o/o and the first four
components are 56.884 %. There are two major breaks in the scree plot. The uncertainty of
avoidance is very high in the company like Piaggio, India. As it in Italy hence alternative
hypothesis has been accepted.

tONG.TERM ORIENTATION

FIAT[INDIA)

Refer Table V.I A and Table V.IIA and

In the long-term orientation, 13 variabies have been taken for the factor analysis, that is, V51 to
V63. It has been seen in the correlation matrix [Table V.IAJ rhat V51 is highly positive]y
correlated with V52, V55, 60, V62.V52 and V57 are highly correlated positively. V55 is highiy
positively correlated with V51, V52, V56, V57, V58, V59, V60 and V61..

The first four components, that is, V51to V54, were selected as a single factor because their
Eigen value is 1 or more than L. The four components that were taken as individual variables are

[V51) You are persistent with respect to your task, [V52] Values, ethics, the moral game, a great
role in the workplace. [V53J Prefers stability and long-term relationship with the company.

[V54.) Short-term programs are good than Iong-term programs.



There are two important breaks in the scree plot. In the [Table V.llA), the cumulativeo/o of the first
two components is 6L.510/o andthe first four components are Bl.1,9o/o.

Interpretation
The long-term program is not preferred the short term programme is more preferable. They also

prefer to complete the task at a certain time, so they like to working short term. The long-term
orientation in this company is verylow.

PTAGGTO [rNDrA)
See Table V.I B and Table V.II B and

In the long-term orientation, 13 variables have been taken for the factor analysis, that is, V51 to
V63. It has been seen in the correlation matrix fTable V.l B) that V51 is highly positively
correlated with V52, V55, V60, V62.V52 and V57 are highly correlated positively. V55 is highly
positively correlatedwith V51, V52, V5 6,V57 ,Y58,V59, V60 andV61..

The first four components, that is, V51 to V54, were selected as a single factor because their
Eigen value is 1 or more than 1. The four components thatwere taken as individual variables are

(V51) You are persistent with respect to your task, [V52) Values, ethics, the moral game, a great

role in the workplace. [V53) Prefers stability and long-term relationship with the company.

[V54) Short-term programs are good than long-term programs.

There are two important breaks in the scree plot. In (Table V.II B), the accumulated% of the first
two componentsis 44.224% and the first four components are 53.6990/o.

Interpretation
The work of the employees in the company is more oriented in the long term. They are focused

andwantaccurate results atwork. Time is importantbuttheywantmore perfection atwork. The

Iong-term orientation is more or moderate.

Conclusion

The present study focuses on analyzing the impact of the cultural dimensions of Italian
multinational corporations on the business culture of India. Italy is an individualistic culture,
cantered on the "me", especially in the Iarge and wealthy northern cities where people can feel

alone even in the midst of a large and busy crowd.ln this study we observed that the Italian
multinational companies that operate in India adopt the ethnocentric style fthat operates in the
country of origin) of the business culture. In Fiat India and Piaggio India, the distance of power is
low but comparatively higher in Fiat than in Piaggio,

Masculinity is high in Fiat India and Piaggio but comparatively high in Piaggio, but both
companies have a high masculinity. This shows the similarity in the business culture with ltaly.

Employees of this company feel that the male boss uses a more logical analysis than the female

boss, while the female boss uses more intuition to solve the problem. Masculinity is high in
Piaggio compared to Fiat in Italy.
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In this company, the individualist orientation is higher. Group success is not very importanl
They prefer to work on an individual project. Italy is an individualistic culture, cantered on t}te
"me", especially in the large and wealthy northern cities where people can feel alone even in the
midst of a large and busy crowd. Individualist projects are more entertaining than teams.
Comparedto Fiat, Piaggio is more indMdualistic.

The uncertainty of avoidance is veryr high in the company like Piaggio, India. Avoiding
uncertainty is high in the company. Employees do not give importance to clear instructions at
work. Nor do they believe that subordinates should always work according to the instructions
given to them. Rules and regulations are importantto them, but not as important as in countries
with high avoidance uncertainty. Sometimes all the sudden decisions that are entertaining and
welcomed by the employees of the organization have been made.

The long-term program is preferred in the short term. They also prefer to complete the task at a

certain time, so they like to work long term. The long-term orientation in this company is very
low. The work of the employees in the company is more oriented in the long term. They are
focused and want accurate results at work. Time is important but they want more perfection at
work. The long-term orientation is very low. The long-term orientation in both companies is low
and ifwe compare it, itis almostthe same.
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